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PREFACE
THIS little book shows that the vagaries of chance are

the result of the interference of yes and no. A coin

has two similar sides of which one is head and the

other tail. The contradictories are head and tail, or

yes and no. When the coin is flipped in the air yes

normally wins half of the trials, but this includes half

of the half that normally go to no. Thus normally
in one quarter of the trials there is an interference of

yes and no. From this the chance of any number of

heads or tails can be easily calculated, and all the

results that are attained by more difficult mathematics

are secured.

Several formulae are worked out that are remarkably

simple and precise and can be used mentally and without

the use of any Tables.

It was written with the object of extending the use-

fulness of this very important subject to those whose

knowledge of mathematics is limited.

The subject took such a hold of me that for a number

of years I constantly worked at it in my sleep.

The interference of yes and no causes the variations

in everything that goes on around us in nature and in

our daily life, and comes home to the bosoms of men

more closely than any other subject.

St. Paul, Alberta, Jan. 3, 1923. THE AUTHOR.
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CHAPTER I

PROPOSITIONS

DEFINITION 1

Chance is unknown cause.

DEFINITION 2

A chance of anything is one of the ways in which it

can happen or fail when all the ways seem equally likely,

DEFINITION 3

The chance of anything is the fraction of all its

chances that is favourable to its happening.
It is also the number of ways in which it can happen

when the sum of its chances is equal to 1.

DEFINITION 4

A combination is any collection of things, and has no

regard to how the things are arranged.
It is also called a selection or parcel.

A blank combination contains none of the things.

DEFINITION 5

An arrangement is any one of the orders in which the

things in a combination can be arranged.
It is also called a permutation or group.

DEFINITION 6

When the possible arrangements of the things in a

combination are not to be considered the things are
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regarded as all alike, and are said to be of the same sort.

But if we think of them as being arranged they are said

to be different.

Any number of things that are regarded as all alike

can be arranged in but one order.

DEFINITION 7

An element of anything is any piece of it that may be

taken at any one time.

DEFINITION 8

Yes and no at the same time are contradictories.

DEFINITION 9 -

Lines that tend to contradictories are called con-

tradictory lines.

DEFINITION 10

The component in any direction of any line is the

projection of the line on that direction.

DEFINITION 11

An error is the result of chance less the expectation
or true value.

DEFINITION 12

The normal error in any set of conditions is such that

it may be substituted for each error made under that

set of conditions without changing the chance that all

the errors will occur.

DEFINITION 13

The weight of any set of conditions is equal to the

number of tunes that an observation made under that

set of conditions must be taken to produce the same

number of chances of a pair of contradictories as a
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single observation made under a set of conditions whose

weight is 1.

And the weight of any observation is equal to the

weight of the set of conditions under which it is made.

DEFINITION 14

An element of anything is very small when its magni-
tude may be disregarded.

DEFINITION 15

Either a win or a failure is called an event.

DEFINITION 16

Anything that tends to occur but cannot occur is

imaginary.
DEFINITION 17

Any line tending to an imaginary thing is called an

imaginary line.

DEFINITION 18

Any angle is naturally measured by its circular arc

over the radius.

DEFINITION 19

The Natural chance of anything is the true chance

when a unit is a very small element of the thing.
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AXIOM 1

Contradictories cannot have a common element.

AXIOM 2

The real and the imaginary cannot have a common
element.

AXIOM 3

An error is the result of yes and no tending to occur at

the same time.

AXIOM 4

Any succession of a contradictory can be represented

in magnitude and direction by a straight line.

AXIOM 5

If two lines are at right angles to each other neither

has a component in the direction of the other.

AXIOM 6

If two lines are not at right angles to each other

either line has a component in the direction of the

other.

AXIOM 7

The sum of the squares of the two sides of a right

angled triangle is equal to the square of the hypotenuse.

AXIOM 8

If one thing can be done in r ways, and, after it is

done, another thing can be done in s ways, the second

thing can be done in s ways with each of the r ways in

which the first thing can be done, and the two things

can be done in this order in rs ways. And, in general,

if any number of things can be done in succession in

r, s, t, and so on, ways, respectively, all the things can

be done, in this order, in rst and so on ways.
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AXIOM 9

If there is a combination containing r things any of

them may be placed first, and, after one is placed, any
of the remaining r 1 things may be placed second,

and, after 2 are placed, any of the remaining r 2

things may be placed third, and so on. And they can

all be arranged in

r(r l) (r 2) (r 3). . . 1 = 1.2.3 r =[_r_ways

AXIOM 10

All combinations that can be made ia the same
number of equally likely ways are equally likely.
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EXAMPLES

Example 1 . A and B met by chance means that they
met by unknown cause. There was cause for their both

being there, but it was unknown to them. If it had

been known to them they could not say that they met

by chance, by Definition 1.

If A had 2 chances of being there and 998 chances

of not being there, and B had 6 chances of being there

and 91 chances of not being there, what is the chance

that they both would be there ? What is the chance

that A alone would be there ?

A could be there in 2 ways and not there in 998 ways,
and B could be there in 6 ways and not there in 91 ways,
when all these ways seem equally likely, by Definition 2.

2
Hence the chance that A would be there is p 1

=

by Definition 3, and the chance that B would be there

is p 2
=

, by Definition 3.
97

A and B both could be there in 2 x 6 = 12 ways, by
Axiom 8.

A and B both could be there and not there in

(2 -f- 998) (6 -f 91) = 1000 X 97 ways, by Axiom 8.

Hence the chance that A and B both would be there

2x6 2 6
is

(2 +998) (6 +91)
=

1000
X

97
= Pl p2 = X)12f

by Definition 3.

Hence the chance that A alone would be there is

f) 19 182
**

~- p * P >
=:

WOO
""

97000
==

97000
=

Definition 3.

The ways may seem equally likely to one person and

not equally likely to another. Since chance is unknown
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cause if one person knows more about anything than

another person, the chance of its happening is not the

same to the two persons. And if one knows all about

anything there is no chance at all to him with regard
to it, by Definition 1.

Example 2. A bag of flour is composed of very small

elements, each speck of flour being an element of the

bag, by Definition 7.

Example 3. A combination of the letters a, b and c

can be arranged in the different groups, abc, bca, cab,

cba, acb and bac, each of which is a different group,

permutation or arrangement, but they are all the same

combination, by Definitions 4 and 5.

Example 4. Are to win in one trial and to fail in

another trial contradictories ?

Contradictories are only in the same trial or the same

game, that is, at the same time, by Definition 8.

Example 5. What is the value of the component of a

line in the direction of the line ?

It is equal to the line, by Definition 10.

Example 6. What is the value of a component in a

direction at right angles to the direction of the line ?

It is 0, by Definition 10.

Example 7. If in a raffle for $10 there are 10 tickets

sold for $1 each and a man buys 2 tickets, what is his

expectation ?

The chance that he will win $8 is f , and the chance

that he will lose $2 is f , by Def . 3.

Hence his expectation is

A of $8 | of $2 = by Def. 11 and Axiom 3.

Example 8. If he has a chance of to win $5 and a

chance of f to lose $1, what is his expectation ?
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It is J of $3 of $1 = 20 cents.

Example 9. Can to win and to win and fail in the

same trial have a common element ?

They cannot, because to win is real and to win and

fail in the same trial is imaginary, by Definition 16 and

Axiom 2.

A coin flipped in the air tends to be head one half the

times and tail one half the times, and both head and

tail i of J = J of the times, by Definition 3. But it

cannot be both head and tail in the same trial. Hence

both head and tail in the same trial is imaginary, by
Definition 16.

If there is no error it will be head,the same number
of times that it is tail, by Definition 3 and 11.

Example 10. If two contradictory successions each

equal to 4 both tend to occur what is the error ?

The error isy' 4* -f. 42 = \/"32^ by Axioms 3, 5, and 7.

Example 11. If there is a succession of 6 things
what is the magnitude of the succession ?

It is 6, by Axiom 4.

Example 12. If two horses are pulling on a load in

directions at right angles to each other, what is the

effect of one on the other ?

It is 0, by Definition 10, and Axiom 5.

Example 13. If they are pulling in directions that

are not at right angles to each other, what is the effect

of one on the other ?

It is the component of its force in the direction in

which the other horse is pulling, by Definition 10.

Example 14 If the sides of a right angled triangle are

3 and 4, what is the hypotenuse ?

It is v/ 32
-f 42 = 5, by Axiom 7.
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Example 15. If a man has 4 knives and 5 forks to

choose from, in how many ways can he take a different

combination of a knife and a fork.

In 4 x 5 = 20 ways, by Axiom 8 and Definitions 4

and 6.

Any fork can be taken with each of the 4 knives.

Hence a different combination of a knife and fork

can be taken in 4 x 5 = 20 ways, by Definition 4.

A different group of a knife and fork can be taken in

20 X
[2_
= 40 ways, by Axiom 9 and Definition 5.

Example 16. If he has 4 knives and 5 forks and 6

spoons to choose from, in how many ways can he take a

different combination of a knife, fork and spoon ?

In 4x5x6=120 ways, by Axiom 8.

Any spoon can be taken with each of the 20 different

combinations of a knife and fork.

A different group of them can be taken in

120 x [3_= 720 ways.

Example 17. In how many ways can 5 boys be

arranged in a class ?

In
[5_=

5.4.3.2.1.= 120 ways, by Axiom 9.

Example 18. In how many ways can a knife, fork

and spoon be arranged ?

In
|_3_=

6 ways.

Example 19. In how many different orders can a

knife, fork, spoon and cup be taken ?

In
|_4_=

24 orders, by Axiom 9.

Example 20. Show that if there are n things, of which

r are alike of one sort, and s alike of another sort, and t

alike of another sort, etc., the number of ways in which
I n

the n things can be arranged is

LL Li Lletc -
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If they are all different they can be arranged in
[__

ways, by Axiom 9.

And r different things can be arranged in
jj^

different

orders, and s different things in
|_s_

different orders, and

t different things in
\J_

different orders, and so on, by
Axiom 9.

But if the r things are of the same sort they can be

arranged in only one way, by Definition 6, and the s

things of one sort can be arranged in only one way, and

the t things of one sort can be arranged in only one way.

Hence when r things are of one sort and s things of

another sort and / things of another sort, and so on, they

can be arranged in . . . . as many ways as when
['

[

S
[

I
, clC.

they are all different, by Axiom 8.

But when they are all different the n things can be

arranged in
[n_ ways.

Hence when r things are of one sort and s things of

another sort, and t things of another sort, and so on,

\n
the n things can be arranged in i p ways.

v s t etc-

Example 21. In how many ways can the letters aabc

be arranged ? And in how many ways can the letters

of the words Chance and Error be arranged ?

In 14 14
The first in = r- '

And in the words Chance and Error c occurs twice,

h once, a twice, e twice, n twice, d once, r three times

and o once.

Hence the number of ways in which the letters can be

- 90810720 -
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Example 22. If anything is composed of a single

element, what is the difference between the Natural

chance and the Common or true chance ?

The Natural chance assumes the series to be so large

that a unit is a very small element of it.

Hence if the error is 3 feet a foot is not likely a very
small element of it, but 3 feet is the same as 36 inches

or 3600 hundredths of an inch.

Hence a unit can always be made a very small element

when the error is expressed in length, very small de-

pending on the precision required, by Definition 14.

We can take a unit as small as we like.

PROPOSITION 1

The number of ways in which a different combination

containing r things can be made from n things each

composed of m equal elements is

*(-'-) (_*) (_).... (
W _r=l)~.=

\mn

And the elements need not be equal so long as they
are all very small.

Since there are n things each composed of m equal
elements there are mn equal elements altogether.

And an element can be taken at any one time, by
Definition 7.

Hence the first element can be taken in mn ways,
since there are mn elements to choose from.

After this is done there are mn 1 elements left.

Hence the second element can be taken in mn 1

ways.
Hence the first two elements can be taken in

mn (mn 1) ways, by Axiom 8.
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And the two elements can be arranged as first and
second in

[2_ ways, by Axiom 9.

Hence a different combination of 2 elements can be

mn (mn 1 )made in --
,

2 ways, by Definition 4.

After 2 elements are taken there are mn 2 left.

Hence the third element can be taken in mn 2 ways.

Hence the first, second and third elements can be

taken in mn (mn 1) (mn 2) ways, by Axiom 8.

And these three elements can be arranged as first,

second and third in
|_3_ ways, by Axiom 9.

Hence a different combination of 3 elements can be

mn (mn 1) (mn 2)made in-* -
r^-*
--

ways, by Definition 4

Li

Similarly a different combination of r elements can be

, . mn (mn 1) (mn 2) (mn 3). .(mn r 1)made in -
Af
-

\mn= --_!==- ways.
I

r \mn r

And since there are m elements in a thing an element

can be taken in m times as many ways as a thing.

Hence r elements can be taken in mr times as many
ways as r things, by Axiom 8.

Hence r things can be taken in
,

'

(
--

) ways.
\mn rx m '

Hence a different combination of r things can be made

|_r_ \mn r

)(n a) . , .(
'_=!

ways.
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And the elements need not be equal so long as they are

all very small, by Definition 14.

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 23. If there are 4 bags of marbles, in how

many ways can a different combination, each containing
2 bags, be made from the 4 bags ?

If fractions are not allowed the first bag can be taken

in 4 ways, and the second in 3 ways.

And these 2 bags can be arranged as first and second in

[_2_ways, by Axiom 9.

Hence a different combination of 2 bags can be made
4-3

from the 4 bags in njr
= 6 ways, by Definition 4.

But if fractions are allowed, and an element is J of a

bag, we may take one element at any one time instead

of a whole bag, by Definition 7.

Hence a different combination containing 2 bags
4 (4 J)

can be made in r^
= 7-6 ways.

If the elements are all very small the number of ways
4x4

is -pr
= 8, by Definition 14.

Example 24. If each bag is composed of a single

element, in how many ways can a different combination

containing 2 bags be made from the 4 bags ? That is,

what is the number of combinations of 4 things 2 at a

time ?

43
It is

= 6-
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PROPOSITION 2

The number of ways in which a different combination

of things can be made from n things, each composed of

very small elements is

w 2 n8 w 4

< = 1 + n
-fry-

-f jj + -TJ- + etc.

where * = 2-718281828 + .

And if each thing is composed of a single element the

number of different combinations is

By Proposition 1 the number of ways in which a

different combination containing r things can be made is

r

in which r may successively take the values 0, 1, 2, 3, and

so on, by Definition 4.

If there is only one element n = .

\mn /1V
When r = 0, -, ^=

( ;- )

= 1.

I

r
I

wn r \m/

when r = 1 it is equal to

Hence if there is only one element the number of ways
in which a different combination can be made is 1 -f .

And one of these different combinations is blank.
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And after these 1 4 i different combinations have

been made 1 -j- J different combinations can be made
from any other element.

Hence, since there are mn elements, the total number
of ways in which a different combination can be made is

(1 -f i)
n

, by Axiom 8.

\mn / i y
Hence (1 + "" = S

,

, ^_ r (-) ,

where r successively takes the values 0, 1, 2, 3 and so on,

and the results all added.

Hence the total number of different combinations of

things is

etc.

Hence if each thing is composed of a single element the

total number of combinations is

As ^ becomes smaller the numerator becomes larger.

And this change is continuous right down to ^ =0,
which gives the maximum value of the number of

combinations.

If each thing is composed of an infinite number of

elements ~ 0, and when n = 1 the expression becomes

"

2-718281828 -f .

This is usually denoted by e.

And the number of ways in which a different com-
bination of things can be made from n things is
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{(1 + 0)
{

}"
= e = 1 -f n + + r -f etc.

v & I O

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 25. What is the value of e~* when x is very
small ?

if # is very small, by Definition 14,

1+1

2 + x
-137

Example 26. What is the value of e ?

-137
_ 2 -137

==
1.863

=
2 + -137

~~
2-137

'

/ QQ \10

Example 27. What is the value of
fJ~J

/ o i \ 10

/_yy\*
v _

Viooj

2 9Fs 199 10 189
-

2 + ^
-

I99^rf0
=

209
' Very nearly '

Example 28. What is the value of U
J
when w (a b)

is very small ?

It is
^

"T , ^ ^

~~
,
= a" ^+5" by Definition 14.

a -f- o
( o)

Example 29. If the expectation is that an earthquake
will occur once a year, and it is equally likely to occur
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in any instant, what is the chance that it will not occur

at all in four years ? What is the chance that it will

occur 12 times in any four years.

If the elements are all very small a different combina-

tion containing r years can be made from 4 years in

4r

j- ways, by Proposition ].

And the total number of combinations of years is e*,

by Proposition 2.

And all these combinations are equally likely, by
Axiom 10.

Hence the chance that an earthquake will occur r

4,
~*

times in 4 years is
j_^_

= - e
, by Def 3 & Prop. 2.

~e^
Hence the chance that there will be no earthquakes at

all in the 4 years is e~* = -0183, by Proposition 2.

44 4

And the chance of 4 earthquakes is rj- e = -0183 X

^ = -1952, by Proposition 2.

412 4

And the chance of 12 earthquakes is
-ry^

e = -00064

by Proposition 2.

Example 30. In how many ways can a different

combination of bags be made from the elements of 3

bags of flour ?

The elements of a bag of flour are all very small pieces

of the bag, by Definition 7.

Hence a different combination of bags can be made
from the elements of 3 bags of flour in e3 = 20-0855 ways,

by Proposition 2.

And one of these different combinations is blank.
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Example 31. In how many ways can a different

combination be made from 3 things each composed of a

single element ?

In 2 3 = 8 ways, by Proposition 2.

And one of these is blank.

Example 32. In how many ways can a different

combination, each containing 2 things, be made from

3 things not subdivided ?

\n 13
In

I r I __ r
=

i 2 |i

= 3 wa^s '
by Pr p siti n 2 -

Example 33. In how many ways can a different com-

bination containing 4 things be made from 6 elemental

things ? Or what is the number of combinations of 6

things 4 at a time ?

Example 34. In how many ways can 6 boys be

divided up into 2 combinations of 3 boys each ?

16
The first 3 boys can be selected in . Jrr = 20 ways.

L2IL

And after the first 3 are selected there are 3 boys left

from which to select the second 3 boys.
13

Hence the second 3 boys can be selected in
, , A =
Li L2.

1 way,

Hence the first and second 3 can be selected in

16 13 16
= - = 20 ways - by Axiom 8 -

[0=1.
But since each of these two combinations may sue-
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cessively contain the same 3 boys, first as the first 3 and

then as the second 3, the number of different combina-

tions is only r^ of this, by Definition 4 and Axiom 9.

Hence the number of ways in which 6 boys can be

divided into 2 combinations each containing 3 boys is

li -10

Example 35. In how many ways can^ 8 boys be

divided up into 4 combinations each containing 2 boys ?

!8
The first 2 boys can be selected in .

~- = 28 ways.

There are 6 boys left from which to select the second 2.

16
Hence this can be done in . =15 ways.

There are 4 boys left from which to select the third 2

boys.

14
Hence this can be done in

, ,

= 6 ways.
L UL

|

2
And the fourth 2 boys can be selected in

,

J
L -

I

= 1 way.

Hence the 4 combinations each containing 2 boys can

be made and arranged as the first, second, third and
fourth 2 in

II x Li x 11 x 11 _ 11

L2_|_6_

A
[2_[

A
[_2_[2_

A
[2_[0_"|_2_|_2_(_2_[^_

ways.
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And the 4 combinations can be arranged in
|_4_ ways,

by Axiom 9.

Hence they can be made and not arranged in

18
, which is the number of combinations, by

Definition 4.

And in general n things can be divided up into different

combinations containing r, s, t, and so on, things,

[n
respectively, in :

-
i

-r- -
: ways, if r, s, t, and so on,

j

Y is it etc*

are all different.

And the n things can be given, r, s, t, and so on,

in

respectively, to different persons in -. .

Hr^ etg

ways, whether r, s, t, and so on, are all different or not,

because giving them to different persons makes them

different, by Definition 6.

Example 36. In how many ways can 9 boys be

divided up into four different combinations of 1, 1, 3 and

4 boys, respectively ?

In
(ID* II 111!

= 126 ways '

Example 37. In how many ways can 11 boys be

divided up into 5 different combinations containing,

1, 1, 3, 3, 3, respectively ?

Example 38. In how many ways can a selection of

5 cards be made from a pack of 52 cards ?

152

In ways *
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Example 39. In how many ways can 3 of a kind and
2 other cards be selected from a pack ?

Since there are 13 kinds, one kind can be selected in

13 ways.

And when this is done 3 cards can be selected from this

14
kind containing 4 cards in , Q ,

. = 4 ways.
UL LL

And when this is done 2 cards can be selected from the

148
48 cards of the remaining 12 kinds in .

,% A ways.
UL 1*5

Hence the hand of 5 cards can be selected in

|48
13 X 4 x ,

'

T~\A* ways, by Axiom 8.
I *. I 40

Example 40. If the 2 cards are to be of 2 different

kinds we can select the 2 kinds from the remaining 12

kinds in ,

^
~

ways.

And when this is done we can select 1 card from each

of the 2 kinds in 42
ways, by Axiom 8.

Hence the hand of 5 cards can be selected in 13 X 4 X

^ x<-

Example 41 . If the 2 cards are to be of the same kind

this kind can be selected from the remaining 12 kinds

in 12 ways.

And when this is done 2 cards can be selected from this

14
kind in

,

'

~7 = 6 ways.

Hence the hand of 3 of a kind and a pair can be selected

in 13 x 4 x 12 x 6 ways.
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And a hand of 5 cards can be selected in .

'

..

ways.

Example 42. What is the chance of 3 of a kind and

a pair in a hand of 5 cards in the first draw ?

13 X 4 x 12 x 6 6
It is- -p-

-= = -00144. by Del. 3.

Example 43. What is the chance of 3 of a kind and 2

odd cards ?

13 x 4 x
12 no

x 42

It is ^4== = :02113.
Igg

Example 44. What is the chance of 2 pairs and an

odd card ?

The 5 cards must be taken from 3 different kinds.

13
Three kinds can be selected from 13 kinds in. o

[JQ

ways.

And when this is done 2 kinds can be selected from

I
3

these 3 kinds in .

~-
ways.

And a pair can be selected from each of these 2 kinds in

I

^ V
[2 12 )

ways >
b>r Axi m 8 -

And the single card can be selected from the other

kind in 4 ways.

Hence the hand of 5 cards can be selected in

113
. Q ,, A X 3 X 6 2 X 4 ways, by Axiom 8.

[

o [IU
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Hence the chance of 2 pairs and an odd card in a hand

^jio
X 3 x 62 X 4

of 5 cards is
' *

r = == '04754.

ITE
Example 45. What is the chance of a 'single pair and

3 odd cards ?

The hand of 5 cards must be taken from 4 different

kinds.

113
Four kinds can be selected from 13 kinds in . .

,

I

4
|

9

ways.

And when this is done one kind can be selected from
these 4 kinds in 4 ways.

|4And a pair can be selected from this kind in
L -

2 2

ways.

And a card can be selected from each of the remaining
3 kinds in 43

ways, by Axiom 8.

Hence the hand can be selected in

113
1

4
< x 43 ways -

Hence the chance of a pair and 3 odd cards is

tig XA . X li

11 H <

^[2__1056_.

Example 46. What is the chance that the 5 cards will

all be of the same suit ?

One suit can be selected from 4 suits in 4 ways.
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And when this is done 5 cards can be selected from

113
this suit of 13 cards in . g , ways.

II UL

Hence the chance of a flush is

(134X
33

2~
=

16,660

Example 47. In how many ways can a first and second

baseball 9 be chosen from 18 players ?

(18
In ___ ways .

Example 48. In how many ways can 2 baseball nines

be chosen from 18 players ?

118

ways -

Example 49. In how many ways can 3 different nines

be chosen from 27 players ?

[27
In

[9_ \9_ [9 [3.
Ways '

Example 50. In how many ways can a different

combination be made from 18 men ?

In 2W = 262141 ways, by Proposition 2.

One of these is blank.

Hence if there is to be no blank the number of ways is

218 1 = 262140.
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Example 51. If there are 3 news boys in how many
ways can A buy 2 papers from them ?

He can buy one paper from any of the boys. And
when this is done he can buy the other paper from any
of the boys.

Hence he can buy the 2 papers from the 3 boys in

3 X 3 = 3 2
ways, by Axiom 8.

Example 52. If he can buy only 1 paper from the

same boy, in how many ways can he buy 2 papers from

3 boys ?

He can buy the first from any of the 3 boys. And
when this is done he can buy the second from either of

the remaining boys.

Hence he can buy the 2 papers from 3 boys in 3 X 2 =
6 ways, by Axiom 8.

Example 53. If he has to buy both papers from the

same boy, in how many ways can he buy 2 papers from

3 boys ?

He can buy the 2 papers from any of the boys.

Hence he can buy the 2 papers in 3 ways.

Example 54. What is the chance of drawing an ace

and a king from a pack of 52 cards in the first draw ?

The number of ways in which a parcel of 2 cards can

|52
be made out of 52 cards is .

trTLA
*

I joO

There are 4 aces and 4 kings in a pack of 52 cards.

And each ace can form a parcel of an ace and king
with each king, making 4 x 4 = 16 different parcels.

Hence the chance of a parcel containing an ace and

16

26X-BT
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Example 55. What is the chance of drawing a king
at the first draw ?

There are 4 kings, and 52 cards altogether.

Hence the chance of a king at the first draw is -fa, by
Definition 3.

Example 56. What is the chance of drawing a king
at the first and queen at the second draw ?

There are 52 cards to draw a king from, giving a

chance of fa. And since one card is drawn there are

51 left from which to draw a queen.

If the first was a king the chance of drawing a queen
from the remaining 51 cards is /T . .

The chance that the first was a king is fa.

Hence the chance that both the first was a king and44 16
the second a queen is - -

: ^-^ by

Definition 3.

The chance of drawing a queen first and a king second

is the same as that of drawing a king first and a queen
second.

Hence the chance of drawing either a king first and a

queen second or a queen first and king second, that is,

the chance of drawing a king and queen in the first 2

, 16 16 16** 1S
52-1T51 + 52-^-51

==
26-lTTr by

Definition 3.

Example 57. What is the chance of 4 aces in a hand

of five cards ?

There are 4 aces in a pack of cards.

Hence 4 aces can be selected in only 1 way. There are

48 cards that are not ace.
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Hence the odd card can be selected in 48 ways.

Hence the hand can be selected in 1 x 48 = 48 ways.

And a hand of 5 cards can be selected from the 52

152
cards of the pack in .

r j^7 ways.

Hence the chance of 4 aces in a hand of 5 cards is

Example 58. What is the chance of 4 of a kind ?

15 148
It is ~r: X 13, since there are 13 kinds in a

pack of cards.

Example 59. How many dominoes are there in a set

made from the 7 numbers from to 6 if doubles are not

allowed ?

The number of combinations of 7 things, 2 at a time, is

n(n 1) 7-6
VQ- =

-77-
= 21, which is the answer, by

1
.

Proposition 2.

Example 60. In how many ways can a different

combination be made from 3 kinds of flowers if repetitions
of any kind are not allowed ?

Including a blank combination it is

- 23 = 1 + 3 + *? +
3L-J1

= 8.

Hence without the blank it is 8 1 = 7.
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Example 61. In how many ways can a different

combination containing 4 flowers be made from 3 kinds

of flowers if repetitions are allowed ?

In the last formula 1 is subtracted each time any kind

of flower is taken, and in all there are 3 1=2 sub-

tracted.

If repetitions are allowed it will not be subtracted,

and there will be 3 1 = n 1 more kinds of flowers

at the end than there would be if it were subtracted.

But if repetitions are allowed there are n = 3 kinds of

flowers at the end, and if the 1 is successively added

instead of subtracted we can use the same formula.

Hence the total number of different combinations,

including a blank, is

(+*)
+eto .

And the number of different combinations each con-

A . . A a .3x4x5x6
taming 4 flowers is rj =15.

Example 62. How many dominoes are there in a set

made from the seven numbers from to 6 if doubles are

allowed.

There are ~- = 28.

Example 63. How many dominoes are there in a

set made from the 8 numbers from to 7 ?
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There are -~ = 36.

Example 64. In how many ways can a bouquet of

10 flowers be made from 4 kinds of flowers ?

110+41 113= ~"
Example 65. In how many ways can 5 coins be

selected from 3 kinds of coins ?

PROPOSITION 3.

If the chance that one thing will happen is pv and

after this has happened the chance that another thing
will happen is p2 ,

and after these have happened the

chance that another thing will happen is p3 ,
and so on,

the chance that they will all happen in this order is

Pip2p3> and so on.

Say the first thing has a^ chances to happen and a 2

chances to fail, and after this has happened the second

thing has bt chances to happen and b2 chances to fail,

and after these have happened the third thing has c^

chances to happen and c2 chances to fail, and so on.

Hence p-, , p 2
= -, *

r
, p3 ,

! + a 2 bl + b2
c
1 + c

2

and so on, by Definition 3.

Hence in this order all the things have a- bt cv and so

on, chances to happen and (a^ -f a2) (bl + b2) fa -f c2),

and so on, chances to happen and fail, by Definition 2

and Axiom 8.

Hence the chance that all will happen in this
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! 6j c
x etc.

K+ 2) (b1 +b,)(c,+ci)etc.

" " Pl P * P* etc" by

Definition 3.

Hence the Proposition is true.

Note. This Proposition follows directly from Defini-

tion 3 and Axiom 8.

Example 66. If there is the same number of boys and

girls in any country, what is the chance that a family of

7 children will be all boys ?

The chance that any child is a boy is />
=

J.

Hence the chance that 7 children are all boys is

P7 =
(J)

7 =
~i28~> by Proposition 3*and Definition 6.

Example 67. If the chance to win is p, what is the

chance that a person will fail every time for n trials ?

The chance that he will fail every time is q
n

,
where

q = 1 p, by Definitions 3 and 6 and Axiom 8.

If he is throwing one die in the game of Dice, the

chance of throwing ace is ,
and the chance to fail is

,

since the die has 6 sides, one of which is ace and 5 are not

ace.

If n = 10 the chance to fail every time for 10 trials is

(5)10
= . 16 i5 .

And the chance that he will not fail every time, that

is, that he will get ace at least once, is 1 q
10 = -8385.

If he is throwing 3 dice each time instead of one the

chance that he will fail to get an ace in one throw is

/5\3 /ll 1\ 3 11 3 4 ,

(i)
=

(liTi'
=
rr+s

=
r ^ ExamPle 28 -

And the chance that he will fail every time to get an

ace for n throws is (f)
3" =

(^)
n

, by Definition 14.
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If n = 10 the chance that he will fail every time for

10 throws is (f)
30 = -0042.

Example 68. Hence the chance that he will not fail

every time is 1 --0042 = -9958. That is, the chance

that he will get an ace at least once in 10 throws is -9958.

Example 69. With one die, how many throws must

he make before it is a chance of -01, or 1 in 100, that he

will fail every time to get an ace ?

qn = () .Ql.

Hence n = 25-3.

Hence the chance is 1 -01 = -99 that he will not fail

every time for 25-3 throws, by Definition 3.

Example 70. With 3 dice, how many throws must he

make before it is a chance of -01 that he will fail every
time to get an ace ?

a)
3* = -01.

Hence n = 84.

Example 71. Thus it is a chance of 1 -01 = -99, or

99 to 1, that he will get at least one ace with 3 dice in

8-4 throws.

Example 72. If in Example 70 every time were put
after ace instead of after fail, what is the answer ?

The chance that he will get an ace every time is

Hence the chance that he will not get an ace every
time is 1 (i)

3" = -01.

Hence n = -002.

Example 73. If r is the number of dice and s the
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number of sides to each die, and y the chance of winning
every time

rn

Example 74. And the chance to fail every time is

(c

_ \\rn
L
T-)-

Example 75. The chance that he will not win every

(\\rnJ/

Example 76. The chance that he will not fail every
/s l\rM

time is 1 (
-

j
.

Example 77. The chance of at least one failure is

Example 78. The chance of at least one win is

Example 79. If in a country the chance of blindness

is -001, and the chance of deafness is -01, and the chance

of dumbness is -1, what is the chance that a person will

have all three ailments ?

It is assumed that the ailments are independent of

one another, that is, the fact of a person having one or

more of the ailments does not render him more or less

subject to having one or more of the others. The fact

that when they are not independent they cause irregu-

larities in chance is used by the authorities to find how
much they depend on one another.

The chance \$pl p2 p3 = -001 X -01 x -1 = -000001.
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Example 80. What is the chance that a person will

not have all the ailments ?

It is lp 1 p2 p3 = -999999.

Example 81. What is the chance that a person will

have none of the ailments ?

It is ql q2 q3 = -999 X -99 x -9 = -890109, by Pro-

position 3 and Definition 6.

Example 82. What is the chance that a person will

have some of the ailments ?

It is lq1 q2 qs = -109891.

Example 83. What is the chance that a person will

be both blind and deaf ?

It is = -001 X -01 = -00001.

Example 84. What is the chance that a person will

not be both blind and deaf ?

It is 1 pl p2
= 1 -00001 = -99999.

Example 85. What is the chance that a person will be

both blind and deaf and not dumb ?

It is p l p2 q3 == -001 X -01 X -9 = 000009, by De-

finition 3 and Axiom 8.

Example 86. What is the chance that a person will

not be both blind and deaf and not dumb ?

It is lpip^q^ = -999991.

Example 87. What is the chance that a person will

be neither blind nor deaf and will be dumb ?

It is q1 q2 p3
= -999 X -99 X -1 = -098901.

Example 88. What is the other complementary
chance ?

It is 1 = -901099.
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PROPOSITION 4.

If out of any number of things one must happen, and

only one can happen, and the chance that one will

happen is pl and the chance that another will happen is

p2 ,
and the chance that another will happen is p3 ,

and

so on, the chance that either the first or second will

happen is p l -f Pz> and the chance that one of any two

or more will happen is the sum of the chances of the two

or more, and the chance that some one will happen is 1.

The chance that the first will happen is p^ of all the

chances, and the chance that the second will happen is

/>2 of all the chances, by Definition 3.

Hence the chance that the first 6"r second will happen
is pl + p2 of all the chances.

Hence the chance that the first or second will happen
is p l -f p2> by Definition 3.

And similarly for one of any two or more.

And since some one must happen the sum of all the

chances favourable to some one happening is equal to

the sum of all the chances.

Hence the chance that some one will happen is 1, by
Definition 3.

Hence the Proposition is true.

Note. This Proposition follows directly from Defini-

tion 3.

Example 89. If there is the same number of boys and

girls in a country, what is the chance that a family of 5

children will be either all boys or girls ?

It is (i)
5 + (i)

5 = 2(J)
5 = &, by Definition 3 and 6

and Axiom 8.

Example 90. If the chance that an unknown thing
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is a boy is J and the chance that it is a girl is ,
what is

the chance that it is either a boy or girl ?

It is -f J = 1, by Definition 3.

Example 91. If the chance that A will win is J and
the chance that B will win is and the chance that C
will win is^ what is the chance that A, B or C will win ?

It is -f % + A = | = -6, by Proposition 4.

PROPOSITION 5.

If the chance that a thing will happen in any trial is

p and the chance that it will fail is q, the chance that it

will happen n r times and fail r times in n trials is

I n
p
n ~' r

q
r

, and the sum of all the chances is

JL ? Li

-

1)

and SQ on>

so on = 1.

Wins can be arranged in only one order, since they are
all regarded as alike, by Definition 6.

Hence the chance that it will happen n r given times
is pn ~ r

, by Proposition 3.

Similarly the chance that it will fail r given times is qr,

by Proposition 3.
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Hence the chance that it will happen n r given
times and fail r given times is p

n~ ~r
q
f

, by Proposition 3.

And n different things can be divided up into n r

[n
wins and r failures in

,
=, ways, by Proposition

Is.
r

I

r

1, since each thing is composed of a single element.

Hence the chance of n r wins and r failures in a

series of n trials is

\n_ \n_'-

by Proposition 4.

And r can successively take air the integral values

from to n.

Hence by successively giving to r the values 0, 1,2, 3,

and so on, and adding the results we will get the sum of

all the chances, by Proposition 4.

And since p of all the chances is favourable and q of

all the chances is unfavourable^ -|- q 1, by Definition 3.

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 92. At the game of Head or Tail, what is

the chance of 4 heads and 2 tails in 6 trials ?

9 = i

Example 93. What is the chance that there will be

less than 4 tails in 6 trials ?

The chance of n r heads and r tails in n trials is

y = .
- -r- p"-' Q'.
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Give to r all the integral values from to 3 in this and

add the results.

6 5 '

1 6
,
15

,
20 42

=
64
+ 64+64+64

=
64

=

Example 94. What is the chance that the error will

be less than 1 ?

It is the chance of no error or

'- /1\3 /1A3 _ ?? _ -31

|j_ [_3_
(*) It)

-
64
-

by Definitions 11 and 14.

Example 95. What is the chance of no error ?

\n
It is .

*-- ^ o^, by Definition 3 and 11.r

Example 96. What is the chance of an error of -f x

-f 3 at the end of 18 trials if p = | and q = %?

The chance is y =

by Definition 11 and 14.

Example 97. If A throws a die 6 times and a coin 6

times, what is the chance that he will get either 4 aces or

4 heads ?

A die has 6 sides, one of which is ace and 5 are not ace.
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Hence p = % and q = .

A coin has 2 sides, of which one is head and one is not

head.

Hence p = q = J.

We must add the two chances
15552

and ^ =

0080 + '2344 = -2424, by Proposition 4.

Example 98. What is the chance of both 4 aces and
4 heads ?

It is the product of the two chances , -^^ and ~ by

Definition 3.

Example 99. What is the chance of both 4 aces and
less than 4 heads ?

It is the product of the two chances
T^KK^

an^
/^, by

Definition 3.

Example 100. If the bookmakers at a race put up the

following odds against the following horses winningi
has the public a fair chance ?

Mary : 1 to 3 ;

Charley : 1 to 2
;

Jack : 2 to 3 ;

Katy : 3 to 1 ;

Eva : 99 to 1.

If the same amount of money, say $1,000, is involved

about each horse the public pay in

} or -75 of $1,000 = $750 on Mary;
f or -677 of $1,000 = $667 on Charley ;

| or -6 of $1,000 = $600 on Jack;

J or -25 of $1,000 = $250 on Katy ;

Tfoj or -01 of $1,000 = $10 on Eva.

or 2-277 of $1,000 = $2,277 on all.
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Now no matter which horse wins the bookmakers will

not have to pay out as much as $1,000, because this is all

the money involved about any horse.

The sum of the fractions should be 1 instead of 2-277,

by Proposition 4.

If it is less than 1 any player can bet on all the horses

and certainly win, if the bookmakers pay -up.

Example 101. If the above odds were

Mary : 1 to 1
;

Charley : 4 to 1
;

Jack : 9 to 1
;

Katy : 19 to 1
;

Eva : 99 to 1
;

a player could bet

$50 on Mary ;

$20 on Charley ;

$10 on Jack ;

$5 on Katy ;

$1 on Eva.

and he would get $100, no matter which horse won,

having paid in only $86.

The public might give the bookmakers something over

10 per cent, for their trouble and risk, and let them make
the sum of the fractions 1-10 instead of 1, seeing that

they cannot always get the same amount of money
involved about each horse.

Example 102. The slate might fairly be

Mary : 2 to 3
;

Charley : 5 to 3 ;

Jack : 9 to 1
;

Katy : 19 to 1
;

Eva : 99 to 1.
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Here the public pay in on

Mary : $600 ;

Charley: $375;

Jack : $100 ;

Katy : $50 ;

Eva : $10.

making $1,135 in all.

And no matter which horse wins they cannot get back

as much as $1,000.

The chance that some horse will win is 1. Hence the

sum of the chances of all the horses winning is 1, since

only one horse can win, by Proposition 4.

But the bookmakers sometimes make it 1-15, 1-50,

2-50, 6-00, and even as high as 10 and 20. The odds

advertised in the papers sometimes are as bad as this.

If bookmakers are expert in getting the same amount

of money involved about each horse it is a safe game for

them. They constantly change the odds for this purpose.
But they often gamble on particular horses and some-

times go broke.

PROPOSITION 6.

If we know nothing of anything of constant habits

except that it has happened m times and failed n times,
-j.

I

|

the chance that it will happen next time is -

m + n -f 2

It has happened m times and failed n times.

And the next time it must either happen or fail

Hence at the next time there are m -f n -f- 2 possible

events, of which m -\- 1 are wins and n + 1 are failures,

by Definition 15. We are learning its habits.

And, since we know nothing more of the thing, all

these possible events seem equally likely, by Axiom 10.
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Hence the chance that the next event will be a win is

-r-[5 , by Definition 3.m + n -f 2 J

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 103. If a thing has happened 6 times and

failed 3 times, and we have no other knowledge about it,

what is the chance that it will happen next time ?

. m \ 7

Example 104. What is the chance that it will fail

next time ?

n 4- 1 4
It is m + n + 2 11

'

7 4
Or it is 1 -- =

y-r,
by Definition 3.

Example 105. If the first m -f- n events are m wins

and n failures, what is the chance that the next r -{- s

events will be r wins and s failures, if we have no other

knowledge ?

The number of ways in which there can be r more

wins is the same as the number of ways in which a

different combination of m wins can be made from

m -f- r wins, since its habits do not change, and when
m are taken r are left.

And the number of ways in which there can be s

more failures is the same as the number of ways in which

a different combination of n failures can be made from

n -f s failures.

Hence the number of ways in which there can be

both r more wins and s more failures is

\JL

by Proposition 2 and Axiom 8.
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At the next event there are m -f n -f- 2 possible events,

by Proposition 6.

Hence if there are r -f s more events there will be
m +n +2 + (r +s I) =m +n + l +r + s pos-
sible events altogether, since the next event must be

either a win or a failure.

And a different combination of r -f s events can be

made from w+w-f-1 -fr+s possible events in

|w+n + l +r+s
WayS ' by Pr P sition 2 '

Hence the chance that the r -\- s events will be r wins

and s failures is

\m + r In +s
1

x-
in

m +n , by Definition 3-

\m -f n + 1 \r -f s

Example 106. If we saw a soldier hit a target, -or

make an inner, or an outer, or do anything else, 5 times,

and fail 3 times, and we had no other knowledge, what
is the chance that he will win twice and fail once in 3

more trials ?

It is fj.

Example 107. If we saw him win 5 times and fail 3

times the chance that he will win next time is -6.

Example 108. If we saw him hit twice and miss

twice the chance that he will hit next time is J = -5.

p and q change at each trial.

If we watch a great many shots p and q will change

very little after m -f n becomes large.
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A man may have very bad luck in his first few shots,

and runs of bad luck at any time. But after a great

many trials the a priori and a posteriori chances can

hardly differ much since the number of chances of error

is only proportional to ^(m -\- n -f 1) pq, by Axiom 3

and Proposition 3.

The a priori and a posteriori methods can be compared
and used to check each other in any case where we can

assume a priori chances.

The difference between the a posteriori and a priori

chances, that is, the changing of p and q as our

knowledge is increased, is the source of many strange
traditions.

If a man follows a very limited experience his a

posteriori chance may be very different from the true

a priori chance.

When a scientist tries to prove anything, if he cannot

get the a priori chance, he makes a very large number
of observations in order that his a posteriori chance will

differ but little from the true a priori chance. If we
read any great book on modern experimental science the

almost infinite number of experiments, seemingly need-

less, that are made is sometimes tedious. And these

observations are made by chance.

The observations made by Spiritualists are not always

by chance, and the unfavourable results are not always
counted.

If the desired result happens m times and fails

*., I "1

times, they sometimes have a tendency to take -
~-^

instead of
m

.

+
, n as the chance that it willm -f n +2

happen next time.
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Many people, like the Pacifists, have a dislike for

checking their a priori results with the a posteriori results

There are different opinions on all subjects because

each person sees a different part. The more parts that

different people see the less difference there is in their

opinions, and the more nearly will the a posteriori

results agree with the true a priori results.

When evidence is taken from only one part it is said

to be ex parte evidence.

PROPOSITION 7.

The chance that the error at the, end of any series

will be greater than x = sr, where r is the Median error
s + 1

at the end of the series, is 1 P = ill
, very nearly,

if s is not much less than 1, where P is the chance that

the error will be less than x = sr.

Any error is a combination of errors all of the same

contradictory, for things which contradict each other

cannot be added together, because they cannot exist

at the same time, by Definition 8 and Axiom 3.

The Median error is the error that is as likely to be

exceeded as not. We will denote it by r.

Let there be any 2s errors all belonging to the same

contradictory.

The chance that the first will be less than r is J, and

the chance that it will be greater than r is J, by
Definition 3.

And the chance that the second will be less than r is },

and the chance that it will be greater than r is J.

Hence the chance that each will be less than r is
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J X J, and the chance that each will be greater than

r is J X J, by Proposition 3 and Definition 6.

Hence the chance that one will be less and the other

greater than r is \ X J X 2 = |, by Axiom 9.

Similarly the chance that the third and fourth will

be one less and the other greater than r is J.

Hence the chance that the first four errors will be

two less and two greater than r is J X J = ()
2
, by

Proposition 3 and Definition 6.

Similarly the chance that the 2s errors will be s less

and s greater than r is (J)
s

.

Any of the errors is equally likely to be less or greater
than r.

And the chance that s will go on one side and s on
the other is (J)

s
.

Now all we have to consider is the different positions
that the errors can occupy after they are put half on one

side and half on the other, so as to arrange them in the

order in which they occurred, by Proposition 3. And
all orders are equally likely.

The s errors each less than r can be arranged in
|_s_

ways, and the s errors each greater than yean be arranged
in

|jS_ways, by Axiom 9.

And these two groups can be arranged in
[_2 ways, by

Definition 5 and Axiom 9.

Hence the 2s errors can be arranged into two groups
of s errors each less and s errors each greater than r,

and these two groups arranged, in 2
(__[__ orders, by

Axiom 8.

Hence the chance that the 2s errors will occur in a

given order with s errors each less and s errors each

(l)s
greater than r is

I I
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The chance that the s errors each less than r will all

occur in this order is the same as the chance that the

s errors each greater than r will all occur in this order,
for the chance of an error less than r is the same as the

chance of an error greater than r.

Hence the chance that the the s errors each greater

than r will all occur in this order

, by Proposition 3.

And the combination of the s errors each greater than

r will give a total error greater than sr, since they must
all belong to the same contradictory.

And the chance that each of these errors will be

greater than r must be very nearly the same as the

chance that their sum will be greater than sr. This can

be easily seen if they are arranged in order of magnitude
But if s is much less than 1 we have no group of errors

each greater than r, and the formula will not be precise.

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 109. Proposition 7 is correct to not less

than about three decimal places for all values of s not

less than 1.

For values of s less than 1 an approximate result is

*-;-
Since the factorial of any fraction less than 1 is not

far from 1 it may be taken as 1 for rough work.

[0_5
= -97, |J_= -95, \V

= -92, [*_= -90,

[4_= -89, |j5_= -89, (^6_= -89, [T_= -91,

[8-_= -93, [$_= -96, [-95
= -98, to two decimal places.
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In any case where s is fractional
|_s_

can easily be

found from these values.

Thus [44
= 4-4 x 3-4 x 24 x 14 X

[4_.

If the factorial of any fraction less than 1 is taken as

1 the result may be out about 12 per cent, as a maximum,
and the correction can easily be made for approximate
results.

Example 110. What is the chance that an error will

be greater than 3r ?

3 + 1

It is P 2 = rf^=
~ = -042, very nearly.

S o ^4

PROPOSITION 8.

Contradictory lines are at right angles to each other.

Contradictory lines tend to contradictories, by
Definition 9.

If any two lines are not at right angles to each other

either line has a component in the direction of the

other, by Axiom 6.

That is, they tend to things that have a common
element.

But contradictories cannot have a common element,

by Axiom 1.

Hence the Proposition is true.

PROPOSITION 9.

Lines tending to the real and the imaginary are at

right angles to each other.
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If two lines are not at right angles to each other

either has a component in the direction of the other, by
Axiom 6.

That is, they tend to things that have a common
element.

But the real and the imaginary cannot have a common
element, by Axiom 2.

Hence the Proposition is true.

PROPOSITION 10.

All lines tending to contradictories are in the same

plane, called the real plane.

Two contradictories are an imaginary pair, by Defini-

tions 8 and 16. Hence any line tending to both is

imaginary, by Definition 17.

Hence any line tending to either contradictory must
be at right angles to an imaginary line, by Propositions
8 and 9.

Hence all lines tending to contradictories must be

in the same plane.

And any line tending to either is real.

Hence the Proposition is true.

PROPOSITION 11

If the elements are all very small and p is the chance

to win and q the chance to fail in any game, the sum of

the chances of a pair of contradictories in a series of n

games is 2n npq = 2n x 2 = K r 2
,
and the sum of the

chances of error in the series is

^/2nnpq \/2n x 2 = V* r 2
,
where * is the Normal

error in any dimension of space, and r is the Normal

error in a plane target.
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And the error sometime during a series of games is

the same as the error in a plane target.

And the sum of the chances of n errors one in each

dimension of space is (\/2nnpq)
n

.

And the Normal error x in any dimension of space

is xa
'\j-,

where xa is the average error in any dimen-

sion.

And the average error in a plane target is-ra =
-^
xa .

And the average error in a sphere is Ra ra \/-^

And the normal error in a plane target is r =

And the normal error in a sphere is R

In n games there will be np wins and nq failures if no

wins and failures tend to occur at the same time, because

p of all the games will be wins and q of all the games will

be failures, by Definition 3.

Error is caused by yes and no tending to occur at the

same time, by Definition 8 and Axiom 3.

The chance that a win and a failure will tend to occur

at the same time is pq, by Proposition 3.

Hence pq is the average number of pairs of contra-

dictories for one game, by Definitions 3 and 8.

Hence npq is the average number of pairs of contra-

dictories for n games, by Definition 2 and 8.

And npq pairs of contradictories are formed from

\/npq wins and *\fnpq failures, since the wins tend to

occur at the same time as the failures, by Axioms 3

and 8.
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Hence \/npq is the normal number of wins 01 failures

in error at the end of the series, but not the average

number, by Definition 12.

Hence \/npq = x is the Normal error at the end of

the series, by Definition 12.

But since wins and failures at the same time are

contradictories \/npq wins are at right angles to \/npq
failures, by Axiom 4 and Proposition 8.

And they may take any direction in a plane so long
as they are at right angles to each other, by Proposition 10.

Hence their resultant ^/2npq may take any direction

in a plane, by Axiom 7.

Hence the sum of the chances of a pair of contra-

dictories during the series is the area swept over by the

radius\/2npq = rQ as it revolves around once, or 2nnpq =

And r is the normal error during the series, by Defini-

tion 12.

Hence the sum of the chances of wins or failures in

error during the series is ^/2nnpq
= ^2nx

2

^nrQ
2

, by
Axioms 3 and 8.

And the sum of the chances of n errors, one in each

dimension of space, is (V^rc npq)
n

, by Definition 12 and

Axioms 5 and 8, since in space three straight lines can

be drawn at right angles to each other, and each of these

lines is called a dimension of space.

An error in a line is in one dimension, an error in a

plane is in two dimensions and an error in a sphere is in

three dimensions of space.

Again a vector is anything that has both magnitude
and direction.
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Hence errors are vectors. And they can take any
direction in a plane, by Proposition 10.

Hence the sum of the chances of error is proportional

to the amount of its possible change in direction, by
Definition 2.

It is equal to the error multiplied by the circumference

of a circle over the diameter, since the error may be

either positive or negative, by Definition 18.

The error rl in a line can take any direction in a plane,

by Proposition 10.

Now the circumference of a circle includes all the

possible directions in a plane, and none of them more

than once, and half of them are in opposite directions to

the other half, by Axiom 10.

But positive and negative errors cannot form parts of

the same error, by Definition 8.

Hence the sum of the chances of error in a line is

* = Ttxa ,
or half the circumference of a circle of

n
radius xa .

It is xa multiplied by the angle it through which it can

turn, by Definition 18.

It is equal to K average errors in a line.

Hence nxa

Hence *a =

Again any error r^ in a line is measured up or down or

to the right or to the left in a plane target.

Now if each of these four errors is turned through a

right angle they pass over the whole target, and include

all the directions of the radii, which are the errors in a

plane target.

Hence the error in a plane target is equal to the error
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in a line multiplied by a right angle, or
|, by Definition

18, since the errors are all in the same plane, that of the

target.

Hence *

^-
-1

. where r
2 is the error in two

ft M
dimensions.

Hence ra = ^
xa .

And any error r2 in a plane is measured parallel to the

plane target or to a plane at right angles to the plane

target in a sphere.

And the pairs of contradictories are at right angles to

the planes containing the errors, by Definition 16 and

Proposition 9.

And if these two planes at right angles to each other

are both turned through a right angle about their

common diameter they pass through a sphere.

And as they are turned through a right angle the

pairs of contradictories at right angles to the planes also

turn through a right angle.

Hence the average error in a sphere is

R- =VIff =
*/f(?)

2= '

\/i'
where ' is the

error in three dimensions of space, by Definition 2.

And the normal error in a plane target is
. ..

rQ
= /

*
2

= \/2x
2

, by Definition 12 and Axioms 3
^ n

and 7.

l^Y 2

And the normal error in a sphere is R =
^l~n~

~

-Y/3*
2
by Definition 12 and Axioms 3 and 7.
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Hence the Proposition is true.

P.S. The actions of contradictories have no effect on

each other and must be taken separately, by Axiom 5.

x wins carry a point from to x in one dimension and x

failures take it on a distance of x in another dimension

of space, and the total effect, or error, is -the resultant

which is the line joining the beginning with the end, by
Axiom 3, and this resultant must be either all wins or

all failures, by Definition 8, and can take any direction

in the plane containing the two contradictories, by
Proposition 10, and it is equally likely to be all wins or

all failures, by Axiom 10.

And wins and failures are equally likely in any dimen-

sion, by Axioms 3 and 10.

And for successive errors we must add the chances

of a pair of contradictories, because each error has a

different set of contradictories, by Definition 8, and the

number of chances of a pair of contradictories is normally

proportional to the number of errors, by Definition 12.

Hence for n successive errors in a
line_the

sum of the

chances of error is ^/n (n #a )

2 = -nxa -y/n.

And in a plane target is nr^ \fn, since there is the

same number of errors.

And in a sphere is 7cRa ^n.
Hence we must always add the squares of successive

errors, by Axiom 3.

And in finding the average error we must disregard
the signs, by Axiom 3 and Definition 8.

Integration. If c is a very small element of x they

usually write dx for c, which means that dx is a very
small change or differential of x as x changes continu-

ously in value, and (x + c)
n = x* + nxn~ l

c, very
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nearly, by Proposition 5, and exactly when c gradually
becomes 0.

Thus when c is added to x, nxn l c is added to x.

Hence when c is a very small element of x, nxn~ l c is

a very small element of x, by Definition 7.

And this is true no matter how x varies so long as the

variation is continuous, and xn is equal to the sum of all

the possible values of nx" 1c from x = to x = x, by
Definition 7.

For this reason xn is called the integral of nx*
~ l

c.

Thus when a quantity is continuously varying addition
is called integration, and the sum of all the differentials

nx n ~~ l c for all the possible values of x from to x is

called the integral of nxn ldx from to x, and is ex-

pressed by [nx
n- ldx = xn

.

Jo

And the differential of x by d(xn )
nxn~ ldx.

When e to any power is expanded by Proposition 2

each term can be integrated separately very easily, and

the sum of all the separate integrals gives the total

integral.

PROPOSITION 12.

If the elements are all very small the chance of an

2^ "

2*72
error of magnitude r is ,=

2
e for a line or at

rdr
"

1>#72
the end of a linear series, ~2 e '

i r the radius
*o

of a circle or sometime during a linear series as of games,
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and/^-o~
J=

2Y3
g

*
for the radius of a sphere, where

XQ is the Normal error in a line or linear series.

Any error in any dimension is the resultant of two

equal contradictory components, only one but either,

of which can occur, by Definition 8 and Proposition 11.

And the sum of the chances of a pair of contradictories

for the whole of any linear series is 2impq = 27r# 2 = nrQ
2

,

by Proposition 11.

If the error is r the number of pairs of contradictories

is^~2 = s times the normal number.

Now 2-nnpq is the sum of the chances of a pair of

contradictories in any series. There may be s times

this many pairs, where the change in s is continuous,

that is, by very small elements, by Definition 14, and s

may have any value from to infinity, by Proposition 1 1 .

And the sum of all the chances of s for all its possible

values is 1, by Proposition 4.

The chance of a given combination of s things from s

things, or any given combination for that matter, since

all combinations from s things seem equally likely, by

Axiom 10, is = e
, by Proposition 2 and Definition 3.

And
\

e ds=l.
J o

Hence the chance that there will be s times the normal

number of pairs of contradictories in any series is e~ s
, by

Proposition 2.
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If the error is in a line the end of it may fall anywhere
in 2dr, for it may be either positive or negative in a line.

And if the error is the radius of a circle the end of it

may fall anywhere in the circumference of thickness dr,

that is, anywhere in 2-nrdr.

And if the error is the radius of a sphere its end may
fall anywhere in the surface of thickness dr, that is,

anywhere in kxr2dr.

Hence if the error is in a line the sum of the chances

of an error r for all its possible values is

r-
I e x 2dr = +/%x*pqt by Proposition 11, since r is

J o

the resultant of two errors, only one of which, but

either, can occur in one dimension of space.

And if it is the radius of a circle the sum of the chances

of an error r for all its possible values is

P-
I e x 2nrdr 2-xnpq, by Proposition 11, since r

J o

is the resultant of two errors one in each dimension of

space.

And if it is the radius of a sphere the sum of the

chances of an error r for all its possible values is

r- s

I e X 4&r*dr = (y%xnpq)*9 by Proposition 11, since r

J
is the resultant of three errors one in each dimension of

space.

Hence the chance of an error r in a line is

r*

e
*

,
since the sum of the chances of r, for

\/zr.npq
all its possible values must be 1, by Proposition 4.
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And the chance of an error r the radius of a circle is

r* r

2nrdr
~
2* 2 rdr 2* 2

e

And the chance of an error r the radius of a sphere is

Hence the Proposition is true.

Example 111. If n is very large, what is the chance

that there will be exactly n things in a combination from

n things ? And what is the value of
|

n ?

The number of ways in which a different combination

can be made from n different things is

n 2

e
n = 1 + -f

-y-g
-|- and so on, by Proposition 2.

If there is only one thing this is

0=1+1-1-
,-2-+

and so on.

The first term is the tendancy to make a thing fail,

and the second term is the tendancy to make it occur at

the same time, since it can fail in one way and occur in

one way, by Proposition 2, Definition 2 and Axiom 4.

Hence the normal error for one thing is

\/l X 1 = 1, by Proposition 11.

And the number of ways in which a pair of contra-

dictories can be made from one thing, when all the

tendencies to take it and not take it are considered, is

2:r X I
2 = 27T, by Proposition 11.
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Hence the total number of chances of a pair of con-

tradictories for the whole series of n things is 2:m, by
Proposition 11.

Hence the sum of the chances of error is ^Znn, by
Proposition 11.

If a thing is a very small element of n things, dn may
be taken as 1, by Definition 14.

Hence the chance of no error is = , by Proposition

12. But if there is no error there will be a combination

of 1 X n = n things at the end of the series, by Axiom 3.

Hence the chance of a combination of n things is

1

nn

But there can be a combination of n things in
,

[*

ways, when the elements are all very small, by
Proposition 2.

And the total number of combinations is ", by

Proposition 2.

Hence the chance of a combination of n things is

n*
I *t ^M"

(=. , e *
, by Definition 3.

en

1 tt
n

Hence .
=

, e
~~ n

, if the elements are all very
-Y/2n [n_

small.

Hence [n_
= nne

-
y/2^ by Definition 14.

A still closer value is
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When n is infinite they are both exact, because then a

thing is as small an element of n things as possible.

Example 112. If the errors in 4 measurements of the

same thing all made under the same set of conditions,

are x
lt

xz ,
x3 and # 4 respectively, what is the Normal

error ?

The Normal error is such that it may be substituted

for each of the errors without changing the chance that

they will all occur, by Definition 12.

Hence the normal number of pairs of contradictories

for the series is 1.x2 = 4x z
, by Proposition 11.

Hence the Normal error is XQ
= I*SL .

V 4

Example 113. What is the chance that the magnitude

It is :
- e 2* 2

, by Proposition 12.

Example 114. In a series of 1000 flips of a coin, what

is the chance of 500 heads and 500 tails ?

p = \ and q = \, by Definition 3.

Hence if there is no error there will be

np = 1000 X J = 500 heads and nq = 1000 x J =
500 tails in the series, by Definition 3 and Axiom 3.

Since the series is so large dn may be taken as 1, by
Definition 14.

Hence the chance of no error is

\/2nnpq -\/2n X 1000 X i X \

very nearly, or once in 40 series.

-025,
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Example 115 If 1 person out of 10 in the country
has an automobile, what is the chance that in a district

of 10,000 population there will be exactly 1000 auto-

mobiles ?

p = A and ? = A
If there are exactly 1,000 automobiles there will be

no error, by Definition 11.

Hence the chance is

y 2itnpq \/2n X 1000 X

very nearly.

, -013,

Example 116. If 1 out of 100 men in any country
differ from 67 inches in height by less than 1 inch, what

is the chance that in a district of 100,000 men there will

be exactly 1,000 between 66 and 68 inches in height ?

p = -01 and q = -99.

If there is no error there will be exactly 1,000 men of

this height.

Hence the chance is

1 1

<y/2w x 100,000 X -01 X -99
013.

PROPOSITION 13.

If all the elements are very small and in any n series

all made under the same set of conditions the errors are

*i. *2. x
s> anc* so on the chance of an error greater than x

2
sometime during any one of the series is e n = e

,

and the chance that the error at the end of any one

series will be less than x is
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r*--^-r r2*8
, 21

I ft 2 ---- (M *K -1-"
f>

5 " -v-
"Jo J

where t = -

! 2^ 2

\*TT

By Proposition 12 the chance that an error will have

the magnitude x some time during any series is

Hence the chance that the error will be greater than x

sometime during the series is

And by Proposition 12 the chance that the magnitude
of the error at the end of the series will be x is

X*

2dx -2

Hence the chance that this error will be less than x is

I

- t*

Jx_

x* Ft
-

2V 2
:

e dx = -

I

V* I

o Jo

" '
'I, where

Hence the Proposition is true.
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Example 117. It will be seen from the tables in the

back of the book that when P = J, t = 476936.

And the value of x for P = J is called the Median error,

and usually denoted by r.

Hence for a single measurement

t = ^ = 476936.

Hence r = -67449 f = -67449* .

Since P = \ for the Median error it is the error that

is as likely to be exceeded as not, by Definition 3.

Normally there is the same number of errors smaller

than r that there is larger than r. It 'is often called the

Probable error, but as it is not at all probable this name
is very misleading.

Example 118. If the errors in any 5 measurements are

x
i>
X

2>
X
s> *4 and X

5> what is the Median error for one

measurement ?

It is r = -6745*,, == -6745 m.
V 5

What is the chance that the error some time during
a series will be greater than Ir ?

It is ()
18 = -00002, very nearly.

The t and P Tables in the back of the book give the

value of P for all values of t. Very old tables.

_*!. *! x
e 2* () 3

, very nearly, where s = -
,
and r is

the Median error at the end of the series.

As this last formula is very simple, and precise enough
for almost any case, it will, no doubt, very often be used

to find the chance that an error will be greater than

x sr some time during a series.
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And since when the error is large it is almost certain

to be near the end of the series this formula may be

used for the chance of an error greater than x = sr at

the end of the series when s is large.

I
-

()
3

agrees very closely with the tables in the back

of the book for all values of s not less than 5.

And for values of s less than 1 the formula P = ~ is a
Z

rough approximation.

And by Propositions 11 and 13 a very handy formula

that is close enough for most purposes for the chance

that an error will be greater than sxa some time during a

?

series of games or observations is (J)
2

. And if s is not

less than 3 a very close formula for the chance that an

error will be greater than sxa at the end of a series or

t
I

2

observation is
^ (J) .

If the errors are 2, 0, 5, and 6, the average error is

xa = 2-6.

The average error in a line is about f of the Normal

error, while the Median error is about f of the Normal
error. And the Median error is about of the average
error.

The average error xa = va I ?L_, where va is the
\J n 1

average residual error, and n is the number of errors.

See Chap. III. But in rough work the residual error may
be taken for the whole error when there are many errors,

as in the numerous cases where the chances of errors will-

be solved mentally.
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In practical work the average error will be used a

great deal, as it is so easy to find in linear measurements,
while the median error is easiest to find in target practice.

If any set of observations is repeated the disagreement
of the two Normal errors will be as great as that between

the Normal and average errors. The disagreement in

both cases is due only to the vagaries of chance, and if

equal weight is given to each a better result than that

from either will be obtained. In fact, it is the same as

taking twice as many observations. We would expect
the disagreement to be considerable in many cases, and
the advantage of having them both should not be wasted

by using only one in precise work.

For rough work these formulae and that of Proposition
7 are all that are required And they can be reduced

mentally without using any tables In this book the

problems are usually worked out by the more precise

formulas. And it will be a good exercise to check them

by these approximate formulae, and them often.

Example 119. In 5 series which are the more likely

errors, 3, 4, 2, 6, 1, or 2, 0, 5, 0, 6 ? And what are the

Normal errors for one series or measurement ?

By Proposition 11 we must add the squares of succes-

sive errors.

The sum of the squares of the former is 66 and of the

latter is 65.

Hence the latter are more likely, by Proposition 12.

The Normal errors for one series are-y/
6/ = 3-633 and

=.-. 3-605, by Definition 12.

Example 120. What are the Median errors for one

series ?

They are -6745-y/V
= 2>451 and -6745 <y/V -=2-432.
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What are the average errors for one series ?

They are 3 and 2f .

Example 121. What are the Median errors for the

whole five series ?

They are -6745 y'CG and -6745 y/65.

Example 122. What is the chance of 4900 heads and
5100 tails in 10,000 flips of a coin ?

# = ? = *

If there is no error there will be np 5000 heads and

nq = 5000 tails, by Definition 3 and Axiom 3.

Heads may be taken as positive and tails as negative.
Hence the error is x = 100 heads.

1 2npq
Hence the chance is ~ -r- e

-jtnpq

10,000

Y/27T x 10,000 x 4 x J

007979 x -13534 = -0012.

6,000

Example 123. What is the chance that there will be

more than 50 too many heads for that stage at some stage

of the series ?

x* 2500

It is \e
2 = \e

sooo = .30. See Example 25.

Example 124. What is the chance that in 6000

throws of a die there will be 950 aces and 5050 not aces ?

If there is no error there will be 1000 aces and 5000 not

aces, by Definition 3 and Axiom 3.
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The chance of an error of 50 is

1

2npq

2500

___ e 2 X 6000 X $ X
X 6000 X i X t

= -0138 x -2231 = -003.

Example 125. What is the chance that there will be

more than 30 too many aces for that stage at some stage
of the series ?

54
It is y = \e

nP3 =$e = -2914. See Ex. 26.

Example 126. If two men flip a coin for a cent a flip

what is the chance that one or the other will lose exactly
10 cents in 1000 flips?

It IS npq

= -0505 x -951 = -048.

We must divide 10 by the sum of the stakes to get the

yes and no. Check result by Ex. 25.

Example 127. What is the chance that one or the

other will lose more than 10 some time during 1000

flips?

25

It is y = e
*npq = c

~~
50 = -95.

Yes or no is only pronounced every time the sum of the

stakes is won or not won. Check result by Ex. 25.
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Hence to get the number of pairs of contradictories

we must take r and not x.
a -\- b

For convenience we may call x the cash error, but the

real error is , , by Axiom 3. However, in dealing

with money it is simpler to have a cash error, though
not exact. But the result is the same.

Example 128. If in any country the chance of

blindness is p l -001 and of deafness is p 2 -01

and that of dumbness is p3
= -1, what is the chance

that in a district of 1,000,000 population there will be

exactly 100,000 who are neither blind nor deaf but are

dumb ?

n = 1,000,000, p = ql q2 ps
= -098901, 0=1

098901 = -901099, np = 98901, np + x = 100,000, by
Definitions 3 and 11.

Hence x = 100,000 98901 = + 1099, by Defini-

tion 11.

v- ~.. e

\/2^np~q
= -00134 x -00115 = -000,002,

which is the answer.

Example 129. What is the chance that the error will

be less than 1099 ?

t = = = 2-60.

Hence P = -9998.

That is, the chance that there will be between 98901

and 101099 is -9998, which is the answer.
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Example 130. What is the chance that there will be

between 98901 and 100,000 ?

It is \ of -9998 = 4999.

Example 131. What is the chance that the error

will be more than 1099 ?

It is 1 -9998 = -0002.

Example 132. What is the chance that there will be

less than 98901 ?

It is of -0002 = -0001.

Example 133. What is the chance that there will be

more than 101099 ?

It is also | of -0002 = -0001.

Example 134. Two men each have $10 and flip a coin

for $1 a flip. What is the chance that one or the other

will be ruined some time during 100 flips ?

a + b = 2.

It is the chance of a cash error of more than 10 some

time during 100 trials.

/ * y
\a+b) 25

=*
~

2 x 10C x * x * =-6065.

Example 135. This finishes Chapter I, which is

composed of nothing but definitions, axioms and pro-

positions with a few examples to elucidate them. If the

student learns this chapter well he will have little diffi-

culty with anything that follows, for it is all based on

this.

In this book the law of change is worked out from

a priori axioms, and not from axioms taken from ex-

perience, which is a departure from the usual method.
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And these same axioms are evidently those of evolu-

tion, which undoubtedly is the result of the interference

of yes and no, as error is. Evolution is error. If yes
and no did not interfere in nature we would always have

the expectation, by Definition 11 and Axiom 3, and

there would be no change in species. And we would

expect that the law governing the actions of men would

govern the rest of nature.

Thus by measuring the change in a thousand years
it would be possible to get an infinitely closer value for

the age of the world than in any other way. Or the

time it took one species to change from another.

This subject is of infinite utility because it deals with

the combinations that are taking place around us.

Such cases are infinitely complicated, but this subject

deals with infinitely complicated cases better than any
other. And with things about which we know very
little.

Out of any million men we would not expect all to

be equally lucky. We would expect one to be very

unlucky and one to be very lucky. And a gradual
difference from one to the other.

The unlucky man would think that it was something
in himself that made him so unlucky and the other would

think that he made his good luck. But it is simply
because they belong to a group of a million men all of

whom naturally have different degrees of luck. And
this takes place when all the men are equally circumspect,

diligent and careful. If they are not so there is a con-

stant error or expectation that has nothing to do with

luck. Luck is only the accidental changes from the

expectation, and these errors follow the law of com-

binations. Certain combinations occur once in a million.

This combination strikes the one man in a million.
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Another combination once in a thousand. This one

strikes a thousand men out of the million. Another
occurs once in ten times. This one strikes a hundred
thousand men out of the million.

But the expectation is proportional to the number of

trials, while the error is proportional to the square root

of the number of trials.

Hence if a man leads a good life his expectation is so

great in comparison with his error that it is almost

negligible. And he is largely independent of luck.

The rest of the book applies the laws of chance and
error to the daily affairs of life, and shows how to make
use of every scrap of knowledge that we may be able to

gather either from our own labour or from that of others,

and to make a little knowledge go a long way.



CHAPTER II

GAMES WHOSE EXPECTATION IS

Example 136. We have shown that the number of

combinations from n things when all the elements are

very small is en .

Suppose that there are r combinations, how many
things does it require to produce them ?

The number of things must be n where r = en . The
n things are called the Natural log of r, and written log,

r n, and it is said that n is the log of r to the base e.

In the common system of notation there are 10

numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0. Hence any
number must be some power of 10. Thus 100 = (10)

2
,

1000 = (10)
3

, etc

Hence in dealing with numbers it is simpler to take 10

for the base than e. The base of Common logs is 10.

Thus r combinations are produced by log* r things.
log e

r

Hence e =
r, by Proposition 2, where r can have

any value.
log 10

Hence e = 10.

n log 10

Hence e = 10" = a.

And since 10* = a, and 10 is the base of Common logs
we have n = log 10 a.

And since en log
*

10 = a, we have

log* a wlog* 10, by Proposition 2,

= Iog10 a x log* 10, where a can have any value.

71
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Put a = e.

Hence log, e = Iog10 e log, 10.

But log, e is the numbei of things required to produce
e combinations.

Hence log, e = 1, by Proposition 2.

Hence 1 = Iog10 e log* 10.

Any table of Common logs gives Iog10 e 4343.

Hence log, 10 = -~ = 2-3026.

Hence log, a = 2-3026 Iog10 a, and Iog10 a = 4343

log, a.

Since chance is purely a matter of -things and com-

binations by Axiom 10 and Definition 1, 2, 3 and 4,

and as Natural logs are the things, we must expect to

have to use Tables of logs a great deal in chance. The
tables are very easy to use.

It is very easy to multiply numbers by adding their

logs since the sum of the logs is the log of the product.

If a = (10)
yi

,
and b = (10)

y
,

a x b = (10)
y
*
+ y =

(10)
lo*

10
*
t %,*.

Hence Iog10 ab = Iog10 a + Iog106.

If a 5 and b = 9, we have

Iog10 ab = Iog10 5 + Iog10 9.

The tables of Common logs give

Iog10 5 = -69897

Iog10 9 = -95424.

Hence Iog10 ab = -69897 + -95424 = 1-65321.

The tables of logs show that 1-65321 is the log of 45.

When we are using Common logs we will seldom put
the base, but simply log 45 instead of Iog10 45. But

when we use Natural logs we will always put the base,

thus, log, 45.
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Since Common logs are easier to use with our system
of notation than Natural logs they will nearly always be

used.

Example 137. Suppose that A has only 25 cents and

he flips a coin for a cent a flip. If head turns up he gets
a cent, and if tail he gives a cent. What i-s the chance

that he will lose the 25 cents some time during 400 flips ?

His chance to win is p = \ and his chance to lose is

q = \ in any trial. The sum of the stakes is a -f- b 2.

Hence -=- = 12-5.
a -f- b

The chance that he will lose the 25 cents some time

during 400 trials is

2npq
y \e =

\e , by Proposition 12 and
Definition 14.

log y = log 2 -78 x -4343

= -63978 = 1-36022.

Hence y = -23, or about J.

The 25 cents is called his fortune, and when it is lost

he is said to be ruined.

Hence the odds are about 1 to 3 that he will be

ruined some time during the series of 400 trials.

Example 138. If his adversary B also has 25 cents

what is the chance that one or the other will be ruined

some time during the 400 flips ?

It is the chance of an error of x or more some time
,2

during the series of 400 trials, or v = e = 46,
or about |, by Proposition 12 and Definition 14.
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The odds are about 1 to 1 that one or the other will be

ruined some time during the series of 400 trials.

Example 139 If his adversary B has a dollar, what
is the chance that B will be ruined sometimes during the

series of 400 trials ?

If A's limiting error is x B's is rx = 4x.

a+b) I _\"_b_
2npg \ 2npq

Hence y = \e J \e
= | (-46)''

= i (-46)
16 = -000,02, by Definition 14.

B's game is very safe, but A's is not.

Example 140. Or take 4 cents each and a series of 10

trials.

If they each have a fortune of 25 cents the chance that

,i

one or the other will be ruined is y = e

i *

y
If ~^~ is constant y will always have the same

value.

\2
(12-5)

2 = 156-25.U+v
= 400.

If we divide each of these by 40 we get n = 10 and
2

= about 4.

Hence n = 2, and x = 4, which is the fortune.
a +
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And the chance that one or the other will be ruined

some time during the series of 10 trials is the same as

when the fortunes were each 25 cents and n was 400,

except that as the elements of the series are not so small

the result will not be quite so precise, by Proposition 2.

The chance that A will be ruined is J of J = .

The chance that one or the other will be ruined is

twice the chance that he will be ruined.

To win and to fail have opposite signs. Hence when
we say that an error is less than x we mean that it is

between and x on either side of 0. An error of x is

an error of x measured in the minus direction. An error

of -f x is an error of x measured in the plus direction.

An error of 13 is greater than an error of -f- 12-5

because it is farther from 0.

When we speak of an error of x we mean that it may
be measured in either direction from 0.

When we speak of an error greater than x we mean
an error measured in the minus direction and numerically

greater than x, and an error greater than + x is an error

measured in the plus direction and numerically greater

than x. An error greater than x means an error

measured in either direction from and numerically

greater than x.

Example 141. If A's fortune is 4 cents, what is the

chance thay he will have exactly the same at the end of a

series of 10 trials as he had at the beginning if he can

borrow enough money to tide over the unlucky parts
till the end of the series ?

It is the chance of no error at the end of the series or

= -25, or about J. It is also the chance of no

gain or the chance of no loss.
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The odds are about 1 to 3 that he will neither gain nor
lose anything.

Example 142. What is the chance that he will gain
exactly 1 cent at the end of the series ?

= -5

21 or about once in 5 series

of 10 trials each, by Proposition 12 and Definition 14.

Example 143. If we want to know the chance that the

error will be less than 5 cents at the end of a series of 400
trials in flipping a coin for a cent a flip we have

x

a~+~b 2-5
=

: :

X 400 X X
58

' by

Proposition 13.

For / = -1768 the Tables in the back of the book give
P = -1974.

That is, the chance that the error will be less than 5 is

1974, which is the chance that A will either gain or lose

less than 5 cents at the end of 400 flips if he is playing a

cent a flip.

Example 144. The chance that the error will be

greater than 5 is 1 -1974 = -8026, by Definition 3.

Example 145. The chance that the error will be less

than + 5, or that the gain will be less than 5 cents is

i of -1974 = -0987.

The chance that the loss will be less than 5 cents is the

same.
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Example 146. The chance that the gain will be more
than 5 cents is \ of -8026 = 4013.

The chance that the loss will be more than 5 cents is

the same.

This is at the end of the series and not some time

during the series. It is supposed that he has enough
money to tide over the bad luck in parts of the series.

Example 147. What is the chance that in 10 trials at

Head or Tail there will be 4 heads and 6 tails ?

P = q = i
If there is no error there will be np 5 heads and

nq 5 tails.

We may give the direction -f to heads and to tails.

Hence the error is 4 5= 1= x.

The chance that the error will be 1 at the end of the

seres s v =

e
2 x 10 x * x

x 10 x x

log e.

Hence y = -2523 x -8187 = -2, or about once in

5 series. Check result by Ex. 25.

The chance that there will be either 4 heads or 4 tails

is -2 x 2 = 4, or about twice in 5 series.

Example 148. What is the chance that there will be

an error of at least 3 some time during the series ?
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It is e
nfq = -16, or about once in 6 series.

Example 149. What is the chance of an error of 3

or more at some stage of the series?

_**_

It is \e
2npq = J of -16 = -08, or about once in

12 series.

Example 150. What is the chance that the error will

be less than 5 at the end of a series of 100 trials ?

= =-7
q

For t = -7 the Tables in the back of the book give

P = -68, which is the answer.

Example 151. What is the chance that the error will

be less than 5 at the end of the series, that is, between

and 5 ?

It is J of -68 = -34.

Example 152. What is the chance that the error will

be greater than 5 ?

It is 1 -68 = -32.

The error must be less than x wins.

or greater than x ,,

or less than x failures.

or greater than x ,,

And wins may be taken as positive and failures as

negative.

Hencethe sum of these four chances is 1, by Definition 3.

And + x and x are equally likely when the elements

are all very small, by Proposition 11.
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Hence the chance that the error will be -f- is J.

And the chance that the error will be is J.

The chance that it will be less than 5 is -68.

The chance that it will be less than + 5 is of -68=

34.

The chance that it will be less than 5 is the same.

The chance that it will not be less than -f 5 is 1 -34 =
66.

The chance that it will not be less than 5 is the same.

The chance that it will be gi eater than 5 is 1 -68 = -32,

The chance that it will be greater than -f 5 is J of -32

= -16.

The chance that it will be greater than 5 is the same.

The chance that it will not be greater than + 5 is 1 -16

= -84.

The chance that it will not be greater than 5 is the

same.

It is assumed in the above that the chance that the

error will be exactly x is so small that it may be neglected.

When it is not we can apply a correction, which is seldom

necessary, by Definition 14.

Example 153. What is the chance that the error will

be less than + 5 ?

It is of -68 = -34. The chance that the error will

be less than -j- 5 is the same as the chance that it will

be less than 5.

Example 154. What is the chance that the error will

be minus ?

It is since it is equally likely to be plus or minus, and
the sum of the chances must be 1, by Definition 3.

Example 155. If A tries to throw ace at

s*i
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Dice for 1200 trials, what is the chance of an error of

more than 20 some time during the series ?

A die has 6 sides, one of which is ace and 5 are not ace.

Hence p = % and q = |.

*_ _400
~2npq 333

The chance is y e e -3.

Example 156. What is the chance of an error of more

than 20 some time during the feries ?

X*

It is \e
2npq = -15, by Proposition 13.

Example 157. What is the chance of more than 220

aces at the end of the series of 1200 trials ?

If there is no error there will be np = 200 aces and

nq = 1000 not aces.

Hence the error is 220 200 = + 20.

t = * = 20 = 1-09, by Pro. 13.

^/'2npq i/2 X 1200 X X f

Hence P = -877.

This is the chance that the error will be less than 20.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than 20

is 1 -877 = -123.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than

+ 20 is J of -123 = -06, which is the chance of more than

220 aces at the end of the series of 1200 trials.

When n is equal to 32 the following Table gives the

Natural and the Common chances of an error of x for

the game of Head or Tail. The formulae used are

2 1 np 4- x nq x

q

And p = q = J. See Definition 19.
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may be taken as the same, since when npq is very large
the chance of an error of exactly x is likely very small.

Hence when npq is very large we may consider that the

chances of an error less than x and greater than x each

include one half of the chance of an error of exactly x.

And if the chance of an error less than x is P the chance

of an error greater than x is 1 P, by Definitions 3

and 14.

But since the chance of an error of x at the end of a

series of trials is . e the chance of an

error less than x is P ?== e
"ni/y

>
an(i the chance

yzTrnpq
x 2

of an error greater than # is 1 P e

This makes a considerable difference when \/npq is

small. But for simplicity in the examples we have
assumed that the chance of an error less than x and that

of an error greater than x each include half the chance of

an error of x.

Example 158. Take the example what is the chance

of an error greater than 5 in 100 trials at Head or Tail ?

The answer we got for this in Example 152 was -32.

-05.

Hence the chance of an error greater than 5 is only
32 -05 = -27.

Hence unless npq is very large this correction should

be applied if great precision is required.
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DIRECT OBSERVATIONS

Example 159. Since the most likely error at the end

of a series is 0, by Proposition 12, if anything is measured
a series of n times under the same conditions, and the

mangitudes got are /
lf

/
2 ,

/3 , and so on, respectively, the

most likely magnitude is
* 2 3 - = /

,
or

the average magnitude.

And the residual errors are

i>i
=

/i 1
,
v2
= /2 /

,
t>3
= /3 /

,
and so on.

And /
x -f /

2 -f /3 -f etc. = n/ .

If the errors are #!, #2 ,
#3 ,

and so on, the total number
of chances of a pair of contradictories is 2n:x1

2
,
2-xx

2
2

, 27r#3
2

and so on, respectively, by Proposition 11.

And there cannot be any contradictories between
different measurements, by Definition 8.

Any measurement is called an observation, and as

obs is very simple to write it will generally be used for

measurement, measurements, measure, measured, ob-

serve, observed, observation, etc.

Hence the total number of Chances of a pair of con-

tradictories in the series of n obs is 2n (%^ -\- x z
2
4- x.f -}-

etc)
= 2nl,x2 .

83
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Hence the number of chances of a pair of contradic-

, 27r*2 277Vtones for the average is - -
n2 n

Hence the weight of the average obs is p = n, by
Definition 13.

The weight is usually denoted by p.

Now suppose that these n obs of the same thing are not

made under the same set of conditions, but that the

weights of the obs are p lt p 2 , p3 , etc , and the normal

errors are x
lt
x

2 ,
x3 , etc., respectively.

Hence p l Xj
2 = p2 x2

2 = p3 x3
2 = etc., by Definition

13.

Hence the weights are inversely proportional to the

squares of the Normal errors.

And the weight of the average, 1
,

is p 1 + p 2 -f p3 +
etc.= P.

Hence if XQ is the Normal error for an obs of weight 1,

AS

the Normal error of the average, /
,
is --= .

And PV = pl
x* = p., x2

2 = p3 x3
* = etc. = k.

And since P = p1 + p 2 -f p3 4- etc.

k k k k

2
=

2 + 2 + 2 + etC '

AQ ^,j A,^ *J

And = -1 + JL + jL + etc.

^o
2

^i
2 *2

2 ^3
2

And since the Median error is proportional to the

normal error the Median error of the average magnitude
is r

,
where

where r
lt

r
2>

r3 , etc., are the Median errors of the respec-

tive series.
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Since the average magnitude itself has an error the

residual errors do not include all the error, but only
what is left of it.

In a series of obs of anything all made under the same
set of conditions, the number of combinations of con-

tradictories is 2:r S x2
, and for a single obs is 2:r - =

, where x is the Normal error for a single obs.

And since the weight of the average is n times the

weight of a single obs the number of chances of a pair of

contradictories of the average magnitude is

n

And the Normal error of the average magnitude is

n

And each residual has its contradictory, and the error

of the average has its contradictory, by Axiom 3.

And there are no other contradictories, by Definition

8 and 14.

The number of chances of a pair of the residual con-

tradictories for one obs is

(

; = 2r:
- = 2nvnn n

And the number of chances of a pair of contradictories

x 2

for the average is 2:r
n

And the total number of chances of^'a pair of con-

tradictories for one obs is 2rr == 2-n:xQ
2

Hence 2*V = 2w + 2* %L .

n n
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Zv2
.

Hence # 2 =
n 1

Hence # =

And the Normal error of the average magnitude is

'(-!)

And 2*2 = *n
2

; Sii2 .

Suppose that a line is measured 4 times with the same

tape and care and the lengths got are

1000-23

99943
999-27

100043

The average length is
3"

4

9 '36 = 999-84.

The residuals are

+ 39

41
57

+ 59

It will be noticed that the sum of the residuals is 0.

The squares of the residuals are

1521

1681

3249

3481

n
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The chance of a total error of x or greater some time

during n obs is

"nl -6622 X 4

Example 160. What is the chance of an error of less

than -5 at the end of a single obs ?

A X

y g
= -62, by Proposition 13.

n - 1

For / = -62 the Tables give P = -62, which is the

chance of an error of less than -5.

The chance of an error of more than -5 is 1 -62 =
38. And since an error of measurement changes by
very small elements there is no correction required,

since the chance of an error of exactly x is 0.

Example 161. What is the chance that the error will

be x or greater some time during r obs ?

It isy = e e , by Proposition 13.

Example 162. What is the chance that there will be

a total error of 1 -5 or greater some time during 2 obs ?

(1-5)
2

6622 X 2

Itisy = e =-1829.
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Example 163. What is the chance that there will be

a total error of -5 or greater at the end of 3 obs ?

* 5 , .35.

3311

Hence P = -38.

Hence 1 P = -62, which is the answer.

Example 164. What is the chance that the error will

be -8 or greater some time during one obs ?

n 1 -6622-

It is y = e = e = -38.

The Normal error of the average length is

5755

388
The Median error of the average length is = -194

The average length of the above line was 999-84.

It is usual to write the Median error of the average

length after the average length, thus, 999-84 -194 is

the Median length of the line.

That is the true length of the line is as likely to be

between 1000-034 and 999-646 as not

Example 165. If A has measured an angle 4 times

with the same instrument and care and got

20 14'-3

20 14'-7

20 13'-9

20 13'-5

what is the Median error ?
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The average angle is 20 14'-1.

Vi
= + '2

v2
= + -6

i>3
= --2

v 6

Sv = 0, as it should.

V = -04

va
= -36

V = -04

vf = -36

S v2 = -80.

^! - -2667.
n I

The Normal error for one obs is

= .5164.
n

p--i / ^

The Normal error of the average angle is -/== -2582

The Median error for one obs is -6745 of -5164 = -3483.

The Median error of the average angle is -1742.

The Median angle is 20 14'-! 0'-1742.

That is it is as likely as not to be between 20 14
/

-2742

and 20 13'-9258.

Example 166. What is the chance that an error will

be between -5 and -6 in the above line ?

We may find the chance that an error will be less than

5 and then the chance that it will be less than -6 and

subtract the former chance from the latter, which will

give the chance that an error will be between -5 and -6.

For the first t =
.

* = -6144.
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The Tables give for / = -6144, P = -6151.

Similarly the chance that an error will be less than -6

is -7029.

Hence the chance that an error will be between -5 and
6 is -7029 -6151 = -0878.

Since -6 5 is a small element of the average -55 we
can work this by the formula for the Natural chance of

an error of -55, by Definition 19.

The chance of an element c of error at x = -55 is

c
'6622 =

-3311

the same as before.

Example 167. If A has taken the elevation of a

Bench Maik 4 times with the same instrument and care

and got the elevations

100-34

99-67

10021

99-86

what is the Median elevation ?

The average elevation is 100-02.

Vj
= + "32

v= -35

The Normal error for a single obs is

= -3090.
n 1

The Normal error for the average elevation is

3090
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The Median error for one obs is

6745 of -3090 = -2084.

The Median error of the average elevation is

- -1042.

V 4

The Median elevation is 100-02 -1042.

That is it is as likely as not to be between 99-9158 and

100-1242.

Example 168. If the numerical sum of all the errors

is S#, since the same law governs the residuals that

governs the other errors, we have, by Proposition 11,
'

And it is immaterial which expression is used in any
of the formulae.

\J n 1 /y 2 ^/n(n 1)

Hence
\J n 1 y S

Ef
1-2533

The Median error is

Vr2 V^
[ = -8453 ff = -8453^ ,

n n

&2
=-8453
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When n is very large we will use the formulae

containing E# or Sv instead of those containing L#2 or

St;2 since they are much more convenient, and when n

is very large the results are practically the same.

The two methods are equally precise, and are good
checks on each other.

Example 169. If a line is measured 4 times under the

same set of conditions and the lengths got are

10004
1000-2

1000-6

1000-8

the average length is 1000-5.

The residuals are

258.

The Normal error of the average length is

= , 29 .

The Median error of the average length is

6745 X -129 = -087.

The Median length of the line is 1000-5 -087.

Example 170. Now suppose that it is measured 5

times under a different set of conditions and the lengths

got are
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1000-15

1000-26

1000-37

1000-02

1000-20

The average length is 1000-20.

The residuals are

Vl
= -05

va
= + -06

v3
= 4- -17

t> 4
= -18

v
5
= -00

SWa = .Q674

*= /J*L = -130.

\/ n I

The Normal error of the average length is

-1

!2. = -058.

The Median error of the average length is

6745 of -058 = -039.

The Median length of the line is

1000-20 .039.

Example 171. Now if we want to combine these two

results to get a better result than either we have

1..JL J_. _L +(_LV
R2
-

ri
2 r *

-

(-087)
2 "*"

\-039/
'

Hence R = -036.

The weighted average length of the line is
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1000-5 + 1000-21 (~}
Z

" _ == 1000-25.

1 + I)
2

V-039/

Hence the Median length of the line is 1000-25 -036.

And this is better than either of the others since we
use more infoimation in getting it, and the chance of

anything changes as we know more about it, by Defini-

tion 1.

Example 172. If the total error for n angles measured

under the same set of conditions is E the most likely

error for each angle is - , since these errors must be all the

same, and their sum must equal the total error.

If the closing error of the angles of a triangle is -}- 3',

the most likely error for each angle is ^ = 1', for the
o

same reason.

Example 173. If the error in a line 1000 feet long is

-6 the most likely error for each 100 of it is =

-06, since they must all be alike, and the sum of the

errors must equal the total error. The most likely error

for each 100 is not the same as for any 100.

Example 174. If a line is composed of two parts
which when measured give 1000-0 and 2000-3, and then

the whole line is measured and gives 3000-6, the dis-

crepancy is -3, which is a true error, and not a residual

error, since it should be 0, and must be apportioned

among the 3 lines proportionally to their length, since
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the most likely error for each unit length must be the

same, and their sum must equal the total error, or

t of -3 = -05.

f of -3 = -10.

f of -3 = -15.

Hence the most likely lengths are

1000-0 + -05 = 1000-05.

2000-3 + -10 = 200040.

3000-6 -15 = 300045.

Example 175. If the two parts of an angle^are separ-

ately measured and then the whole angle measured and

the discrepancy is E, it must be apportioned equally

among the 3 angles. If the 2 parts are 20 14' and 35 1 1
'

and the whole angle is 55 28' the discrepancy is 3',

which must be approtioned 1' to each angle, so that the

most likely values of the angles are 20 15', 35 12'. and

55 27', if they were all measured under the same set of

conditions, by Definition 13.

When we pleasure the three angles of a triangle we
know the closing true error since the sum of the three

angles must be 180. And when we measure two parts

of an angle and then the whole angle we know the closing

true error because it should be 0. The difference here is

called a discrepancy. It is a true error and not a residual

error.

Example 176. If we measure a line n times under the

same conditions the Median error of the average length

is 7r
Hence if we measure it 4 times and the Median error

of the average length is = = -03, and r = -06, and we
V 4
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want to get an average whose Median error will be less

than -001 it will be necessary to measure it n times, where

-7= = = = -001, or n = 3600 times. That is, we
V n y n

should use a more precise method. But if a Median error

ofthe average length of -01 will do we will have to measure

it n = 36 times. The Median error of the average length
for one trial is -06. Three more trials reduce it to -03.

It takes 32 more trials to reduce it to -01, and 3564 more
trials to reduce it to -001 .

Thus it does not pay to measure anything more than
a few times unless very great precision is required.

The Median error is normally in the middle, that is, if

there are 17 errors there normally are 8 on each side of it,

8 smaller and 8 larger than it. The chance that the

error will be on one side of it is J and the chance that it

will be on the other side of it is J.

Example 177. If the 100 foot tape we use in measuring
a line is found to be 100-1 feet long, and we get 1000

feet for the length of the line, we must take -r~ x 1000

= 1001 feet for the length got. The excess in the length
of the tape has no contradictory, for it is always the

same, and hence does not follow the law of errors, by
Axiom 3. It is sometimes called a constant error or

expectation.

It saves a lot of trouble if the tape is of the precise

length and all the instruments in adjustment.

Example 178. Since chance is unknown cause, by
Definition 1, all known causes should be excluded as far

as possible.
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Any large defect not caused by a number of very
small errors is a mistake. Mistakes follow the law of

errors, but if they are very large the precision will be

very small, since then the elements are not all very small

Example 179. In fixing a point by a number of

courses of distance and bearing the error due to bearing
is proportional to the distance, and the error due to

chainage is proportional to the square root of the distance

Hence when the courses are long the error due to

chainage may be neglected, and the total error taken as

the error due to bearings alone.

In country districts the total error should never be

more than -gfo of the sum of the lengths of the courses,

and in city surveying it should not exceed

Example 180. Suppose now that the 4 obs in Example
169 were not made under the same conditions, but that

their weights are 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

The average length of the line is

= 1000-4 + 2000-4 -f 3001-8 + 4003-2

1 + 2 + 3 + 4

= 1000-58.

Vl
= -18

v2
= -38

v3 = + -02

Vt = + -22

V = -0324

v\ = -1444

v\ = -0004

v2 = -0484.
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And to reduce these obs to weight 1 they must be taken

a number of times equal to their respective weights, by
Definition 13.

Hence for an obs of weight 1

p 1 Vj
2 = i x -0324 = -0324.

p2 vz
* = 2 x -1444 = -2888.

p3 v * = 3 x -0004 == -0012.

p^v^ = 4: x -0484- -1936.

Xpv
2 = -5160.

Zp = I -f 2 + 3 + 4 = 10.

n 1 = 3.

Hence the Normal error of an obs of weight 1 is

And the Normal error of the average is

(nl)Z,p \J3 x 10

And the Median error for an o&s of weight 1 is r -280.

And the Median error of the average is r = -088.

Example 181. And the chance of an element c of

error at % = -5 at the end of a single obs of weight 1 is

= L648,

Example 182. What is the chance that the error will

be greater than -5 at the end of a single obs of weight 1 ?

= '853>

Hence P = -772.

Hence 1 P = -228, which is the answer.
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Example 183. What is the chance that the total error

will be greater than -5 some time during any 3 obs each

of weight 1 ?

y = e = e
l = -785.

Example 184. What is the chance that the error of

the average will be greater than -5 at the end of the series?

t = ,-_ -
,

* = 5 = 2-695.

V/-0344

Hence P = -99986.

Hence 1 P = -00014, which is the answer.

Example 185. What is the chance that the error of

the average will be greater than -5 some time during the

series ?

x2 -25

y = e = e = -0005.

What is the chance that the error at the end of the

series will be greater than



CHAPTER IV

INDIRECT OBSERVATIONS

Example 186. If we have the 3 equations

21, + 3J,
= 8

3/j + 21,,
= 7

3/j /
2
= 2

and the weight of a single obs is I, what are the most

likely values of /
x and /

2 ?

These are called observation equations.

If there is no error in the first two obs equations

/!
= 1 and /

2
= 2.

But if these are the correct values the last obs

equation gives 3 /
x

1
2
= 1.

Hence there is an error in some or all of the equations,

and we must find the most likely values of I, and 1
2 .

In order to find the most likely values of /x and /a we
must get two independent equations, each including all

the information, that is, including the whole three obs

equations.

In order to get 2 I, something we will call L, was

measured twice and 2/j is the sum of these two measure-

ments. Hence 2 /
x is twice the average of these two

measurements. And there are only half as many pairs

of contradictories for one line as for two.

Hence the weight of I, in the first equation is twice

the weight of a single obs, by Example 159.

But the weight of a single obs is 1.

100
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Hence the weight of /x in the first equation is 2.

Again if the elements are all very small the most

likely error in any series is 0, by Proposition 12.

Hence if there is any number of unknown quantities

the most likely value of any one is found by assuming
that all the rest are correct, and that all the error is in

this one.

Hence the most likely value of /
x is found by assuming

that /2 is correct in the first equation.

And 2/i
= 8 3/2 .

And since the weight of /
x is 2 we must take 2 /x

instead of l
t in order to reduce it to weight 1, since it is

the average of 2 obs.

Hence if in the first equation the whole error is in l we
have

2(2/x
= 8 3 /a )

or 4 /x
= 16 6 /2 ,

since we must not change the value of lv but take it

twice as often.

Similarly we must take the second equation three

times, and the third equation three times, to reduce them
to weight 1.

Hence we have

4/
x + 6/2

= 16.

9/x + 6/2
= 21.

9/j,
3/2
= 6.

And their sum
22/

x + 9/2
= 43.

is called the Normal equation for l
lt

in which the whole

error is in lv

Similarly we will get the most likely value of /2 by
assuming that l is correct in the first equation, and that

all the error of the equation is in /2 .

And similarly for the other equations.
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Hence we have

6/j + 9/2
- 24.

6/j + 4/2
= 14.

3/! + ^2
= 2.

Since /2 is minus in the obs equation we must multiply

through by 1 to make it plus.

The sum of these three equations is 9^ -f 14/2 = 36,
which is the Normal equation for /2 ,

in which the whole
error is in the positive value of / 2 .

Hence we have the two Normal equations

22/j + 9/2
= 43 = A.

9/! + 14/2
= 36 = B.

from which to find l
t and 12 .

The weights of A and B are each 1, since they are each

obs once.

These two equations give

14A-9B 14 9
/1= 308-81

A

22B-9A
.

22 _9_
*i- 308 81

-

227
J "

227
A '

Hence these are the most likely values of l
t
and 12 .

227 9~" /2 22
"

And the whole error in A is in l
lt and in B there is no

error in lv since in B the whole error is in 1
2 .

And in measuring A, whose weight is 1, /j is measured

227 = 16-2 times, and in measuring B, whose weight is

227
1, /

2 is measured T ^ 10-3 times.
zz
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Hence the weight of ^ is p }
= 16-2, and the weight of

/
2 is

p.,,
= 10-3, by Definition 13.

Hence in equations (1) and (2) the first term on the

right of each equation is all that is required to find the

weights, no matter how many terms there are, or how

many Normal equations there are.

Hence for the purpose of finding the weight of ^ all

the Normal equations except the one in which the whole

error is in /x may each be taken as on the right, that is,

B, C, D, etc., may each be taken as for the purpose of

finding the weight of /x .

And similarly for the other weights.

Example 187. And in general if the obs equations are

S0 n

the Normal equation for /
x is

Sfl 2/! + Zabl2 -f 0c/3 -f etc. = Zan = A,

in which the whole error is in l
lt

And the Normal equation for 12 is

Sa^ + Zb2
l2 + Z6c/3 + etc. = Zbn = B, in which the

whole error is in /2 .

And the Normal equation for /3 is

Sac/! + Z&c/2 + Sc2
/3 + etc. = Zen = C, in which the

whole error is in 1
3> and so on.

There is the same number of Normal equations as of

unknown quantities.

Hence the most likely values of all the unknown

quantities, and their weights, can be found, as in

Example 186.

Example 188. If the whole error in A, whose weight
is 1, is in l

lf and /
x is contained^ times in A, the number
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of chances of a pair of contradictories for A is p l times

that for l
lt by Proposition 1 1 .

Hence the weight of /x is p lt by Definition 13.

Example 189. If there are n obs equations and q

things observed what is the normal error for an obs of

weight 1 ?

An obs equation of any number of things is a single

obs, the same as an obs equation of one thing, for all obs

are equations. ,If a tape is laid over a row of 6 oranges
the weight of the obs is 1, and not 6, if the weight of a

single obs is 1, but the weight of the obs of an orange
is 6, since the total number of chances of a pair of con-

tradictories is divided up into 6 parts, by Definition 13.

If there are n obs of the same thing the weight of the

average obs is n if that of a single obs is 1, because it has

been obs n times instead of once.

And the number of chances of a pair of contradictories

for each average is -
,
where XQ is the normal error

for an obs of weight 1, by Proposition 11.

Hence the number of chances of a pair of contradic-

. .

tones for the q averages is - - x q =

Hence 2^x z = 2 2 + , by Definition 14.

Xt

n n q

nx z
_ nvQ

2

n
~~

n q
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2

n q

I v.,,2

Hence x,
/"SJ^~

'=*JZZ~9
I ^v2

When o- = 1 we have # = /
,
which is the

\j n 1

same formula we got for n obs of the same thing.

Example 190. What is the normal error of an obs of

weight 1 in Example 186 ?

We have for the most likely values of the equations

8 = 2(1-22) 4-3(1-78)

7 = 3(1-22) 4-2(1-78)

2 = 3(1-22) 1-78.

Hence the residuals are

Vl
= 8 2 44 5-34 = 4- -22

w,
= 7 3 66 3-56 = -22

v3 = 2 3-66 4- 1-78 = 4- -12, by Axiom 3.

Wl
= -0484

v<?
= -0484

t/3
2 = -0144

Z,v2 = -1112

n = 3

q = 2.

Hence xn = 2^- / -1112 QQQ=
/

= -333.

q \ 3 2

Example 191. What is the Median error of an ofts of

weight 1 in Example 186 ?

r = -6745*0 = -225.

Example 192. What is the Median value of /j in

Example 186 ?
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Since the weight of a single obs is 1, and the weight of

/! is 16-2,we have for the normal error of l
lt p1 x<?= (-333)

2
,

by Definition 13.

(.333)' 1112

p, "ifrT
1

Hence x = -08.

And r = -6745 x -08 = -05.

Hence the Median value of ^ is 1 -22 -05.

Example 193. What is the Median value of 1
2 in

Example 186 ?

333 -333
XQ = -= = -

.
= -10.

VP* V 10 '3

And r = -6745# = -07.

Hence the Median value of 1
2 is 1-78 -07.

Example 194. What is the chance that the error in l^

will be greater than -2 at the end of the series of 3 obs ?

I. --=_- -12

V2V V2 X -0069

Hence P = -13.

Hence 1 P = -87, which is the answer.

Example 195. What is the chance that the error in l^

will be greater than -2 sometime during the three obs ?

-< --0144
2 _.0144

Example 196. If the weight of a single obs in the

three obs equations in Example 186 is 1, 2 and 3, re-

spectively, what is the normal error of an obs of weight 1?

We can reduce the single obs to weight 1 by taking it a

number of times equal to its weight, by Definition 13.
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Hence when the single obs are reduced to weight 1 the

obs equations are

2M + 3M = Sp1
=

2/j + 3/2
= 8

2^ - 7#2
-

6/! + 4/2
= 14

PA = 2Pz = 9/i 3/2
= 6.

And pJi is reduced to an obs of weight 1 for a single

obs.

And since here it is the average of 2 such obs its weight
is 2.

Hence if we suppose all the error of the first equation
to be in /

x the equation must be taken twice, since the

weight of _/>!/!
is 2, and we must not change the value of

/>!/!, but only take it twice as often as for a single obs.

And similarly for the other equations. Hence to form

the Normal equation for /x we have

18/1 + 1^2 = 42
=

27/j 9/2
= 18.

Hence the Normal equation for /j is

Sfl^/j + Sfl6^/a
= 2a^w == A

=
49/j + 9/2

= 76 = A,

in which the whole error in A is in 1
19

And to form the Normal equation for /2 we have

AM + VPA = ^^ =
6/! + 9/2

= 24

2Wi + 62
2
^2/2

= 6a#a2 = 12 /! + 8/2
= 28

aAPJi + WPJ* = b,p 3n.3
= 9/x + 3/2

= 6.

Hence the Normal equation for /2 is

9/i + 20/2
= 46 = B,

in which the whole error in B is in /2 .

2QA 9B 20 9

49x20-9x9" 1'^~~
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And the weights of A and B are each 1, since they are

each observed once.

Hence the weight of /
x is = 45.

49B 9A 49 _ 9
And/2= 49x20-9x9

= =
899

B ' A '

Hence the weight of /
2 is = 18-3.

Hence the residuals of the obs equations are

i/i
= 8 2(1-23) 3(1-74) = + -32

v2
= 7 3(1-23) 2(1-74) = -17

v3 = 2 3(1-23) + 1-74 = + -05, by Axiom 3.

V = -1024

zy
5 = -0289

V = -0025.

But the weights of the obs equations are plt p2 and p3 ,

respectively.

And we must take the squares of the errors a number
of times equal to the respective weights of the obs in

order to reduce them to weight 1, by Definition 13 and

Proposition 11.

Hence for an obs of weight 1 we have

plV
* = I x -1024 = -1024

= 2 x -0289 = -0578

= 3 x -0025 = -0075.

= -1677.

Hence the Normal error of an obs of weight 1 is

x,- ll^L, /I?ZI=409.
\J n q \J 1

Example 197. What is the Normal error of the third

obs equation ?
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The Normal error of an obs of weight 1 is # = -409.

Hence the Normal error of an obs of weight 3 is

409-= = -236.

V 3

Example 198. What is the Normal error of /
x ?

The weight of ^ is 45.

Hence the Normal error of L is
' = = -06.

V45

Example 199. What is the Median value of 12 ?

The weight of 12 is 18-3.

A f\C\

Hence the Median error of 12 is -6745 ,, = -065.

Hence the Median value of /2 is 1-74 -07.

Example 200. What is the chance that the error of

/
2 will be more than -3 at the end of the 3 obs ?

The Normal error of 12 is XQ
== -10.

Hence 1 P = -0026, which is the answer.

Example 201 . What is the chance that the error of /2

will be more than -3 some time during the 3 obs ?

Itis*-'
2 -*- 4 '54 = -01.

Example 202. Suppose that there are some plums
and oranges all mixed up and arranged in a number of

rows, and a tape is laid along any row containing 2 plums
and 3 oranges and the length is 8 inches, and the tape
is now laid along another row containing 3 plums and 2

oranges and the length is 7 inches, and again the tape
is laid along another row containing 3 plums, less an
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orange, that is, there are 3 plums in one row and an

orange in the next row, and the length of the difference

is 2 inches, what is the most likely length of a plum and

an orange, respectively ?

We have the 3 obs equations :

2/x +3/2
= 8

3/! + 212
= 1

3/i /2
= 2.

This is the same as Example 186.

Example 203. Chance is objective, for, data being

given, our thinking will not change the chances. But

other data will, by Definition 1. If we think that head

is twice as likely as tail our thinking will not make it so.

But our knowledge will, by Definition 1. If our thinking

is wrong experience will show it in a very large number

of trials, because error is proportional to only the square
root of n, by Proposition 11. We can assume that head

is twice as likely as tail if we like, and find the expecta-

tion on that assumption, but it may be checked by
experience, which will pay no attention to our assump-
tions. If it did our inferences would be useless, and

chance and error a plaything.
The chance that the error will be greater than sxa

s*

at the end of any series is 1 P = (J)

2

, very nearly,

for all values of s not less than 3, if the expectation for

each trial is constant and all the elements are very
small. And our thinking has nothing to do with it.
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STATISTICS

Example 204. We have shown that when the number

of pairs is normal VnxQ
z =

Vnpq.
A report of the British Association gives the measure-

ments of the heights of 6194 Englishmen taken by chance.

The number from 57-58 inches in height was 1, from

58-59 inches was 3, and so on.

The following Table gives the results.

HEIGHT IN INCHES NO. OF MEN
57 1

58 3

59 12

60 39

61 70

62 128

63 320

64 524

65 740

66 881

67 918

68 886

69 753

70 473

71 254

72 117

73 48

74 16

75 9

76 1

77 1

111
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If the measurements are only given to differences of an

inch we will suppose that the men between 67 and 68

inches are exactly 67.5 inches high, and so on.

The average height is about 67.5 inches, since the

greatest number of men is about this height, and a small

error is more likely than a larger one, by Proposition 12.

There are 881 men 1 inch less than this

740
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* = 1-2533 , ^
V

=%--, very nearly.
Vn(n 1) 4 n

And r = -8453 ,

V = - . ^ , very nearly.
Vn(n 1) 13 n

Hence x - L2533 - 2-57 approx.

And r = -6745# = 1-73, approx.

Hence the Median height of an Englishman is 67-375

1-73 inches, approx.

That is, it is an even bet that an Englishman will be

between 69-11 and 65-65 inches in height.

1-73
The Median height of Englishmen is 67-375 -=

= 67-375 -015.

Example 205. What is the chance that an English-
man will be at least six feet in height ? And what is

the chance of an error between x c and x + c if c is

very small ?

For the first the error is 72 67-375 = 4-625.

_ 4-625 4-625 _-~ ^
3^634

=

Hence 5
= -036, or 36 in 1000.

The formula for the Natural chance of an error of

exactly x in any trial is

X*

2 2

y . _ e o
, by Proposition 12 and Def. 12.

Y ATtXQ

We have shown that when n is very large
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X*

*
Hencey=

*

n

And the chance of an error between x c and x -\- cis

7U -
M

if c is a very small element of x.

Example 206. What is the chance that an English-
man will be between 72.375 and 72-75 inches in height ?

The errors are 72-375 67-375 = + 5 inches and

72-75 67-375 = + 5-375 inches, or x
-|

and x + |-

P, -94834
Hence

-^-
= - = -47417, and

i = i" = 48176.

_
Hence - l

~ - = -0076, which is the chance that

an Englishman will be between 72-375 and 72-75 inches

hi height.

5-375 5 375 .

Or since-^
-- = - - is a very small element

of - = 5-1875 the chance of an element c

of error at x is
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*2 (5-1875)
2

"

2~V = '375
2(2-57)

2

2-57 V2rc

= -0076 the same as before.

When
X2

is a very small fraction the expression

7t(^

2
/SIA*

icl
J\ n '

.

7r
. n
is very nearly equal to

*<*)'-*
, by Example 25.

25-72 -25

= -98057, since Xv = 12677 and n = 6194.

And if x is next to its value is 1.

Hence the Natural chance of an error of exactly next

to is only = 1-029 times as great as that of an
UoUO /

error of exactly J.

Since an error next to only occurs 1-029 times as

often as an error of exactly J there is very little error in

taking the height of all the men between 67 and 68 inches

as exactly 67-5 inches in height, and giving each an

error of 67-5 67-375 = + J inch.

And the error in taking the middle height for any
group is small.
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Example 207. What is the chance that an English-
man will be at least 7 feet in height ?

The error is 84 67| = 16f = 16-625.

16-625 16-625
=

Hence z -
~

= .

000)000)000)05

Which is the chance that an Englishman will be at

least 7 feet in height. He is eligible for the circus.

Example 208. What is the chance that an English-
man will be less than 5 feet in height ?

The error is 60 67f = 7-375.

-SB--
Hence

?-^-?
= -002.

That is, out of 1000 Englishmen the expectation is

that there will be 2 less than 5 feet in height.

Example 209. What is the chance that an English-
man will be less than 55 inches in height ?

The error is 55 67f = 12-375.

t
12 375

=

Hence 1-? = -000,000,7.

That is, the expectation is that seven Englishmen out

of any 10,000,000 are less than 55 inches in height.

Example 210. WT

e can get the normal error by first

finding the average height, and then the residual errors

and then the sum of their squares.
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We can also get it by first finding the average height,

and then the residual errors, and then the sum of these

all taken as plus.*

Example 211. If the sum of the heights of 1000

Scotsmen and 10,000 Englishmen in a district is 62,000

feet, and in another district the sum of the heights of

8,000 Scotsmen and 1000 Englishmen is 51,000 feet,

and in another district that of 3,000 Englishmen and

2,000 Scotsmen is 28,000 feet, and the weights of the

obs in the three different districts are 1, 2 and 3, re-

spectively, what are the most likely heights of an

Englishman and Scotsman, respectively ?

And what is the chance that an Englishman will be

over 6 feet in height ? What is the chance that a Scots-

man will be over 6 feet high ? What is the Median

height of Englishmen and of Scotsmen, respectively ?

This is the same as Example 196, and those following it

Example 212. If J^ of the soldiers in the world war are

killed, and 4,000 go from a place, what is the chance

that more than 500 of them will be killed ?

The error is 100.

* 100

V2npq V2 x 4000 X & X T%

Hence
^-j^-

= -000,000,06.

Example 213. What is the chance that more than
450 will be killed ?

t= 1-86.

Hence ?-=-? = -0004.

* See Yule's Theory of Statistics.
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Example 214. What is the chance that more than

400 will be killed ?

It is f

Example 215. What is the chance that less than 300

will be killed ?

It is the same as the chance that more than 500 will

be killed.

Example 216. What is the Median error ?

Y = -6745 Vnpq = 13.

Hence it is an even chance that between np 13 =
400 13 or between 387 and 413 will be killed.

Example 217. What is the chance that a particular
man will be killed ?

It is Jn == -1.

Example 218. What is the chance that two particular
men will be killed ?

1

Example 219. If three men, A B and C, go to the

war, what is the chance that they will all be killed ?

Example 220. What is the chance that two of them
will be killed and the other not killed ?

13 / 1 \ 2
9 27

It is T^V- ( 1 X _ = r^ = '027.
/I \ 2

9

U) <io-\HL\L \ 10/ lo loo
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Example 221. What is the chance that one will be

killed and the other two not killed ?

Example 222. What is the chance that none of them
will be killed ?

729
-729.

1000

Example 223. We can get all these results from the

formula
10 10
I o o

3 I
I >A2x I

I Jk^.2 i s.3

The first term is the chance that all will be killed.

The second that two will be killed and the other not

killed, and so on.

The sum of all these chances is 1.

Example 224. What is the chance that some of them
will be killed ?

Itisl (~ Y= -271.

Example 225. What is the chance that some of them
will not be killed ?

/ 1 \3
It is 1 ( )

= -999.iV
w)

Example 226. What is the chance that at least two
of them will be killed ?
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Example 227. The chances p and q, as in a coin, have

nothing to do with chance, but with the shape of the

coin. It is s in Prop. 12 that is ruled by chance.

If we know the chances they are both subjective and

objective, because knowledge is the conformity of the

subjective with the objective.

The chance that A committed a certain crime, that

anyone might have committed cannot be calculated

precisely on any evidence, unless it must have been

committed by one or more of a given set of persons, for

we may not know all the persons relevant to the case.

Or even if we did. See Keynes' Probability.

Example 228. If the expectation is that the U-boats

will sink 20 ships a week, and the normal error is 5, what

is the chance that in any week they will sink more than

30 ships ?

The error is 30 20 = 10.

=141.

Hence =- = -02.

Hence the expectation is that they will sink more than

30 ships in any week about once a year.

Example 229. In progressive cards, if the chance to

win a set at any table is and there are four sets played,

what is the chance that a person will win 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4

sets, respectively ?
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The chances are

4- q*.

The chance to win sets is
(J)

4 =
rV

The chance to win 1 set is 4 (J)
1

(|)
3 =

J

The chance to win 2 sets is 6(J)
4 =

f.

The chance to win 3 sets is 4(J)
4 =

J. ..-

The chance to win 4 sets is (i)
4 = TV

Thus if the players are all equally good a person is as

likely to win all the sets as he is to win none, and as

likely to win 3 sets as he is to win 1.

He is more likely to win 3 sets than he is to win none.

He is 6 times as likely to win 2 sets as he is to win none.

And he is 4 times as likely to win 1 set as he is to win
none.

If, however, he has more or less skill than others p and

q will be different for him, and the chances will be very
different for a good player from those for an indifferent

player.

A good player will win 3 or 4 sets more often.

And in statistics of these things a very precise value

of the chances can be found, and whether they are

constant or variable, as in Chapter IX. But things
with very different expectations should not be put in the

same aggregate, or if they are they should be analysed

separately, for expectations do not follow the law of

error unless the differences are very small, by Proposition
11. Anything in a manageable general formula for error

when n is very large must have a specific nature, that is,

a constant a priori expectation for each trial, as Proposi-
tion 6, because the error is measured from the expecta-

tion, by Definition 11. Index numbers are variable

expectations.
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TARGET PRACTICE

Example 230. If a soldier shoots 17 shots at a target
the median error is normally the middle error. Hence
a simple way for him to find his median error at Target
Practice is to shoot an odd number, say 17, shots at a

target and measure the distance from the centre of the

target to the centre of the 9th best shot.

If this distance is 1 inch and the range is 25 yards
his median error is about 1 inch at 25 yards, or 4 inches

at 100 yards. That is, at 100 yards he would put half

his shots in a bull's-eye of 8 inches diameter, and at 600

yards he would put half his shots in a bull's-eye of 4 feet

diameter.

If he repeats this a few times and takes the average
the result will not differ much from his median error at

25 yards.

We should, however, for great precision take the

square root of the average of the squares of the error,

by Proposition 11.

But the difference is very slight if there is a large

number of shots.

Thus if one has a chance to examine the card targets

that have been used by the individuals of a company of

soldiers he will be able to compare their skill very quickly
and precisely by finding their median errors from their

cards.

122
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Since the chance of an error greater than r is

y = e
,
if we put e = J

Hence =
log*2, and r2 = f 2

log,2.
^o

If we put <z for this value of r we have

a2 = r 2
log*2, where a is the median error, since the

chance of an error greater than it is .

We have shown that 2* =

Hence 2 = e*.

~
y" 2 r

Hence e
} = 2 =2 = ()

r

Since (J) is much simpler to use than e it is

better to use () than for the chance of an error

greater than r.

a

And 1
(J) for the chance of an error less than r.

Example 231. If a soldier's median error at 25 yards
is a 1 inch, what is the chance that he will hit a bull's-

eye 6 inches in diameter at 25 yards ?
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Hence the chance that he will hit the bull's-eye is r.

That is, out of 512 shots it is his expectation to make
511 bull's-eyes.

Example 232. What is the chance that he will hit a

ring between 2 and 3 inches from the centre ?

The chance that he will hit in a circle 2 inches in radius

Hence the chance that he will hit the ring between

. 511 15 31
2 and 3 inches radii 1S_ - - = .

That is, if he shoots 512 shots his expectation is to put
31 of them in this ring.

Example 233. What is the chance that he will put
from 28 to 34 in this ring in a series of 512 shots ?

31 481
p = 5T2 >q = 512

'

== =

J
\ * 51* X

512
X

5T2

Hence P = -42, which is the chance that he will put
from 28 to 34 in the ring.

Example 234. What is the Median error of the number
of shots in this ring ?

r = -6745 \/^ = 3.55.
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That is, it is an even chance that he will put from

27.35 td 34.65 shots in the ring.

Example 235. What is the Median error of his median
error ?

The expectation of his median error is to put half the

shots in his median circle, and he is equally likely to

put more or less than this in it.

Hence p = q .

Hence r = -6745 V512 x } X = 7-6. *

Hence it is an even chance that he will put from

256 7-6 = 248-4 to 256 -f 7-6 = 263-4 shots in a

bull's-eye of radius 1 inch or diameter 2 inches' out of

512 shots at a range of 25 yards.

Example 236. What is the chance that out of 512

shots he will put less than 240 shots in this bull's-eye ?

The error must be greater than 16.

t=
A/2 x 512 x J X \

Hence P = -8427.

1 _ p
Hence - = -0786, which is the chance that the

error will be more than 16.

Hence the chance that out of 512 shots he will put less

than 240 shots in a bull's-eye of 2 inches diameter at a

range of 25 yards if his median error at 25 yards is 1 inch

is -0786, or once in about 13 different series of 512 shots

each.

Example 237. .What is the chance that he will miss

a bull's-eye of radius 3 inches at a range of 200 yards ?
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100
His median error at 100 yards is a = 1 x

-^
= 4 ins.

And for / hundred yards is al = 4/ inches.

L\* 1
al) 64

We have shown that when the elements are all very
small

2 9
64

4 183

Hence his expectation is to miss if 183 times out of 201

shots.

Example 238. What is the chance that he will miss a

bull's-eye of 3 feet diameter at a range of 200 yards ?

(r>n)
y = li)

=
(

= (W =
(i)

(J)

32 3 + A 32 49 1568

That is, his expectation is to miss the bull's-eye 47

times out of 1568 shots.

Example 239. What is the chance that he would miss

a target of 15 inches radius at 200 yards ?

/r\2 / 15 \a

,_._.(*?_,
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4~
84 * ~~64=

(i)
=

(i) X (|)

- 1 x
3-il - - v ^ - -0866 aporox1A ^ ~1A^ir>"i~' "

<-"-' l
-'j a,^^iv7A..iO o * 1O lOl~

64

That is, his expectation is to miss it 866 times out of

10,000 shots.

Example 240. We have shown that the Natural
chance of an error of r is

y = e
'

. See Example 22.

Now if for any value of r an element of y divided by
an element of r is the above expression must be either

a maximum or a minimum, because it is neither getting

greater nor less as Y changes.

When r = 0, y = 0.

Hence the minimum value of y is 0.

The ratio between an element of y and an element of

a maximum.

Hence r = -= == _- = * = -8495a for a maxi-

mum value of y.

Hence the most likely error is r = -8495<z, or about
.-5lu

of the median error.

Example 241. Hence if al = 8 inches there will be
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more shots strike the circumference of a circle of radius

- of 8 = 7 inches than any other circumference.
lo

And
-|

of the shots, which is called the effective fire,

extends to r = aV 2 = -^ XQ-
o

The most likely error is about of the median error
lo

for any range. The greatest number of shots strike just

inside the median circle.

Example 242. If out of 500 shots 260 fail in a circle

of radius 1 inch, what is the median error ?

The chance of missing a circle of r inches radius is

fry
/1\

\ a '

y = (J)

/1N 500 260 12
Hence (

Hence
(~) log 2 - log 25 log 12.

Hence a = rj^-^-^^
30103 = -972 inches.
31876

Example 243. Thus if we visited a rifle club and

examined the card targets that had been used by the

members, and counted 260 shots inside a circle of 1 inch

radius, and knew that the total number of shots fired

was 500, and that the range was 25 yards, we would

know their skill very closely.
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Their median error for a range of 100 yards is -972 x 4
= 3-89 inches. They would put half their shots in a

circle of 7-78 inches diameter at a range of 100 yards.

Thus it is easy to compare the skill of two or more
rifle clubs or individuals.

It is well to take a circle about the size of the median
circle so as not to isolate the stragglers.

Example 244. We have shown that the Natural

chance of an error of r in target practice is

And that r.-

2 x -69315 r m a2
Hence y -

2 (J)

,2

l-3863r ~^

Example 245. Hence if the thickness of a ring is 2c,

and c is a very small element of r, the chance of hitting

the ring is

1-3863 r ...

y = ^- (t)

Her m
(1) , approx.
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Or if a is the median error for 100 yards and / is the

number of hundred yards of range

Example 246. If / = J, a = feet, c = -01 feet and

r = -15 feet, what is the chance of hitting the ring whose

middle is r from the centre of the target ?

/ "15 \

11 x -01 X -15
(

X *'

(2 x i x J)
2 W

3-24= '594 (J)

= -594 x J X Q ~'OA = ool
= - 63

> approx.

That is, the expectation is that 63 shots out of 1000

will be put in the ring at the range of 25 yards.

Example 247. We have shown that the Natural

chance of hitting a point r from the centre is

69315 /1X
^ = ^7^

e ==
TCga

(i)

Or if a is the median error at 100 yards and / is the

number of 100 yards of range

,

'

y- '"

This may be taken as the density of shots at any point
r from the centre of the target.
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Example 248. If a = J feet, J = 6 and r = the

density at the centre of the target is

(3 X i X 6)
2
~

18

If r = 2 feet the density at any point 2 feet from the

centre of the target is

2

t X 6
1

Thus at a range of 600 yards if a soldier's median error

for 100 yards is ^ feet any point 2 feet from the centre

of the target would be \ as dangerous as at the centre.

Example 249. The danger at a point 1 foot from the

centre is

(J)
= j*l = ~ of that at the centre.

o p Ltj

Example 250. At 6 feet from the centre the danger is

6

X 6/

(J)
=

(J)
9 =

^yn as much as at the centre.

Example 251. At a distance of 10 feet from the
10 \2

,* X 6,

centre the danger is only (J)
=

(J)
25

= -000,000,03 as much as at the centre.

Example 252. The error is measured from the ex-

pectation. If the gun is properly sighted for the range,

wind, and so on, the expectation is 0. But when the
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range, is long, gravity causes a large expectation, which is

known and allowed for in sighting.

If the target is in motion the point of aim must be

advanced to the amount of the expectation. In shooting
at a wild duck it is usual to aim 2 feet ahead of it, and
6 times the length of a flying machine.

But this depends on the range. At long range the

expectation of the wind is often several feet.

Example 253. The Natural chance of an error of x

at the end of a series of n trials in measuring a line or

X*

in games of chance is ,

g
e

Hence the ratio between the Natural chance of an

error of x some time during a series and the Natural

chance of an error of x at the end of the series in measur-

ing a line or in games of chance is

vSSr
This ratio is k when x = kV npq / = kV^x2 -

\j TZ \J 7T

= -SkVnpq = -8&A/2*2
, very nearly, when the elements

are all very small, by Definition 14.

x 1^ x
And k = 7= /

= 7= , by Proposition 11.
x Vn \J 2 xaVn

Example 254. In a series of 100 flips of a coin the

Natural chance of an error of exactly x some time during
the series is k times the Natural chance of an error of

exactly x at the end of the series when

x = -SkV 100 x * x k = 4k.
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Example 255. What is the value of x when the chance

of an error of exactly x some time during a series of

10,000 flips of a coin is the same as the chance of an

error of exactly x at the end of the series ?

The value of x is 40, or the average error at the end.

Example 256. When x = what is the ratio between

the chance of an error of x some time during a series and

an error of x at the end of the series ?

k =-- 0.

Example 257. If k = 2, x = -25, and x = 60 what is

the value of n ?

V/w" =
g|^-

= 150.

Hence n = 22500.

Example 258. What is the Natural chance that there

will be an error of exactly 25 some time during 1000 flips

of a coin ?

It is the same as the Natural chance of a total error of

x = 25 in 1000 shots at a target, or

2** 2S*2

x

nqp

(25)'

25
2 X 1000 X i X i !

- 1-25

e
1000 x } X 4 10

= -^ X -2865 = -0287.

Example 259. What is the most likely error some time

during a series of 1000 flips of a coin ?
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We have shown that the most likely error in target

practice is * V1T = V 1000 X i X i = 15-81, which

is the most likely error some time during a series of 1000

flips of a coin.

Example 260. There is one very marked difference

between the chance of an error of exactly x at the

end of a series of n trials and the chance of an error

of exactly x some time during a series of n trials, which

is that the chance of a small error at the end of the

series is always greater than the chance of a larger one,

and the most likely error is 0. But the most likely error

some time during a series of n trials is not 0, but xQ , or

the Normal error, or x ^^n when the total error is taken.

Example 261. In measuring a line all the errors

congregate around 0, but in shooting at a target they
do not, but around the ring XQ from the centre. It is

very exasperating when shooting at a target to put so

many shots near this ring, which is not far from the

centre, and yet to be unable to get many much closer

to the centre.

Example 262. It is the same with the error some time

during a series of n trials at any game or measurement.

The errors do not congregate around the point of no

error but around the error XQ> or Normal error, or x \/~n

when the total error is taken. The most likely error is

xQ and not 0.

Example 263. Since in the case of the error at the

end of the series the most likely error is the Natural

chance formulae applied to Common chance problems

give the best result when x is near 0, because the elements
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of error are smaller there. But in the case of the error

some time during the series the most likely error is Vnpq,
and the Natural chance formulae applied to Common
chance problems give the best result when x is near this

value, because the elements of error are smaller there,

if x is not too small in comparison with 1.

In Proposition I suppose the n things to be n years
each divided up into 12 months. If an earthquake
is equally likely to occur in any of the total number
of months, but cannot occur twice in any month, it

may occur 12 times in any year. That is, any of the

things may be taken 12 times. Thus we can make
a combination containing 12 things from a single

thing when it is divided up into 12 elements. But

after it has occurred in any month in any year it is

only jj as likely to occur again in that year, by Def . 3.

And if a thing is divided up into an infinite number
of elements the thing may be taken an infinite number

of times, and a combination containing an infinite

number of things can be made from one thing. And

they are all equally likely to be taken at any time.

And all given combinations are equally likely. And
the sum of the chances of a combination from n things

is e?. But if things can be repeated, as in Example
61, the sum of the chances of a combination is infinite.
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ERRORS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

Example 264. To hit a point in the surface of a

sphere of radius r we must make the errors xlt near or

far, x2 in a direction at right angles to this direction and
x3 in a direction at right angles to each of the other

directions, that is, we have to make the error r =
V *!

2 + x2
2 + #3

2
, by Axiom 7.

These three directions are at right angles to each other,

for if they are not, two or all may have a common ele-

ment, by Axiom 6.

And they all occur at the same time.

Hence the Natural chance of an error r in any given
r*

/is." 2?
direction is

( j

e , by Propositions 3 and

11 and Definitions 12 and 19 and Axioms 5 and 6, since

errors are either wins or failures.

And the point may be in any part of the shell of radius

r, surface 4nr2 and thickness 1, where 1 is a very small

element of r, by Definition 14 and 19. See Example 22.

Hence the Natural chance of an error r is

__
2V
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where x is the Normal error in each of the three direc-

tions at right angles to each other.

Example 265. Hence the most likely error is

r = x V~2.

Hence in shooting at an aeroplane more shells will

burst on the surface of a sphere of radius / = # A/Tfrom
the centre of the machine than on the surface of any
other sphere if the Normal error is the same for each of

the three directions and the expectation is taken correctly.

Example 266. And the chance of bursting a shell

between r c and r -f c from the centre of the flying

r* 4 x 2c
machine is y ==

0/ . xa
,

/f xo e
2

where / is the number of 100 yards of range, and x is

the Normal error in each of the three directions at right

angles to one another for 100 yards,

cr

nearly, if c is a small element of r.

Example 267. Hence an element of the sum of the

chances of making an error less than r is
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,2

(ys?)

= dt = k is an element
* v av

of t,

V4 y6 v8

_ /2 I JL_ I . _ pfX *
I I O I O

"

I A
~ CL

t

Hence the sum of the chances is the integral

4 /*3
t
5 P t /

n \- ete- '
whlch

is the chance that the error will be less than r.

Example 268. It will be seen that when t is about 1-1

this is equal to J.

Hence when t = 1-1 = ,
-- half the shells will burst

V2V
within a sphere of radius r = XQ x 1-1 ^/~2 = 1-5#

,

approx., whose centre is the centre of the target.

Example 269. Hence the median error is 1-5# ,

approx.

If x = 1 foot and / = 100, half the shells will burst

within a radius of 150 feet from the centre of the target,

and if / = 50 half the shells will burst within a radius

of 75 feet from the centre of the target, if the expectation
is taken correctly.

Example 270. There will be more shells burst on the

surface of a sphere of radius Ix A/~2 = 1 -41 Ix than on the
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surface of a sphere of any other radius, that is, the most

14
likely error is about

j^
of the median error.

Example 271. Hence if there are 100 shells fired at

a flying machine at a range of a mile there should be

about 50 burst within 75 feet of its centre.

Example 272. The Natural chance of hitting a point
on the surface of a sphere of radius Y from the centre of

the target is

"

If r = and /# = 50 this is y = -000,000,5, which

may be called the danger at the centre of the target.

Example 273. At a distance of 10 feet from the centre

the danger is

r2~
2(/*o)

2 ""* 2 -02
_99^~

2 + -02
~

101

as much as at the centre, if x = 1 foot and / = 50.

Example 274. At a distance of 75 feet the danger is

1-125

e = -28 as much as at the centre.

Example 275. At a distance of 100 feet from the

_ 10,000

5,000
~ 2

centre the danger ise = e -135 as much as at

the centre.

Example 276. At a distance of 200 feet from the
8

centre the danger is e = -0003 as much as at the

centre.

Example 277. At 300 feet it is -000,000,02 as much.
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MONTE CARLO

Example 278. If A's and B's chances to win any game
are 49 and -51, respectively, what is the chance that at

the end of 100 games A will be ruined and B not ruined

if A has $1 and B has $2, and they each stake 10 cents a

game ?

B's expectation for 100 games is 100 (-02 x -1)
= -2.

And A's is -2.

Hence an error of -8 at the end of the series will ruin A,

and an error of 2-2 will ruin B.

The normal error in games is VnxQ
2 = V 49 x

= xQ V^n~= 5, by Definition 14.

The chance that the sum of the stakes will tend to

be both won and lost at the same time is 49 x -51 = J,

very nearly.

The sum of the stakes is -2.

Hence the normal cash error is

VnxQ
2 = V49 x -51 x (-2)

2 n = - 1 V~n = 1

V2nxjt == 141.

For A,

Al "O

Hence P = -58, which is the chance that the error will

be less than -8.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than -8

is 1 P = 42.

140
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Hence the chance that the loss will be more than -8

is
i-g

= -21, by Example 152.

Which is the chance that A will be ruined at the end
of the series.

For B,

Which is the chance that B will be ruined at the end
of the series.

Hence the chance that B will not be ruined is 1 02
= -98.

Hence the chance that A will be ruined and B not
ruined is -21 x -98 = -21.

Example 279. What is the chance that B will ruin A
some time during the series ?

The normal total error for obs is x V n.

The most likely total error in Target practice is XQ VwT
Hence the most likely error some time during the

series at any game is also x Vn = 1, by Proposition 12

Hence most of the errors will be near 1.

Since A's expectation changes at each game it will take

a larger error to ruin him early in the series than later,

But since the variation in his fortune from 1 to -8 is

not very great we may take the average, or -9, as the

error that will ruin him. But the precision would be

greater for the same range if it were farther from the most

likely error.
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Hence the chance that he will be ruined some time

*2 -81

during the series is \e
2n*o* = \e

2 = -334, by Defi-

nition 14.

The chance that B will be ruined some time during the

(2-1)
2

9
series is \e = -055, by Definition 14.

Hence the chance that A will be ruined and B not

ruined some time during the series is (1 -055) x -334

= -316.

And if both would be ruined some time during the

series, but A ruined first, B would ruin A.

334
A is k -. .',

= 6 times as likely to be ruined some
055

time during the series as B is.

If they were equally likely to be ruined some time

during the series, and both were ruined, the chance that

A would be ruined first is = , = = r = i, which is

exact for k = 1.

And it cannot be far wrong for any value of k.

The chance that they would both be ruined some time

during the series is -334 x -055 = -018, by Proposition
3 and Definition 6.

k
Hence the chance that B will ruin A is -316 -f- ,

.

. of
ft+1

018 = -33, approx.

Example 280. If at any kinds of games a player has a

chance of to win 6, a chance of to win 12, a chance of J
to lose 4 and a chance of J to lose 4-04, and all these

chances are independent, what is the chance that he
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will win 10 or more at the end of 100 games of

each ?

He has a chance of to win 6.

Hence he has a chance of 1 J = f not to win 6, by
Definition 3.

Hence the normal number of pairs of game contra-

dictories in n games is 2nn X ^ X f , by Proposition 11

And this is the normal number of pairs of contra-

dictories, by Definition 8.

But for convenience we may multiply these by the

square of the sum of the stakes instead of dividing the

error by the sum of the stakes, since the result is the

same, and call the product cash contradictories. See

Example 127.

Hence the normal number of pairs of cash contra-

dictories is 2nn X | X | X 62
.

Similarly for the second chance the normal number of

pairs of cash contraditories is 2:ra X X f X 122 =
2nn X 20.

And for the third chance is 2nn x J X f X 42 == 2nn

X 3.

And for the fourth chance is 2nn X J X f X (4-04)
2 =

2nn x 3-063.

Each of these is precise, but their sum is only approxi-
mate unless the sum of the stakes is the same in each

case.

Hence the total number of chances of a pair of cash

contradictories is 2nn (8 + 20 -f 3 -+- 3-063) = 214n,

approx.

The normal cash error for n games is

# VT = \/~n A/8 -f- 20 + 3 +3-063 = 5-836

= 58-36

ONTARIO
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The Median cash error is r = -67448 x 58-36

39-36.

The expectation for n games is

i of 6 + I of 12 f of 4 J of 4-04 = -Oln

1.

He must gain more than 10 -f 1 = 11 = x.

t-

Hence P = -149.

1 _ p- = -43, which is the answer.

There must be a large number -of games for great

precision.

Example 281. He has a chance of

J to win more than 38-36.

J to win less than 38-36.

J to lose more than 40-36.

J to lose less than 40-36.

Example 282. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 10 at the end of 100 games ?

He must lose more than 10 1 = 9 = #.

.__ _ _?_ -.109
82-54

-

Hence-= -44.
A

Example 283. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 10 some time during 100 games ?

Most of the errors are near XQ V~n = 58.

We will take the average fortune 9-5, by Definition 14.

x = 95.
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9-5 = -013.
82-54

When the limiting error is much greater than the most

likely error there is not much difference between the

chance of an error greater than the former some time

during and at the end of the series. See Example 517.

Example 284. If there are 6 men, of whom A is one,

playing Pool, and each stakes 1 each game, and A's

chance to win any game is J, what is the chance that A
will win more than 100 at the end of 100 games ?

His expectation is n (J of 5 J of 1)
= = 50.

His normal number of pairs of game contradictories is

2wn (J X f).

The sum of the stakes is 6.

The normal number of pairs of cash contradictories is

2nn
(J X |) X 62 = 2nnx 2

, where XQ is the normal cash

error for 1 game.

2nx 2 = 2n(\ x f )
X 62 = 2n x ^ = 1350.

V2nx 2 = 36-74.

His expectation wins him 50.

Hence he must gain more than 100 50 = 50 = x.

x 50

I p = -027 which is the answer.
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Example 285. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 100 at the end of 100 games ?

x = 100 50 = 150.

= -000,000,004, which is the answer.

Example 286. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 100 some time during 100 games ?

Most of the errors are near XQ\n 26.

We will take the average fortune, by Definition 14.

His expectation at the 50th game is 25.

x = 100 + 25 = 125.

p = Jg-
11-66 = -000,009, by Definition 14, which is

the answer.

Example 287. At Monte Carlo there is a roulette, or

little wheel, and the man who owns it is called B or the

Bank.

The chance that the Bank will be ruined is very small.

Hence we may neglect it, by Definition 14.

There are 37 numbers from to 36 on the wheel. The

is not coloured, and 18 of the other numbers are red

and 18 black.

When any money is staked it no longer belongs to

the one who staked it, but must be won by some one or

more. If A stakes a on red or black he has the same

chance to win the stakes 2a that the bank has, with the
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exception that if turns up the bank wins fa: and A

only \a from the stakes 2a.

Hence when turns up A loses half his stake, or \a.

The chance that will turn up is -5=o7

Hence A's expectation in a series of n games is

-^ of = = -0135tf, by Definition 11.
o i 2 74

18
The chance that A will win the stakes 2a is

, and the
o7

19
chance that he will not is .

Hence his normal number of pairs of cash contradic-

f 18 19 1

tones is 2w \ x ^ X (2a)
2 I = 2rm x -99927a 2

Hence the normal error is x V n a V n
, by Defi-

nition 14. And this is the most likely total error in

Target practice.

Example 288. If A plays 900 games and stakes 1 each

game, what is his Median cash error for the series ?

It is rV^i = -6745*0 V~n = 20.

Example 289. What is his Median error in games ?

The sum of the stakes is 2.

20
Hence his Median error in games is -^ = 10.

2

Example 290. What is his Median gain and loss ?
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His expectation is = 12.

Hence his Median gain is 20 12 = 8, and his Median
loss is 20 + 12 = 32.

He has a chance of

J to win more than 8 ;

J to win less than 8 ;

J to lose more than 32 ;

J to lose less than 32.

Example 291. What is the chance that at the end of

10,000 games he will win more than 100 ?

In 10,000 games the adverse expectation is 135.

Hence if there is no error he will lose 135, by Definition

11. Hence in order to win more than 100 he must gain
more than 100 + 135 = 235.

x _ 235 _"
V2^V

~~
141

~

Hence P = -98, which is the chance that the error

will be less than 235.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than 235

is 1 P = -02.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than

+ 235 is
1 ~ P = .01, by Example 152.

Which is the chance that he will win more than 100 in

10,000 games.

Example 292. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 100 at the end of 10,000 games ?

His expectation loses him 135.

Hence he will lose more than 100 unless he gains more

than 135 100 = 35 = x.
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/ =
,

x =
jjj

= -25.

Hence P = -276, which is the chance that the error

will be less than 35.

Hence the chance that the error will be more than 35

is 1 P = .724.

Hence the chance that the gain will be more than 35

is L-_ = -362, by Example 152.

Hence the chance that the gain will not be more than
i p lap

35 is 1 -L. = l^ = -64.

Which is the chance that he will lose more than 100 at

the end of the series.

Example 293. What is the chance that he will lose

more than 100 some time during 10,000 games ?

His expectation at the end of the series is 135.

Most of the errors are near x Vn = 100.

We cannot take the average fortune.

If there is no error his fortune is lost in the 7407th

game.
The chance that he will be ruined some time during

7407 games cannot be less than the chance that he will

be ruined at the end of 7407 games, which is J.

Hence for the first 7407 games we must take his

O2

fortune as 0, since \e
2r?* = .

Hence the result -64 in Example 292 is very close for

this case, since the limiting error is farther from the

most likely error than is.
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Example 294. If A plays on a single number the Bank
stakes 35 to his 1.

Hence if he stakes a the Bank stakes 350.

Hence the sum of the stakes is

a -f b = a + 350 = 360.

is an ordinary number now.
I O>

A's chance to win is and his chance to fail is byo7 o7

Definition 3.

Hence his expectation for 1 game is

^ = 1 of 350 ~ of a = ~ = -027030.
o7 o7 o /

The normal number of pairs of game contradictories is

= 27CM i x = 2rm x -02630.

The normal number of pairs of cash contradictories

is 2-nnpq (a -\- b)
2

.

For cash XQ = 5-83784.

= 8-256 ^^n.

The Median error in games for the whole series is

rVn = -67448^0 V~n =-- -10938 V~n.

The Median cash error is -10938 (a + b) ^^n = 3-937680

VTT.

The error is measured from the expectation.

He has a chance of

J to win more than (3-938 \Tn -027).

J to win less than (3-938 \Tn -027).

J to lose more than (3-938 \/~n + -027n).

J to lose less than a (3-938 VlT -f -027)
at the end of the series.
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When n is small there is not much difference between

the gain and loss, but when n becomes large there is a

great difference.

If a man plays only a few games he has a fair chance,

but if he plays a great many games he has practically no

chance at all.

Example 295. If A stakes 1 each game, what is the

chance that he will lose more than 100 at the end of

10,000 games ?

His expectation is 270.

Hence unless he gains more than 170 he will lose more

than 100.

.206
8-256 V 10,000

P = -23.

Hence i--? = -62.

Which is the answer.

Example 296. What is the chance that he will win

more than 100 ?

= 448.
8-256 V 10,000

. .26 .

Example 297. What is the chance that he will lose

1000 or more some time during a series of 10,000 games ?

The errors congregate around the circle XQ V n = 584

from the centre.
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We will take the average fortune 865, by Definition 14.

(865)
2

* 681607 _ ^
When the limiting error is very near to the most

likely error the range through which the expectation

may vary is very small for a precise result. When they
are very far apart the range is large for the same pre-

cision.

Since the expectation is proportional to and the

normal number of combinations of error toV^ the

fewer games A plays the better chance he has.

2-341 2 .341

Example 298. e = e e =
2 /2 -341\

e
V2T^Mi / ' by ExamPle 25 -

As log e = -4343 it is very easy to find the value of

e~ 2
mentally.

2-873 -3 +-127 ~ 3 /2 -j- -127\
And e e e e \9 197 )



CHAPTER IX

VARIABLE CHANCES

Example 299. The chance of n r wins and r

failures in n trials is .

-
; p

n ~ r
q
r
, by Proposition 5.

And this is true whether p and q are constant or

variable, by Proposition 3.

Example 300. What is the chance of drawing 2 kings
from a pack of 52 cards in 4 draws ?

4.

p l
= z , to draw a king.oZ

Q
Pt n to draw another king.ol

q3 = -
,
to draw a not king.oU

47
q^

~-
, to draw another not king.

TCcf

Hence p
n ~ r

(f
= p

z
q
2 = PiPz^t where p and q are

variable.

And
, ^-, = 6.

\n rlr

. 64-3-4847
Hence the chance is

Example 301. If there are m coins of which a are

dimes, what is the chance of drawing s r dimes and r

not dimes in s draws ?

153
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Pi = , to draw a dime.m

, to draw another dime.

, to draw the s-rth dime.

,
to draw a not dime.

to draw another not

s r-f-l m s r

r -f 2 m s r 1

dime.

m a 2
l
s _ r -f 3

~
m I^r ,

to draw another not

dime.

q = -
_ , to draw the rth not dime.m s 1

Hence p
s r

q = P
s -r 9,-., + 1

Hence the chance is

|_s_ [_o_

s r
|

r
'

a s -
|

w s r \m a
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\m s
|_s_ [a_ \m s

m s r

\m a

\m a r

s r
[r_

I a s r [j*

Example 302. If there are 10 coins, of which 4 are

dimes, what is the chance of drawing 4 dimes in 4 draws ?

Example 303. If there are 10 coins of which 4 are

dimes, what is the chance of drawing 3 dimes and 5 not

dimes in 8 draws ?

18 14 16 12 24
Tf ic '

.
I

.
I

.
I _ **

.*QQQ

"jjTjjr LL "juT "JT
'

45
'

Example 304. If there are 10 coins, of which 3 are

dimes, what is the chance of not drawing any dimes in

6 draws ?

s r = 0.

Hence s = r.

Hence the chance is

\m a \m s 17 14 \
I

.
I I

.
I

.

*

\OL |W g S
"

[10 |_1_

"

30
"

Example 305. In how many ways can 3 dimes and 5

not dimes be drawn from 10 coins, of which 4 are dimes

in 8 draws ?

A different combination of 3 dimes can be made from

14
4 dimes in .

o~y,
= 4 ways.

And a different combination of 5 not dimes can be

16
made from 6 not dimes in .

J~p.
= 6 ways.
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Hence a different combination of 3 dimes and 5 not

dimes can be made from 10 coins in 4 x 6 = 24 ways.

Or a different combination of 8 coins can be made

110

from 10 coins in ,

-7^
~ 45 ways.

And the chance that a combination will be 3 dimes

g
and 5 not dimes is -r=- .

lu

Hence a combination of 3 dimes and 5 not dimes can

g
be made in x 45 = 24 ways, by Definition 11.

Example 306. If there are 3 horses in a stable and

the chance that any horse will be taken is J, what is the

chance that none of them will be taken ?

it fa (i-#)* = ('=
= 1 3p + Zp* p

3
, by Proposition 2-

And in general

(1 />)
= l_ sp + -

s
-

/>
3
4- etc., by Proposition 2.

Example 307. The latter method is often much more

convenient. In fact, when p is variable the former

method cannot be used.

If the chance that any horse will be taken is pl and

the chance that any 2 horses will be taken is p 2 and the

chance that they will all be taken is ps , the chance that

none will be taken is
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We cannot work this by the former method unless

p2 = Pi
2 and p3

= pS.

Example 308. If there are 3 horses in a stable and

the chance that any horse will be taken is J, and the

chance that any 2 horses will be taken is J, and the

chance that they will all be taken is -%, the chance that

none will be taken is 1 3- -f 3-J ^ = -^-
oZi

The varying chance here depends on the preference
of the owner for 1, 2 or 3 horses. And p2 does not equal

p
2
1 and p3 does not equal p^,

19
But since (1 pY = -^

326

1 p = (-gpj
for the whole, but not for

the parts.

Example 309. The number of ways in which n things
can be given to s persons is sn .

The first thing can be given to any of the s persons.

Hence the first thing can be given in s ways.

Similarly each thing can be given in s ways.
Hence the n things can be given in sn ways, by Axiom 8.

Example 310. The number of ways in which n

things can be given to s persons is s*, by Example 309.

The number of ways in which n things can be given to

s 1 persons is (s l)
w

,
and to s 2 persons is (s 2)

n

and to s r persons is (s r)
n

.

Hence if n things are given to s persons the chance that

any given r persons will get nothing is
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Hence the chance that any

person will get is p l
= ( -

j

2 persons will get is p% = (j- J

Hence the chance that each will get some is

s(s-l)(s-2) f s -

' by Example

Example 311. If 4 oranges are given by chance to 3

boys, what is the chance that each will get some ?

ItisS "
'

in which

successively takes the values 0, 1, 2 and 3.

Hence the chance is

(1 -PY =1-3 (f)
4
-h 3 ()* = * = -4444.

Example 312. In how many ways can 4 oranges be

given to 3 boys so that each will get some ?

The chance that each will get some is f .

And they can be given in 3 4
ways.

Hence they can be given so that each will get some in

-J of 3 4 = 36 ways, by Definition 3.

Orin3 4

(l-3(f)
4 + 3a) 4

}.
= 3 4 3 24 + 3- 1 4 = 36 ways.
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Or the 4 oranges can be divided up into the com-
binations

[4400 and arranged in
i 4 i Q IQ [2

x
I

3 == 3

3 1 and arranged in .

|y
x

|_3^
= 24

2 2 and arrangedin x = 18

14211 and arranged in
i o

I i7l TIT
x

U*_
= **6 ways,

by Example 37 and Axioms 9 and 8.

Hence they can be given in

3 + 24 + 18 -f 36 = 81 = 3 4
ways.

All get some in 36 ways.
1 gets in 24 + 18 = 42 ways.
2 get in 3 ways.
And in general n things can be given to s persons so

that each will get some in



CHAPTER X

SORTS

Example 313. In how many ways can 4 horses be

put into 3 stables ?

In 3 4 = 81 ways, by Example 309.

Example 314. In how many ways can 4 horses be

put into 3 stables so as to leave none of the stables empty?
In 3 4 3-2 4 + 3-1 4 = 36 ways.

Example 315. In how many ways can a combination

of 3 horses be made from 4 stables each containing a

single horse ?

The number of combinations of 4 things 3 at a time is

14
j

n
i

JTT i
=

i ft5 r = 4
> by Proposition 2, which is the

\O 1 o
i
rl o

answer.

Example 316. In how many ways can 3 like horses

be put into 4 stables if only one horse can be put into

any stable ?

In
LLltnf

= MI = 4 WayS' by Definition 4

and 6, and Example 315.

Example 317. In how many ways can a combination

of 4 horses be made from 3 stables each containing at

least 4 horses ?

160
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[+31 |^-fs l 3-4-5-6
_

1

L?LlLnl Li

Example 318. In how many ways can a group of 4

horses be made from 3 stables ?

A combination of 4 horses can be made in

14 + 31
.' ways.
LILizil *

And each combination of 4 horses has
[ groups, by

Axiom 9.

Hence a group of 4 horses can be made in

|4+3 l |4 + 3 1

x = L-

Similarly a group of n things can be made from s kinds

, , , . . I n + s 1
of things in '

-j
ways.

Example 319. In how many ways can 4 horses be

arranged in 3 stables ?

They can be returned to the 3 stables in the same orders

in which they can be taken out.

Hence 4 horses can be arranged in 3 stables in

14 +3 1
|
+s 1

ho i
=L

T. i
= 360 ways.

Hence n things can be arranged into s groups in

Example 320. In how many ways can 4 horses of the

same sort be arranged in 3 stables ?
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Four horses can be arranged in 3 stables in

[44-3 1
ways.

LLnl
If the 4 horses are of the same sort they will have only

-r-j
as many arrangements, by Axiom 9.

Hence 4 horses of the same sort can be arranged in 3

stables in TTTV~ = = 15 ways.~~~

Similarly n like things can be arranged in s groups in

\n+s 1-
ways.

Example 321. In how many ways can 4 like horses be

put into 3 stables ?

Four like horses can be arranged in 3 stables in

\n +s 1

, j- ways, by Example 320.

And since the horses are all alike they can have only

one arrangement, by Definition 6.

Hence 4 like horses can be put into 3 stables in the

same number of ways in which they can be arranged in

3 stables.

Hence 4 like horses can be put into 3 stables in

|4+3_1 Iw+s 1 16

^

Hence n like things can be put into s parcels in

\n + s 1

'. . -^- ways, by Definition 4.

\n |

s 1
J J
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Example 322. If 10 men select a president by ballot

from 3 men, in how many ways can the vote result ?

110+3 1 112

In
-[lojj^r

=

[Ton;
= 66 ways -

Example 323. If 9 ball players select a' captain from

among themselves by ballot, in how many ways can the

vote result ?

ways.

Example 324. If 9 men select a captain from one man

by ballot, in how many ways can the vote result ?

Example 325. If 5 like men have 3 shacks, in how

many ways can they occupy some of them ?

Some of the shacks includes all of them.

15+31 17

Example 326. In how many ways can 4 like horses be

put into 3 stables if none of the stables are to be left

empty ?

Three like horses can be taken from 4 like horses in

1 way, by Definition 6.

And they can be put 1 into each of the 3 stables in

1 way, by Definition 6.

And the remaining 4 3 like horses can be put into the

tree sti

3 ways.

14 3 +31 14 1

three stables in . . 9 . Q , =
}A Q , Q

-

I

4 3
I

3 1
|4

- o
|

3-
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Hence the 4 like horses can be put into 3 stables so as

14 1

to leave no blanks in 1 x 1 X -r-r Q i o~ f
= 3 ways,

|

** O
[

O 1

by Axiom 8.

Similarly n like things can be put into s parcels so as

In s -f- s 1 \n 1

to leave no blanks in . . , =
-,

r-

\n s \s 1
\n

s |s 1

ways.

Example 327. If 5 like men have 3 shacks, in how

many ways can they occupy them if no shack is to be

left alone ?

[6-1

Example 328. If 5 men live by chance in 3 shacks,

what is the chance that a given shack will be empty ?

Each of the men may live in any of the 3 shacks.

Hence the 5 men can live in the 3 shacks in 3 5
ways.

And they can live in any given 2 shacks in 2 5
ways.

Hence the chance that the other shack will be empty is

Example 329. In how many ways can 4 like dimes be

carried in 4 pockets ?

Example 330. In how many ways can 4 like dimes be

carried in 3 pockets with no blanks ?

Example 331. In how many ways can 4 rings be worn

on 3 fingers ? See Example 319.
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Example 332. In how many ways can 4 rings be

worn on 3 fingers with no blanks ?

Four like rings can be put into 3 parcels with no

14. ]_

blanks in
i ^ _o

j

o i
= 3 ways, by Example 326.

But the 4 rings are different, by Definition 6.

Hence they can be arranged in
|_4_ ways, by Axiom 9.

Hence 4 rings can be worn on 3 fingers so as to leave

no blanks in 3 x 24 = 72 ways.

Similarly n things can be arranged in s groups with

I I n 1

no blanks in
,

'

. r ways.
|

n s\s 1 *

Example 333. In how many ways can 4 men be

arranged on 3 benches in a row ? Ans. 72.

Example 334. In how many ways can 4 flags be

arranged on 3 poles ? Ans. 360.

Example 335 In how many ways can 4 flags be

arranged on 3 poles with no blank poles ? Ans. 72.

Example 336. In how many ways can 4 like flags be

arranged on 3 poles ? Ans. 15.

Example 337. In how many ways can 4 like flags

be arranged on 3 poles with no blanks ? Ans. 3.

Example 338. In how many ways can 4 like flags be

put on 3 poles with no blanks ? Ans. 3.

Example 339. In how many ways can 4 flags be put
on 3 poles with no blanks ? Ans. 36.

Example 340. In how many ways can 4 flags be

arranged ? Ans. 24.
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Example 341 . If there are 4 flags left on a pole and the

order of the flags has been changed, what is the chance

that the first flag still remains first ?

Four flags can be arranged in
[4_ ways, and 3 flags in

|_3_ ways.

Hence the chance that the first flag was not changed is

II -PI
11

Example 342. What is the chance that the first 2

flags were not changed ?

The remaining 2 flags can be arranged in
[_2_ ways.

Hence the chance that the first 2 were not changed is

li- *.
]T"

"12

Example 343. What is the chance that no flag

remains in its original place ?

(\pY =1 4^ + 6^ 4^+ Pi, by Proposi-
tion 2.

13 12 II 10

Hence the chance that no flag remains in the same

place is J.

Example 344. If 4 men sit on 4 chairs in a row and

later they sit by chance on the 4 chairs, what is the

chance that none of them will sit on the same chairs as

formerly ? Ans. f .

Example 345. In how many ways can 4 flags on a pole
be deranged so that no flag occupies its original place ?
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Four Flags can be arranged in
[4_
= 24 ways.

The chance that no flag will occupy its original place

isf.

Hence the 4 flags can be deranged so that no flag will

occupy its original place in f of
[4.
= f of 24 = 9 ways,

by Definition 3.

Example 346. And in general if n things are deranged
the chance that none of s given things will remain in

their original places is

where pt
=

Pr =
n r

LZL

And the number of ways in which n things can be

deranged so that none of s given things will remain in

their original places is

-2|2_

= 2 LL
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When s = n this is

*
[,-,[,

l"-M-D- = |nS
(

-^H

f

1 1 1

I ft= L- -
t if w is very large, by Proposition 2 and Def . 14.

6

Example 347. If there are 4 flowers in a row and they
have been deranged, what is the chance that neither of

2 given flowers occupy their original places ?

It is l-* = 1

2 7

Example 348. In how many ways can the 4 flowers be

deranged so that neither of the first 2 flowers will occupy
its original place ?

It is ^ of
|

4 = 14.

Example 349. In how many ways can the 4 letters

abed be deranged so that neither a nor b will occupy its

original place ? Ans. 14.

Example 350. What is the chance that ab will remain

the same ?

Example 351. What is the chance that 2 letters will

remain the same ?

2
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Example 352. In how many ways can 2 letters remain
the same ?

In | of
[_4_
= 12 ways.

Example 353. If there are r things of one sort and
s things of another sort and t things of- another sort

in how many ways can a different combination be made
from them all ?

Since all the r things are of the same sort a different

combination can be made only by takings different

number of things, by Definition 4 and 6.

We can take 0, 1, 2, 3, r things for any com-
bination. Hence a different combination can be made
from the r things in r -+- 1 ways.

And from all the things in (r -f 1) (s -f- 1) (t -f 1) ways,

by Axiom 8.

And one of these is blank.

Example 354. The total number of arrangements of

n things at a time, 1 at a time, 2 at a time, 3 at a time,

In
and so on, is Z -,--*==-

,
where r successively takes

the values, n, n 1, n 2, 0.

e
\_n,

if n is very large, by Proposition 2 and Defini-

tion 14.

And e is the total number of chances of a combination

from anything when all the elements are very small,

by Proposition 2, and Definition 2.

Hence the total number of arrangements of n things is

equal to the number of arrangements of n things all at
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a time multiplied by the total number of chances of a

combination from one thing composed of very small

elements, by Definition 14.

Whitworth's Choice and Chance works out this part
of the subject much more fully than we can here. All

our proofs in this chapter are based on Proposition 2.

There they are based on the possible arrangements of

the things in the parcels and the partitions between the

parcels.



CHAPTER XI

MISCELLANEOUS

Example 355. In times of epidemics, sinking of ships
in time of war, accidents of all kinds that occur so many
a week, events of interest to us that occur about so many
times on an average in a certain length of time, it is very
convenient to carry formulas in the head that will enable

us to ascertain approximately the chance that any
number will occur, so as to give us an idea whether

things are getting better or worse. In the world war
when our ships were being sunk by submarines I was
anxious to have such a formula, and tried to make one,

and that of Proposition 7 is the result. I was surprised
to find it so precise. It was so precise that it must

represent the law of errors. But it was difficult to get

the proof.

A simple approximate formula for the chance that an

error will be less than sr when s is less than 1 is P = ^r-Z

When s is 5 or greater, the chance that an error will be
+

greater than sr is 1 P = ^ (J)
3

, very nearly.

Example 356. If the Median error is 7 and the

average obs of anything is 100, what is the chance of an

obs of it of over 198 ?

The error is x = 198 100 = -f 98 = -f- Ur = +.sr,

by Definition 14.

171
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Hence the chance is

i __ p ^
^-

= j(j)8 = .000,000,000,000,000,000,01, by

Proposition 13.

Example 357. If the Median error in any series of obs

is 12, what is the chance that the error will be greater
than 36 ?

It is -TO =
-JTT '^42, very nearly, by Proposition 7.

[

o 24i

The Tables in the back of the book give -043.

Example 358. What is the chance that the error will

be greater than 60 ?

|f
=

81TT20
= -001 ' ^ Proposition 7.

The Tables in the back of the book give -00074.

1
-

-
(J)

3

gives -00062, and is very close for values of s not

less than 5.

Example 359. What is the chance that the error will

be greater than 48 ?

(Iw
.707 ^-=-0074.

LL LL
The Tables give -00698.

Example 360. What is the chance that the error will

be greater than 30 ?

30 = 12 x 2-5 = 2-5r = sr.
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[2-6
= 2-5 x 1-6 X [5_= [n_

= n (n l) |n 2.

[5_= -89, by Example 109.

Hence [2^
= 2-5 x 1-6 X -89 = 3-32.

s + l

- t 2

Hence 1 P = = -09.

Example 361. What is the value of
[JJ_?

.-r-
This formula is very close for values of s from 1 to 2.

Take s = 1-3.

1

= -3806, by the Tables.

Hence
[1-3

= 1-3 X \4_= 1-184 = [n_= n
|

1.

Hence
[-3_= -91, by Definition 14.

Example 362. The Principal of an Edmonton,

Alberta, school, Mr. W. H. Todd, measured the quality

of intellects of a class of 38 by the Binet-Simon scale and

found the average quality of the class to be 108, and the

average variation to be 14. What is the normal error ?

Xo = xa/- = 1-2533** = xa = X 14 = 17-5,

by Definition 14. See Example 118.

The Normal error was 17.

Example 363. What is the Median error ?

n n

It is -8454# = xa = ~ of 14 = 12, by Definition 14.

The Median error was between 12 and 13.
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Example 364. Taking this as a standard what is the

chance that an intellect will be over 168 ?

The residual error is 168 108 = -f 60 = 5r
/1\3 I

Hence the chance is J (1 P) = J

0005, by Definition 14.

Example 365. What is the chance of an intellect under
72?

The error is 72 108 = 36 = 3r, by Definition 14.

1 P

Example 366. What is the chance of an intellect

below 48 ?

The error is 48 108 = 60 = &r, by Definition 14.

Hence the chance is -0005.

Example 367. What is the chance of an intellect over

142?

The error is 142 108 = -f 34, by Definition 14.

t-
* X - **

=1-36"

x V~2
~

17-5 x 1-414
"

100
"

i p i

027
2 37

Hence there should be one over 142 in the group.

There were 2 each 142, and none above 142.

Example 368. How many in the class should be below

74 ? Ans. 1.

There was 1 below 74.
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Example 369. How many in the class should be above

128?
*= -8.

2

13 x 38 = 5.

There were 5 above 128 in the class.

Example 370. How many in the class should be above

110?
4:X

= - 455.

455 x 38 = 17.

There were 17 above 110 in the class.

Example 37 1 . How many in the class should be below

90?
t = -72.

155 x 38 = 5-9.

There were 5 below 90 in the class.

Example 372. Since the Median error is 12 one half

of the class should be from 108 + 12 = 120 to 108 12

= 96.

There were 19 from 96 to 120.

J or 9} should be below 96.

There were 11 below 96.

J or 9J should be from 108 to 120

There were 10 from 108 to 120.
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J or 9 should be above 120.

There were 8 above 120.

In the Measurement of Intelligence by the Binet-Simon

Scale Professor Terman gives the average for the whole

country as about 100, and the Median error as about 7.

This class of children observed by Mr. Todd were in a

higher grade to which many dull children do not attain,

which accounts for the high average and Median error.

If the average quality of the whole country is 100 and
the Median error 7 the chance of an average of 108 or

more for 38 persons is the chance of an error of more

than V82 x 38 = 8 V38 = -f 49 for a single person, by
Definition 13.

49 = Ir.

Hence the chance is -000,001.

This very small chance indicates that many of the

children were bright.

Example 373. What is the average error for the whole

country ?

Example 374. What is the Normal error ?

Example 375. What is the chance of an intellect

whose quality is over 168 ?

The error is 168 100 = + 68, by Definition 14.

* = -0676* = 4-60.

= -000,000,000,04.

Example 376. If in a normal examination of a class

of 48 students half are in Class C, -fa
in Class B, ^ in

Class D, -fa in Class A and -fa in Class E, who fail, what is

the chance that one or more will fail through bad luck ?
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Normally there are 3 in Class E.

The chance that one will fail is ^ and the chance that

he will not fail is A-|.

Hence the normal number of chances of a pair of

contradictories is Zvnpq = 2?r X 3 X TV X J|.

The normal error is V3 x TV X Jf = .42.

t = -^ = 1.7.

*oV2
J p

s = .01, which is the answer, by Def. 14.

The chance that one or more will pass through good
luck is the same.

The chance that one or more will get into Class A
through good luck is the same, and the chance that one

or more will not get into Class A through bad luck is

the same.

Example 377. What is the chance that one or more
who belong to Class C will get into Class B ?

Example 378. What is the chance that one or more
who belong to Class B will get into Class C ?

Example 379. What is the chance that one or more
who belong to Class A will be plucked ?

Example 380. What is the chance that one or more who

belong to Class D will be plucked ?

Example 381. What is the chance that there will be

over 15 at church if the expectation is 10 and the Median

error 2 ?

Example 382. What is the chance that there will be

over 1500 at church if the expectation is 1000 and the

Median error 2 ?
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Example 383. What is the chance that a horse will

win by over 25 feet if his expectation is 10 feet and his

average error 50 feet ?

Example 384. Show that the normal error in s

dimensions of space is equal to ff \/s7and that the most

likely error is equal to x Vs 1, where x
0>

is the normal

error in any dimension. See Examples 186 and 532.

The Median error is expressed approximately by
x Vas 4- b. What are the most likely values of a and b ?

Example 385. If A and 5 others each stake 25 cents

in a pool on a race, what is the chance that he will win

more than $2 in 10 races ?

Example 386. If a line is observed 10 times and the

average error is 2, what is the chance that in observing it

again the error will be over 6 inches ?

Example 387. What is the average error of the aver-

age length ?

Example 388. If anything is observed 5 times under

one set of conditions and its Median value is 1103 -31

and it is also obs 5 times under another set of conditions,

and its Median value is 1102 -123, what is its Median

value ?

Example 389. If a line is obs twice under the same

conditions and the Median length is 347 -06, what is

the Median length of a single obs ?

Example 390. What is the Median error of a line of

100 feet under the same conditions ?

Example 391. If anything is obs under one set of

conditions and its Median value is 1013 1 and it is

also obs under another set of conditions and its Median
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value is 1012 -02, how many times must it be obs

under the former set in order to give as good a result as

2 obs under the latter ?

Example 392. If the 3 angles of a triangle are obs

twice under the same set of conditions and the values got
are ABC

27 41' 96 24' 55 54'

27 43' 96 25' 55 51'

what is the average error of A, B and C, respectively ?

See Definition 13.

Example 393. What is the average error of a single

angle ?

Example 394. What is the Median value of A, B and

C, respectively ?

Example 395. What are the most likely values of

A, B and C, respectively ?

Example 396. What is the weight of a single obs of

A, B and C, respectively ? See Definition 13.

Example 397. How many times would an angle have

to be obs under a set of conditions whose average error

for a single obs is '12' in order that the result would be

as good as 100 obs made under the former set of con-

ditions ?

Example 398. If A's chance to win any game is -2

and there are 6 players each staking 10 cents a game,
what is the chance that A will win more than $2 in 100

games ?

Example 399. What is the chance that he will lose

more than $2 in 100 games ?
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Example 400. In how many ways can a bouquet of

4 flowers be made from 6 kinds of flowers ?

Example 401. In how many ways can a bouquet of

4 flowers be made from 6 flowers ?

Example 402. If a set of dominoes go from double

to double 10, how many dominoes are there in the set ?

Example 403. If there are 4 horses in a stable and the

chance that any one will be taken is J, that any 2 will

be taken is \, that any 3 will be taken is J and that all

will be taken is J, what is the chance that none will be

taken ?

Example 404. If the chance that any one will be taken

is f, that any 2 will be taken is J, that any 3 will be

taken is J, and that all will be taken is J, what is the

chance that none will be taken ?

Example 405. If the chance that any one is true is f ,

that any 2 are true is J, that any 3 are true is J, and that

all are true is J, what is the chance that none of the

4 statements are true ?

Example 406. If the chance that any one is false is },

that any 2 are false is J, that any 3 are false is \, and that

all are false is J, what is the chance that all the state-

ments are true ?

Example 407. If Leap year came by chance and the

expectation was that it would come once in 4 years, what

is the chance that it would come once in the next 4 years?

It is the chance of no error in one period.

When n is very large this is ,
=

-4, by Example
V27T

29 and Definition 14.
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Example 408. What is the chance that it would come

every year for the next 4 years ?

J4 -1
It is

rj
e = '015, by Definition 14.

Example 409. What is the chance that it would come
3 times in the next 7 years ?

7
In 7 years there are periods of 4 years each.

O
3

-T
Hence it is -- = -155, by Definition 14.

Example 410. If Sunday came by chance and the

expectation was that it would come once a week what is

the chance that to-morrow would be Sunday ?

Example 411. What is the chance that next Sunday
would be Sunday ?

Example 412. If in a store the expectation is to take

in $100 a day and the average error is 12, what is the

chance that over $3000 will be taken in in the next 25

days ?

Example 413. What is the Median error ?

Example 414. What is the average sales a day ?

Example 415. What is the normal error a day ? A
week ? A month ?

Example 416. In how many ways can 4 apples and 5

oranges be given to 2 boys ?

Example 417. So that each will get something ?

Example 418. So that each will get at least one

orange ?
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Example 419. So that each will get at least one apple
and one orange ?

Example 420. If the average error of a man is 10,

what is the chance that he will make an error of 20 ?

Example 421. If the average error of a man is 2,

what is the chance that he will make an error of 20 ?

Example 422. If a judge's average error is 5 he will

often make an error of 10, but very seldom one of 20,

by Axiom 3.

If his average error is 2, what is the chance that he will

make an error of 10 ? Of 20 ?

He will never make an error of 20.

Example 423. If a man has $500 and he plays
Roulette at Monte Carlo by staking $1 each game on

single numbers, what is the chance that he will be

ruined some time during 1000 games ? What is his

most likely error some time during the series ?

Example 424. If a man whose median error at Target

practice at a range of 100 yards is 4 inches, shoots 100

shots at a bull's-eye 1 ft. 4 ins. in diameter at a range of

200 yards, what is the chance that he will make 50 hits ?

Example 425. What is the chance that he will make
60 hits? 80 hits? 100 hits ?

Example 426. If a man shoots 100 shots at a range
of 600 yards and puts 50 inside a ring of 4 ft. diameter,
what is his median error at a range of 100 yards ?

Example 427. If a man shoots 17 shots at a range of

100 yards, and the distance from the centre to his 9th

best shot is 4 inches, what is his median error at a range
of 600 yards ?
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Example 428. If a line is obs 4 times and the lengths

got are 1043-6, 1043-2, 1043-7 and 1043-3, what is its

most likely length ?

What is the average error ? What is the Median

error ? What is the chance of an error of more than -5

in a single obs ? What is the chance of an error of the

average length of more than -2 ? What is the normal

error as found from the average error ? As found from

the sum of the squares ?

Example 429. In how many ways can 6 horses be

arranged in 3 stables ?

Example 430. In how many ways can 6 horses be

put into 3 stables ?

Example 431. In how many ways can 6 horses be

put into 3 stables with no blanks ?

Example 432. In how many ways can 6 horses be

put into 3 stables with one in each of 2 stables ?

Example 433. If 6 horses are put into 3 stables by
chance, what is the chance that there will be no blanks ?

Example 434. If in an election for an office there are

4 candidates and 10 voters, in how many ways can the

vote result if the votes are all of the same sort as in vote

by ballot ? Ans. 286.

Example 435. If by open vote as in the old days ?

Ans. 286
(10.

Example 436. What is the ratio of the median error

in obs and that in Target practice if the Normal error in

any dimension is 2 ?

Example 437 . If anywhere there are 2 contradictories ,

yes and no, how many dimensions of space must there

be there ? Ans. 3.
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Example 438. If in Fairyland there are 3 contra-

dictories, how many dimensions of space must there be

there ? Ans. 7.

Example 439. If somewhere there are s contradic-

tories, how many dimensions of space must there be

there ? Ans. 2 1.

Example 440. In how many ways can 4 cents, 4

nickels, and 4 dimes be given to 3 boys if the coins are

all marked as different ?

Example 441. In how many ways can they be given
so that each boy will have some ?

Example 442. In how many ways if A is to have

only cents, B only nickels and C only dimes ?

Example 443. If the cents, nickels and dimes are all

alike, respectively ?

Example 444. If a line is obs 9 times and its average

length is 1000 and the Median error of a single obs is -6

what is the Median length of the line ?

Example 445. What is the average error ? The

normal error ?

Example 446. What is the chance that in 9 more obs

the average length will be more than 1000-4 ?

Example 447. If a man puts half his shots in a circle

of 1 inch diameter, what is his median error at that

range ?

Example 448. What is the chance that he will put
half his shots in a circle of one inch radius at twice the

range ?
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Example 449. If in shooting at an airplane the median

error at a mile is 40 feet, what is the chance that a shell

will burst within 40 feet of its centre at a range of 2

miles ?

Example 450. If when 2 men are playing Pool the

average cash error is $4, what is the average cash error

when 6 men are playing ?

Example 451. In playing Roulette at Monte Carlo,

what difference does it make whether a player takes

back half his stake or leaves it in prison when turns up ?

Example 452. In how many ways can a pack of 52

cards be given to 4 players ?

Example 453. So that each will have a combination of

13 cards ?

Example 454. So that each will have a group of 13

cards ?

Example 455. So that A will have none ?

Example 456. So that neither A nor B will have any ?

Example 457. So that each will have some ?

Example 458. So that A will have all ?

Example 459. In how many ways can 52 cards be

arranged if they are all different ?

Example 460. If there are 13 of each of 4 sorts ?

Example 461. In how many ways can 52 cards be

divided up into 4 combinations of 13 cards each ?

Example 462. Into 4 combinations of 10, 15, 20 and

7, respectively ?

Example 463. If the average daily attendance at a

school is 100 and the average variation is 2, what is the

chance of less than 80 any day ?
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Example 464. How many trials at Head or Tail

must there be in a series in order that the chance of an

error of 25 some time during the series will be 4 times as

great as the chance of an error of 25 at the end of the

series ?

Example 465. What is the chance that a hand of 5

cards will be 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 from a pack of 52 cards ?

Example 466. If the Median height of an Englishman
is 67-375 1-73 inches, what is the chance of an

Englishman over 84.675 inches in height ?

Example 467. If in any district the chance of blind-

ness is 10 times the chance for the whole country, we
would feel sure that the conditions there were not

normal, and the government would send men there to

find out what was wrong, or if two or more evils each

occur alone but seldom, but together often. These investi-

gations often lead to important knowledge as to the

nature of things.

Example 468. If a line is obs 9 times and its Median

length is 26347 -03, what is the chance that in a single

obs its length will be over 26349 ?

Example 469. In how many ways can 4 men be

divided up into 4 combinations of 1 man each ? Into

2 combinations of 2 men each ?

Example 470. If there are 4 men of whom 2 are of

one sort and 2 of another sort, in how many ways can

they be arranged ?

Example 471. If there are 4 men and their wives, in

how many ways can 4 couples be formed ? Ans. 24.

Example 472. In how many groups of 8 can 4 men and

their wives enter a room ?
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Example 473. If the men are to be together and the

women together ?

Example 474. If no 2 men or 2 women are to be

together. Ans. 2880.

Example 475. If they are to enter in couples ?

Ans. 576.

Example 476. If each man must enter with his wife ?

Ans. 24.

Example 477. If no man is to enter with his wife ?

Example 478. If they are to enter 4 at a time ?

Example 479. If each 4 must be 2 men and 2 women ?

Example 480. If each 4 must be all men or all

women ?

Example 481. If each 4 must be 3 men and 1 woman
or 3 women and 1 man ?

Example 482. In how many ways can a combination

of 4 be made from the 8 persons ?

Example 483. In how many ways can the 8 persons
be divided up into 4 combinations of 2 persons each ?

Example 484. Into 4 combinations of 1, 2, 3 and 2,

respectively ?

Example 485. Into 4 combinations each composed
of a man and a woman ?

Example 486. In how many ways can a combination

composed of 3 women and 1 man be made from the 8

persons ?

Example 487. In how many ways can a combination

of 2 women and 1 man be made from the 8 persons ?
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Example 488. If a soldier's median error at a range
of 100 yards is 3 inches, what is the chance that he will

put 50 shots out of 100 in a ring of 6 inches diameter

at that range ?

The chance that he will put any shot in the ring is

p J, and the chance that he will not is q = J.

Hence the chance that he will put 50 out of 100 is

1100 1100 i - -08 '

Example 489. What is the chance that he will put
100 in the ring ? 55 in the ring ? Ans. (i)

100
, -05.

Example 490. If there are 8 things of one sort and
4 things of another sort in how many ways can a different

combination be made ? Ans. 45, and one of these is

blank.

Example 491. In how many ways can 4 peaches and

2 apples be given to 3 boys ?

Example 492. In how many ways can a combination

be made from 4 peaches and 2 apples ?

Example 493. In how many ways can 4 peaches and
2 plums be arranged ?

Example 494. If 4 peaches and 2 plums in a row

measure 9 inches, and 6 peaches and 4 plums 15 inches,

and 3 peaches and 2 plums 7 inches, and 8 peaches and

9 plums 24 inches, and 15 peaches and 3 plums 32

inches, and 40 peaches and 60 plums 12 feet, what is

the most likely diameter of a peach ? Of a plum ?

What is the chance that a peach will be over 3 inches

in diameter ? What is the chance that a plum will be

over 2 inches in diameter ?
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Example 495. If one series of obs gives the elevation

of A as 3002 feet above the sea, and another series of obs

gives it as 3003, what is the most likely elevation of A if

the weights of the first and second series are 1 and 25,

respectively ?

Example 496. If one series of obs gives 3A -f- 4B =
21,000, and another series gives 2A + 10B = 36,001,

and another A B = -5, what are the most likely eleva-

tions of A and B, respectively, if the weights of the series

are 1, 4, and 100 ? What is the weight of A ? What is

the chance that in another obs A B will be over 1 ?

Example 497. The definition of a dimension of space

is, a dimension of space is that in which, if a force is

acting in the direction of the dimension, the force has no

component in the direction of any other dimension of

space.

If anywhere there are 4 dimensions of space, how

many contradictories must there be there ? Ans. 2'3219.

Example 498. If the weight of a single obs is 1 and

the obs equations are 2* = 7, 3* = 25 and 4* = 60, what
is the most likely value of x ? What is its weight ?

What is its weight in the first equation ? What is the

chance that the value of x is greater than 3.

Example 499. If 1 out of 30 children is a twin what is

the chance that there will be 3 or more pairs of twins

among any 100 children ?

Example 500. In Example 204 what was the most

likely error some time during the obs ?

Example 501. There is a record that A drew a white

ball first draw from a bag containing 1,000 balls of which

one was white. The chance that he was not mistaken

in the number and nature of the balls is pl
= -99, the
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chance that he read his ball correctly is p2
= -99, the

chance that his record at that time was faithful is

p3
= -99 and the chance that the record has not been

changed is p t
= -99. What is the chance that the

record is true ? Ans. prf^pi + Pdrftft + #

Example 502. In a book the expectation is 10 words
to a line and the average variation in any line is 1-5

words, what is the chance that any line will have more
than 15 words ?

How many lines must there be in the book in order

that we should expect 3 lines each containing more than

15 words ?

Example 503. If there are two statements and the

chance that any one of them is true is f ,
show that the

chance that they are both true cannot be less than J.

Example 504. If there are two statements, both of

which cannot be true, and the chance that any one is

true is ,
show that they cannot both be false.

Example 505. In the north the sun distinctly whitens

the south side of 9 out of 10 smooth barked Poplar trees.

What is the chance that 50 or more out of any 100 will

indicate north ? The north side is never white.

Example 506. The north side of 99 out of 100 Jack
Pine trees have very small long tufts of moss scattered

over its surface and extending from 1 to 5 feet from the

ground. This can be distinctly seen from a distance

of 100 feet. What is the chance that in a clump of 10

Jack Pine trees 5 or more will indicate north ?

Example 507. What is the ratio between I* and

Zv ? Between *2 and Sv2
? When is this ratio

equal to 1 ? When is it very nearly equal to 1 ? When
is the average value equal to the expectation ?
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Example 508. When n is large the Median error for

11 Lv
one trial is r - - of

, nearly. What is the Median
io n

total error for a series of n trials ?

Example 509. If - - = 3-9, what is the chance of

a residual error greater than 33 ? Than 13-2 ? Than 14 ?

When is there no error in the average value ?

Example 510. If in a district of 1,000,000^population
there are 100,000 automobiles, what is the most likely

number of automobiles in a similar district of 100,000,000

population ? What is the normal variation ? The
Median variation ? If there is a tax of $1 on each

automobile, what is the chance that the tax will give
less than $9,950,000 in the latter district ?

Example 511. What is the value of^ ? Of ~r ?

Of^o.? Of^? Of ? Of-|^L? Of-? Of*~?

From what is the error measured ? See Definition 11.

Example 512. If a person passing through Monte
Carlo thought he would like the experience of risking

$100 at Rouge-et-Noir, or red and black at Roulette,

what would be the best way to do it ?

The best f of all the shots of rifle fire is regarded as the

effective fire in war. Hence if x is the greatest effective

error e \.

Hence x = xn .
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And any error greater than ~ XQ is not considered
o

effective, and is disregarded, in war.

Hence in analogy to the science of war he should
consider all chances less than J as not effective, and

disregard them.

The chance to lose more than x some time during a

series of n games is \e , by Proposition 13.

X*

Hence \e \.

Hence e

Hence his greatest effective error some time during
the series is the median total error at target practice,
and is x = M774*1ViT, where x^~n is the normal
total cash error at the end of a series of n games.

Hence, if he disregards all chances of losing his $100
that are disregarded in the science of war,

M774* VIST = $100.

Hence x V n = $85.

His adverse expectation is -.
He should not allow his adverse expectation to be

more than he is willing to pay for his seat at the table.

To sit at the table of a prince is worth $25.

Hence
^|

= $25.

We have shown that when he plays on red or black

x = a, or his stake.

\
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Hence aV n = $85.

Hence a = $5 and n = 289.

Thus in analogy to the science of war he should stake

$5 each play and plan on a series of 289 plays.

His most likely gain some time during -the series is

x Vn = $85.

The chance that he will win more than this some time

during the series is -3.

Hence the odds are 3 to 7 that he will win more than
$85 some time during the series.

If he is lucky enough to be $85 ahead at any time he

may stop.

But if he wants to take all the effective chances of

war he will play on in the hope of winning $100.

The chance that he will win more than $100 some time

during the series is J.

The odds are 1 to 3 that he will.

If he is lucky enough to be $100 ahead at any time he

should stop, for all larger errors are regarded as stray
shots in war.

If he plans to play through the whole series of 289

plays, and to neglect the principles of war, he has a

chance of J to win more than the Median total error at

the end of the series, or

2
o "'0 r '" ]pO i .

If he has not been lucky and lost his $100, or has made

big gains, he may persist in playing more.

If he plays 1,000 games his adverse expectation is

14t

~

For 1,000,000 games it is $67,568.
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This is what he pays for his seat.

A man would not expect to win if he bet on a horse

whose odds to win were 1 to 99, but here fabulous
fortunes rise before his eyes when the odds are

infinitesimal.

The Median error at the end of a series of n games_ 2 _
is rV n = x V n .

o

The chance to win more than this is J, giving odds of

1 to 3.

(-Y_ \2/ 1

The chance to win more than 3> V n is \ y~- = _L,'

I

3 48

giving odds of 1 to 47.

The chance to win more than IrVn is J ,

, giving odds of 1 to 816479.
816480

If n = 10,000 the Median total error is

= $333, and

= $999, and

= $2333.

The cost of the seat is $676.

If n = 1,000,000 the Median total error is

rV^n = $3,333.

3rV~n =$9,999,

lrV~n = $23,333.

The cost of the seat is $67,568.

The odds that he will win more than enough to pay
for his seat are not 1 to 3, which are the least that are

considered in war, but are infinitesimal.
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The cost of his seat is about 2lrV n .

1^1!
3

The chance to win more than this is

-000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0^^^

000,01.

He has the same chance to win more than enough to

pay for his seat as a blind man has to find his friend

among 90,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,

000,000,000 men by picking the first man he meets.

Example 513. In Example 204 the greatest number of

men are about 67-5 inches in height.

Hence the expectation is about 67-5, by Proposition 12

and Definition 11. The formulae of Natural chance

applied to Common chance are more precise near the

expectation, because the elements are smaller there.

Normally half the errors are less than the Median

error. There are 6,194 measurements.

Hence normally
- - = 3097 are less than the Median
2

error. There are 918 + 881 -f 886 = 2,685 men from

66 to 69 inches in height.

Hence there are 3,097 2,685 = 412 more men less

than the Median height.

That will extend to about another -25 inch.

AQ f\f\

Hence the Median error is about - + -25= 1-75.
L

This is nearly the same as we got in Example 204, and is

close enough for many purposes.

The chance that a man will be over 5 feet 1 1 inches is

the chance of an error of more than + 2r, or J of -707

= -09, by Definition 14.
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Example 514. Show that the chance of an error

greater than x = sr sometime during any series, when

i*

the elements are all very small, is (|)
3

, approximately.

Any thing is a series by Definition 7.

X*

Hence the chance is e
, by Proposition 13.

_sV2

_s*_
*2

2V ~?4 3~

e e =
(J) , approximately.

Example 515. What is the chance that some time

during any series of 10,000 flips of a coin there will be

101 or more too many heads for that stage of the series ?

X = Vnpq = 50.

r = -6745*0 = 33-7.

The error is -f- 101 = sr = 3r, by Definition 11 and

Axiom 3.

tf

Hence the chance is J ()
3 =

^-, by Definition 14.

Example 516. If the Median cash error for any series

is r, what is the chance of a gain of 9r or more some time

during the series ? At the end of the series ?

Example 517. If the Median error for any measure-

ment is r, what is the chance of an error of 15r or greater

some time during any measurement ? At the end of any
measurement ?

When x = llr or greater the formula for the chance

some time during the series should be used for both,

since when the error is very large it is almost sure to be

very near the end of the series, and this formula has been
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proved for all values of s, and the chance of an error of %

or more at the end of a series cannot be greater than its

chance some time during the series, because the end of

the series is some time during it. When the error is very

large the two chances are practically the same. Compare
with the Tables in the back of the book.

Example 518. If the Median error for any series is

2, what is the chance of an error of 100 or more some
time during the series ? At the end of the series ?

Example 519. If in any city the average number of

deaths a week from the plague is 100, and the average
variation from this is 5, what is the chance of less than

10 deaths in any week ? Of less than 15 in each of two
weeks in succession ? The average is for eight successive

weeks.

If either of these events occurred, what would be the

inference? See Example 118.

Example 520. If we do not know the general obs

equation of a series of obs we can find it by inspection
of the obs in simple cases, or by comparing the series of

obs with Tables of logs, powers, sines, etc. And in more

complicated cases we can plot the obs by rectangular
co-ordinates and see what general curve passes near all

the points.

If 1 man makes 21 toys in a day,
2 men make 43

3 62

4 79

10 198

20 404

the general obs equation is evidently y = ax -f- b, where

a = 20, very nearly.

What are the most likely values of a and b ? What is
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the chance that 25 men would make more than 550

toys in any day ? What is the chance that they would
make less than 480 ? If the weight of a single obs is 1,

what is the weight of a ? Of b ? Of the last of the 6 obs ?

Example 521. If when x = 1, y = 2,

x = 2, y = 4,

x == 6, y = 66,

what is the general obs equation ? What are the most

likely values of the constants ? What are the respective

weights of the three obs if that of a single obs is 1 ?

Example 522. If when x = 1, y = 0,

x = 4,-y= -61,

x = 10,y = 1,

* = 100,^ = 2,

what is the general obs equation ? What are the most

likely values of the constants ?

Example 523.

If ax2 + by
2 = 2-1 when x = 1 and y = 1,

= 51 *= 1 y = 2,

= 50 * = 2 y = 1,

= 102 * = 10 ]y
= 1,

what are the most likely values of a and b ? What is

the chance that b will be greater than 1-3 ? If the

weight of a single obs is 1, what are the respective weights
of the 4 obs ? What is the weight of a in the first

equation ? In the last ? What is the weight of b in the

last equation ? What is the difference between the weight
of a and its weight in the last equation ? What is the

difference between the weight of b and its weight in the

last equation ? See Example 186.

Example 524 If a (J)*
= -51 when x = 1,

= -26 x =-- 2,

= -12 x = 3,
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what is the most likely value of a ? Ans. 1-021. The

most likely general obs equation is 1-021(J)*
= k.

What is the Median error for a ? What is the chance

that a will be greater than 1-2 ? What is the weight of

a in the first equation ? In the third ?

Example 525. If a + b log x = 1-3 when x = 2

= 1-9 x = 8

= 3-0 x = 100,

what are the most likely values of a and b ? What is

the chance that a and b will each be greater than 1-2 ?

What is the weight of b in the first equation ? In the

third ? What is the difference between the weight of b

and its weight in the last equation ?

Example 526.

If a -f b log x + ex* = 2-1 when x = 1,

= 17 2 x = 2,

= 83 x = 3,

= 258-0 x = 4,

what are the most likely values of a, b and c ? What is

the chance that c will be less than 1-2 ? What is the

weight of c in the first equation ? In the last ? The

most likely value of c is controlled by the last equation.

Example 527. Reproduction and decay take place by
the law of combinations.

The reproduction of plants is a process of combination

of the seeds, and this, like a bank safe, can only be

opened by two keys in combination. The principle of

life does not belong to one, but to a combination.

Take any plot of wild land. We will consider the

reproduction and decay there for a period of x years.

Say there are k seeds to start with, and s seeds are

blown in or out each year by chance.
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And b seeds reproduce and produce other seeds each

year, and g of these are preserved.

Hence the total number of seeds at the end of x years

is k H- xs -f- ge
bx k -f xs 4- gc*> by Proposition 2 and

Definition 14.

And these are the things from which the combinations

are made.

Hence if the total number of plants at the end of x

years is P, k + xs -j- gc* = logP, since the logs are the

things from which the combinations are made.

Now if we count the number of plants in each of 4

years, t years apart, we get 4 equations from which

k, s, g and c may be found.

And as t may have any value and may cover different

periods we will get slightly different values for these

constants depending on the periods, owing to the

fluctuations of chance.

This formula agrees very closely with the Mortality
Tables used by Life Insurance Companies.

It is useless to form normal equations from this general
obs equation because they could not be solved.

But if we assume a value for c we can make as many
obs equations as we like, and can form normal equations
from which we can find the most likely values of k, s and

g for this value of c.

The Institute of Actuaries Text-Book, Part II., p. 83,

gives c = 1-0956122 for the Mortality Tables used.

If this is not the most likely value of c, and it certainly

is not, the process may be repeated with different trial

values of c, having regard to the weights, until we get

the most likely values of all the four constants, so that

the results will agree very closely with the actual

Mortality, by Definition 14.
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The increase in population of any country follows the

same law, and the same formula can be used, by finding
new values for the four constants.

From the populations at four different equi-distant

dates an approximate value of c may be found.

And using this value of c the most likely values of

k, s and g may be found for this value of c.

Then using slightly different trial values of c, having

regard to the weights, the most likely values of all the

constants can be found, by Definition 14.

Example 528. From a Table of decennial populations
of England find the most likely population in 1828, and

the chance that it would be 100,000 more than it was.

And find the dates of any great crises in the history of

England as shown by abnormal increase or decrease of

population. And the effect of each on the life of England ?

Example 529. Any Table of Statistics has some

general formula, and the most likely constants can be

found. After all known causes have been eliminated

the remaining fluctuations are due to chance, by Defini-

tion 1. The variations in the values of the constants

are due to chance, if we have no knowledge as to their

cause, by Definition 1.

Example 530. If anything is obs twice under the

same set of conditions the difference should be 0, because

if anything is measured in one direction and then back

again they finish at the same point from which they

started.

Hence the discrepancy d is a true error, and not a

residual error. And if we have no other information it

must be taken as the normal error, by Definition 12.
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.7

Hence the normal error for one obs is = / ^ ,
if

the weight of a single obs is 1.

And if the weight of a single obs is p the normal error

of an obs of weight 1 is /2- , by Definition 13.is /2- ,

And if n things are each obs twice the normal error for

an obs of weight 1 is

lPi*s
V

"

2n

And the Median error of an obs of weight 1 is

r=.6745

Thus by measuring a few lines in any survey twice,

a surveyor can find the Median error for a line of weight
1 of his chainmen, without any waste of time.

The Median error for an angle can be found in the

same way.

And this information should be entered in the notes

so as to have a record of the precision with which the

work was done, as well as temperature, instruments, etc.

All constant errors must be removed as far as possible,

for they are eliminated in this operation.

The weight of a line is inversely proportional to its

length if each part is measured under the same set of

conditions, because the number of chances of a pair of

contradictories is proportional to the length if each

part is measured under the same set of conditions, by
Proposition 11 and Definition 13.
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Example 531. If the lengths got for four lines under

the same set of conditions are

1001-03 and 1001-06

647-03 and 647-09

846-51 and 846-65

725-47 and 725-39

what is the Median error of a line of length ^ = 100 ?

Example 532. If A, B and C each obs anything and

get the values a, b and c, respectively, what is its most

likely value if we have no other knowledge such as that

found in the last Example ? What is the chance that

the error of the most likely value is greater than k ?

What is the chance that the error of b is greater than k ?

If d is the discrepancy between any two obs we have

a b = dab

a c = dac

b c = dbc .

In
The number of these obs equations is .

^ i^~_ 2
'
if

there are n observers, by Proposition 2.

Let the most likely Normal errors of a, b and c be xat

Xb and xc , respectively, and the weights, when unknown,
of a single obs be 1.

The most likely value of anything changes as our

knowledge is increased, by Def. 1, as in Prop. 6 and

Example 186, which give the most likely, but not the

true, values.

Any equation is a single indirect obs if it has not been

directly obs. Hence a b = dab is a single indirect

obs. Hence its weight is 1. But a is a single direct obs.

Hence its weight is 1. Hence the weight of a is equal to

the weight of a b. Hence xa
2 = d^2

, by Def. 13.
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Again a c = dM . Hence xa* = doc
2

. Hence with

all our knowledge the most likely value of xa* is

W^ + dac*). Similarly tf = J(^2 + dbe
z
)

and *c
2 =

W? + ***)

We can get the same result, subject to the vagaries
of chance, as in Example 186, taking a -f- b, etc., instead

of a b, etc. For if we have only the equation a b

= dab to find xa we must assume that there is no error in

b
t
because we know nothing about the error in b except

that its most likely value is 0, by Prop. 12. Any other

assumption is certainly false. Hence this one is true.

See remarks about disagreement between the Normal
and average errors on page 64. The same thing with

different weights and different things with the same

weight are alike.

And if X is the normal error of the most likely value,

or weighted average, we have

X*
=
H? +

~Z?
+ i?

to find X.

The most likely value, or weighted average, is

pbb + pe
c

Pa+Pb + PC

The normal error for an obs of weight 1 is

And similarly for any number of observers.

Example 533. If A and B measure a line and get l^,

and B and C measure it and get kc ,
and A and C measure

it and get 1M ,
what is the most likely length, etc. ?

lab lac ==t d
if etC.
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In the first equation the weight of 2xa 2 is 2. Hence
2*

fl

2 =
d}

2 must be taken twice. xa2 = J (2^
2

-f d2
2

-f ds
2
),
xb

2 = JK* -f 2^ + <*3*) and x* = i(^ + ^2
2

Example 534. If A ofo anything and gets 1,000, and
B obs it and gets 1,002, and C obs it and gets 1,002-1,

what are the respective weights of the three obs ?

What is the most likely value ? What is the chance

that it is less than 999 ? What is the chance that it is

more than 1003-1 ?

Example 535. If A, B, C and D obs it and get the

values 1,000, 1,002, 1,002-1 and 1,002-2, what are the

respective weights ? What is the most likely value ?

What is the chance that it will be less than 999 ? What
is the chance that it will be more than 1,003-1 ? What
is the chance that it will be more than 1,006 ?

Example 536. Mark Wright's Foot-stool in the

Grotto at Edmonton, Alberta, has been obs six times

by six lines of levels to Frank Ford's Bench, and the

elevations of the former above mean sea level in feet

were

21801
2179-8

2179-9

2180-3

2180-0

2174-6.

What are the respective weights of the obs ? What
is the most likely elevation ? What is the chance that

it is less than 2174-6 feet ? What is the most likely

normal error of the last obs ? Of the first ? Of the

weighted average ? What is the Median elevation ?
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Before the last obs was made what were the respective

weights ? What was the most likely elevation ? What
was the most likely normal error of the first obs ? Of the

weighted average ? What was the Median elevation ?

What was the chance that the elevation is less than

2,174-6 feet ? That some time the error was over 10 ft ?

There is no information as to the sets of conditions

under which the obs were made. If they were all made
under the same set of conditions, what is the most

likely elevation ?

Example 537. Show that any variable that travels far

without supplies must go in harmonic waves.

Anything that travels far without supplies must make
a lot of motion without expending much energy.

Hence its force must not move in the direction of

itself, but at right angles to it, very nearly, where it does

no work.

A force represented by the radius and acting on the

centre of a circle may revolve around that centre without

doing any work. And at a terrific rate.

It does no work, but its rectangular components in

any two given directions produce harmonic motion as

the radius revolves. Space is full of pulsations.

And this harmonic motion in an elastic medium con-

stitutes the harmonic waves of electricity, light, heat,

sound, the sea and the revolution of planets.

They travel far but do no work, or very little, because

it is a constant give and take.

When the revolutions are very rapid the ultimate

elements only of the medium are acted on. Hence when

this rapidity is reached all media give nearly the same

velocity, and are called ether. Hence no waves travel

faster than light, electricity, etc.
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This is why wireless telegraphy travels so far, and so

fast. Little time for motion, only force.

What is the resemblance, and the difference, between

this and the law of error ?

Why is the law of error the same as that of evolution ?

Because they are both caused by the interference of yes
and no, as time goes on. Error is a resultant of two

lines at right angles to each other, and not a simple
sum like the expectation. It is geometry, since one of

its factors is the angle through which it can turn.

Example 538. What is the chance that during 10,000

flips of a coin the error will never be greater than 600 ?

The most likely error is x = 50.

The Median error at the end of the series is

r = -6745 of 50 = f of 50 = 33-3, approximately.

x = 600 = r = ISr = sr.

108

Log(J) = -30103 x 108 = 32.51 = 33.49.

s*

Hence (J) is decimal 32 zeros followed by 3.

Which is the chance that the error will be greater than

600 some time during the series.

Hence the chance that it will not be greater than 600

at any time during the series is 1 minus this decimal, by
Definition 3.

The chance that the error will not be greater than 600

at the end of the series is the same, very nearly, by
Example 517.
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Example 539. What is the chance that the error will

never be greater than x = 3 during the series ?

7 "A =
IT ' approximately-

Hence x . r = sr.

!l * i

m 3
- M 363 "^3 1089 1 1088

:

3 + _i_ 1089 + 1

:

1090

1088 90 998
=
1090-90

=
1000

= }8
' appr X" by Example 27 '

Hence the chance that the error will never be greater
than 3 during the series is

1 _ -998 = -002, approx.

_ s2

Or we can use the formula e
4

, by Example 514.

=
1063 = 1063 65

'1065 1065 65
12

= -998, by Example 26.

This error is so much less than the most likely error

that the result is not precise.

Example 540. What is the chance that during 10,000

flips of a coin the error will never be more than 4 times

the most likely error ?

The most likely error is x 50.

The chance that the error will be greater than x some

time during the series is e
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w
2* 2

"

2 log2= * =
(J)

18

2 X -69315 1-4 14 114=
(i)

=
(

=
(i)

=
(i)

very nearly.

Log(i)
11 - 4 = -30103 X 114 = 343 = 4-57.

Hence (J)
ll - = -0004.

Hence the chance that the error will never be greater

than 4* is 1 -0004 = -9996.

The chance that the error will never be greater than
nf

mx in any series is 1 (J)

1 4

, very nearly.

Example 541 What is the chance that the error at

the end of any series will be more than 12 times the

Median error r ?

_^

It is (i)

Z

T S*

Log(J)
3 = - y log 2 = 15-55.

Hence the chance is decimal 14 zeros followed by 4.

See Example 517.

Example 542. What is the chance that the error at

the end of any series will be more than Ir ?

1 ii
It is - (i)

s
, very nearly.

o

I
Log(i) =

o- log 2 = 6-08.
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Hence the chance is J of -000,01 = -000,002, very

nearly.

Example 543. What is the chance that the error at

the end of any series will be more than -f Ir ?

It is i (4)
~T= -000,001, very nearly.

Example 544. What is the chance that the error at

the end of any series will be more than 3r ?

=It is
=

24
^ ' 42

'
very nearly, by Prop. 7.

Example 545. What is the chance that the error at

the end of any series will be more than 2r ?

= -177, by Prop. 7.

Example 546. If to break one's word is an error of 50

and to steal is an error of 100, and a man's Median error

is 10, what is the chance that he would break his word

at the end of the temptation ? What is the chance that

he would steal at the end of the temptation ?

To break one's word is 5r sr, and to steal is lOr = sr.

x sr s
~ = =

Hence ^ = 2-38.

t2
= 4-76.

Hence
~

1 = = -00038.
m
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And
*~ P2 = -000,000,000,01, by the Tables in the

back of the book.

Example 547. What is the chance that some time

during the temptation he would steal ?

*

It is J (|)

3 = -000,000,000,05, approx.

Example 548. This book is the study of the habits of

things, and shows how to find the chance of any variation

from the habits, that anything rarely departs far from

its habits, and that a parent's duty is to see that children

form good habits, and to follow their example. Habits

of virtue, industry, patience and courtesy cause success

and happiness. And when these habits are formed they
are not only easy to follow but hard to depart from.

Any thing has habits whether we know their causes or

not. We can know the nature of a thing by its habits

almost as well as if we knew the causes of its actions.

We cannot know what it will do next, for the cause of

any action is often composed of a very large number of

varying elements. Each separate action is erratic and

seems to have no cause.

We cannot know the nature of a thing from one or

two of its actions. These may be as different as night
and day. But if we watch it a while we shall learn its

habits, and its nature, without knowing anything about

the causes of its actions, for it seldom departs far from

its habits.

And when we know the nature of a thing we know what

the general course of its habits will be in the future,

without knowing the cause of any of its actions.

The course of the habits of anything is called the
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expectation, and any variation from this is called an
error.

Nearly all the knowledge that we have is based on
this subject. We know little for certain, for most of

our knowledge is gained from experience, and anything
may happen any number of times in succession by pure
chance.

And since this constantly occurs in different degrees
in life, and to all, everyone should know how to find the

chance that his daily observations will not differ more
than a given amount from future experience.

It provides a scale by which he can, in a moment and

mentally, weigh all his observations, and prophesy
from them.

By shooting a few shots at a target a soldier can

find his median error. And when he has found it all

his subsequent experience, unless he becomes more

expert, will conform so closely to it that, when he first

sees this, it will almost frighten him to find that so many
erratic shots when counted up hardly change his label

by a difference large enough to be measured. It seems
to him as if the witches are at work. He can tell just
how many shots he should put in any ring, no matter

how many rings there are, out of 100 shots, and will do
almost exactly this in practice.

And this subject applies to every part of life with the

same precision as to shooting in war. The results are

most marvellous, and the witches of old become real,

and prophesy for us in all phases of life, and tell what

happened in the old days before history began.

Example 549. And in things that produce offspring

which again produce other offspring the variations

become permanent and the original type is largely lost
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in a very large number of generations. And as the

environment is more favourable to some variations than

to others these become predominant while some become
extinct. And as the environment gradually changes
these predominant variations fluctuate . and gradually
become extinct in their turn. And the variations

gradually rise in type as it is the favoured variations

that survive. Thus the fosils in the successive geolo-

gical formations rise in type, fluctuate and become

extinct, but the favoured variations give a gradual rise

in type although the predominant ones in any geological

period become extinct, for their offspring that are

favoured by the new conditions continue to rise in type
And the law of Evolution is the same as that of error,

the interference of yes and no. If yes and no did not

interfere there would be no error, and we would always
have the expectation or true value, by Definition 11,

and there would be no variation of species. The

original type would always remain just the same, and

the life in the earliest geological formations would be

identical with that in the world to-day.

Thus we see that the law that makes and loses

fortunes at Monte Carlo is the same as that of Evolution,

the interference of contradictories.

Example 550. The interference of contradictories

makes abnormal combinations of the elements, whether

in a game of chance, in measuring anything, in all the

actions of men and women, in the growth of a tree or in

the transformation of the elements of an egg as it passes

through its ancestral forms. The copy is seldom just the

same as the model, or habit, and the variation of chance

is the error.
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ACCIDENTS, 171

Actions, 69, 211, 213
Addition, 54

Aeroplanes, 137, 185

Aggregate, 121

Alike, 2, 9
Ancestral forms, 213

Angle, 3, 7, 88-9, 207

Arrangements, 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 169

Assumptions, 110

Attendance, at school, 185
at church, 177

BANK OF MONTE CARLO, 146
Baseball nines, 24
Bench, Frank Ford's, 205
Binet-Simon scale, 173

Bookmaking, 38-40

Bouquets, 27-8

CARDS, 20-7, 185

Progressive, 120-1

Chance, 1, 6, 77, 94, 120, 144,
148, 150-1.
definition of, 1

a, 1

the, 1

p and q, 120

Common, 11, 80-2
Natural, 3, 11, 80-2, 133, 139
is objective, 110, 120
of earthquake, 1 7

of an error greater than x,

44, 60, 62-3, 110

Change, 68-9
of p and q as knowledge is in-

creased, 40-3, 110

Children, bright, 176

dull, 176

Combinations, 1, 7, 9, 24, 135

equally likely, 5, 135

blank, 1, 14, 17, 27

abnormal, 213

Component, '2, 7

Constants, 121, 197-201
Continuous, 53-4
Contradictories, 2, 7, 83, 96, 100

all in same plane, 48

pairs of, 2, 83
at right angles, 47

Copy, 40-1, 213
Courses, 97
Crimes, 120

DANGER ZONE, 131, 139
Data, 110

Derangements, 166-9

Discrepancy, 94-5
Dice, 30-2, 65

Differential, 54
Dimensions of space, 50, 1 84

Dominoes, 27-8

EARTHQUAKES, 16-7, 136
Effective fire, 128, 191-5

Eggs, 213
Elections, 163, 183

Elements, 2, 11, 13

very small, 3, 7, 11, 13-4, 17,

53-4, 114, 133-5
common, 8

single, 1 1

Elevation, 90

average, 91

Environment, 213

Epidemics, 171, 197

Equally likely ways, 4-6

Equations, observation, 100

Normal, 101-9

general, 197-201
Error, 2, 4, 8, 213

normal, 2

median, 44, 62-5, 105, 123,
138

Probable, 62
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average, 49-53, 63-5, 110,
173-4
most likely, 127, 133-5,

137-9, 145, 178

residual, 63, 83-93, 105
whole, 85-6, 103-5

cash, 67, 140-3

limiting, 145, 152

constant, 69, 96
in one dimension, 48-53
in two dimensions, 48-53
in three dimensions, 48-53
either wins or failures, 4, 78,
136
sum of chances of, 48-53

disagreement of normal and
average, 64
when negligible in comparison
with the expectation, 43, 70

Event, 3, 40
Evidence, 44, 120

Evolution, 69, 212-3
Ex parte evidence, 44

Expectation, 2, 7, 16, 70, 96, 121,

131-2, 144-5, 147

adverse, 192

variable, 104,117,121,199-201

Experience, future, 110, 212

Experimental science, 43
Factorial, 46-7, 173

FAIRYLAND, 184

Flags, 165-7

Force, revolving, 206

components of, 206
Fortune, 73

unequal, 74

Fosils, 213
Fractions, 13
Frank Ford's Bench, 205

GAIN AND LOSS, 147

Geological formations, 213

Geometry, 207

Gradual, 54, 69

Groups, 1, 7, 9, 46

HABITS, 121, 211-3
Harmonic motion, 206

Head or Tail, 8

Height of men, 111-7, 186, 195
Horse races, 38-40, 178

pools, 178

IMAGINARIES, 3
at right angles to the real, 47

Index numbers, 121

Inferences, 110
Insurance companies, 200

Integration, 53-4, 138

Intellect, measurement of,

173-6
Interference of yes and no, 4, 69,

213

JUDGES' ERRORS, 182

KINDS, 28, 180

Knowledge, 1, 40, 70, 110, 120,
212

LABELS, 122, 212

Leap year, 180

Life, 199, 213
Like things, 1-2, 165

Lines, 86, 92

Logarithms, 71-3
Luck, 69-70, 75

MARK WRIGHT'S FOOT-STOOL,
205

Measurements, 83, 87-8, 92

indirect, 188-9

average, 83-6, 89-94, 97
of intellect, 173

Mistakes, 97

Model, 213
Monte Carlo, 191

cost of seat at, 192-5

Mortality tables, 200

NATURE, 121, 211-3
North, indication of, 190

OBJECTIVE, 110, 120

Obo, 83

Observations, 83

Opinions, 44

Order, 2, 9
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PACIFISTS, 44
Parcels, 1, 162, 164

Partitions, 170

Permutations, 1, 7

Population, increase of, 201

Precision, 134-5, 208

Probability tables, 214

Prophecy, 212
Pulsations in space, 206

QUALITY OF INTELLECT, 173-6

RACES, 38-40, 212-3

Range, 122, 137, 152

Real, 4

Relevant, 120

Repetitions, allowed, 28, 135
not allowed, 27, 135

Rifle clubs, 128

Rings, 129, 165

Rouge-et-Noir, 191

Roulette, 146, 185, 191

Ruined, 73, 140-1, 146
Rule of Succession, 40-4.

SCHOOL, 173

examinations, 176-7
Scientists, 43

Scraps, 70

Seeds, 199-200
Selections, 1

Set of conditions, 3

Sinking of ships, 171
Skill in shooting, 122, 128
Soldiers, 122, 212
Sorts, 2, 9

Spiritualists, 43
Stakes, 66, 146

sum of the, 68, 73, 140, 146
Statements, true, 190

false, 190

Statistics, 30, 32-3, 60, 67-8,
110-1, 117, 121, 178, 197-
206

Stores, 181

Stragglers, 116, 129

Subjective, 120

Submarines, 120, 171

Succession, a, 4, 8, 44-6, 53, 212

Sunday, 181'

Surveys, 83-105, 201-6

TABLES, 214

Target, practice, 42, 182

moving, 132,
Thinking, 110

Todd, W. H., 173
Traditions, 43

Transformations, 213
Twins, 189

Type, original, 212-3

predominant, 213
lost, 212-3
rise in, 213

VALUE, MOST LIKELY, 83, 100-3
median, 88, 105, 178
of e~* when x is very small,
16

of ( H when n(a b) is

very small, 16

of \n when n is very large, 58

Variations, favoured, 213
of species, 69, 213

Vector, 50-1

WAR, 117-20, 171, 191
Wave motion, 206

Ways, 4-6

Weight, 2, 84-5, 97, 100-9, 198-
206

Witches, 212
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